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TO l:lHOM? 
To YOU 
this small book is given, 
to you who are young, 
marvelously young, 
born in time to gro1v up with the world 
~mich, though hoary· with age, is, yet, also 
marvelously young. Behind you lie millions of ages; 
- v.rho can know hOlv many lie stretching ahead? T'ney are 
all yours: Past, Present, Future,- to do with as you \·Jill. 
~fuat a gift ! 
A Chinese proverb says: 
"A melon seed borne a thousand li-- value accrues to it. 11 
To WHOM? 
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Foreword: 
This book for High School Young People is based on the thesis 
that we human beings are One. We have always been One; "always"· having 
begun in the heart and mind of God long before there was a "beginning"• 
The natural gregariousness of young people, their bright inter-
est in the world with all it contains, together with their native honest,r 
and good sense is here being invoked in the belief that, freed from any 
inherited prejudice and any feeling of false superiority, they themselves 
will spontaneously and consistentlY put creative effort into improvement 
of human relations. 
Some areas of easy misunderstanding may need clearing. Toward 
that end this book is proffered them,- factual, in earnest, with suffici-
ent light touches to, hope.fully, catch and hold interest, and, withal, add 
inspiration to their alreaqy ardor. 
"All o 1 God's Chillun Got Wings", the "Adult Volume" referred 
to in the text, is resource material on the Adult level,for background, 
enrichment, and oft times direct sharing by the Teacher, Counselor; Par-
ent, or Religious-group Leader wanting to help in meeting the questions 
inevitably asked by Youth with whom he is working in this wide problem-
field. 
Acceptance of one of us by another - just as human beings, 
comes more readily to Youth than to Adulthood. Fostering it now, we 
should .see its carry-over into a New and Wiser Generation. This is the 
conviction and faith of The Author. 
PROLOGUE 
If he is a human being , he is brother to you. 
He may be a pagan, he may be pigeon-toed, lmock-lmeed and 
double-jointed; but if he 1 s your brother, he's your brotherJ 
And 11th ere 1 s an end on 1 t .. 11 You can 1 t unbrother hi.rn. 
1 
:r 
WHO ! 
Introduction= "Wo &1.'0 b~~l n 
"U.s. " means "US" 
Intr oduction : · 
"Why? 11 is the most used worci ill any lal!lguage; the beginning of 
reasoning and of science. 
''Why cio men belong to the animal kingdom? 11 ''Why does somethinc 
seem to compel us to progress?" '~ are we here?" 
There is a stor.r from the First World War of one of the soldiers 
in the first ship-load to reach. Frmce. Remembering how Lafayette haci once 
come to the help of the Colonies, he shouted.: "Lafayette, we are herel " 
Even at that, he hardly lalew "whY"• 
3 
A little boy sat down on a step half way up the stairs, then called 
his mother: 11)k)ther-' here I am. Could God make it that I am not here?tr His 
-
mother had to answer: "No, Son. You are there now, and not e'Y-en God could 
make you be ~ there? 11 ''Wlv, Mother? 11 
We are here. We have arrived. How? When? Why? And who are we? 
In the u.s. we have come from everywhere in the world, to share life togeth-
er in one Nation: an Eskimo boy of our Church School; a Christian Minister 
from China, called to serve in Minnesota; a singer in the choir ,whose grand-
fa.ther was an Indian American; a Professor in Boston University from India; 
a brilliant yolllJI Medical stude11t from the Philippi:aes; a little school girl 
with long curls, from Spanish HoD.duras; a friend so British she calls crackers 
1
'biscui t 11 , and pies "tarts" l 
We are here, and we are iD.teresting to each other. But how milch 
do we reaJ.ly know about each other? It is our business to lmow. 11U.s." mea11s US! 
IF WE KNEW 
"If I knew you, 
and you knew ~, 
.And each of us could plainly sei 
and with an inner l:hght divine 
the meaning of your heart and mine; 
I'm sure that we would differ less : 
We'd clasp our hands in friendliness; 
Our ways would pleasantly agree, 2 rr I knew you and you knew me. II 
_______ ..;;l 'divine' means to understand inwardly 
4 
One Day's Entry in a Family Diar'J_: 1 
Oct . 22. 
PTA called up and asked for assistance on the 
paper drive. Boy Scouts requested doughnuts . 
You really could say, I sai d to Pa, offering 
him a plate of doughnuts, t hRt the world .s 
coming to the realization that all the world 
is its home, and all the 'tvorld is its fami1y. 
Just look outside, I said. Our lot touches 
the Briggs i, and the Briggs ' t ouches the Al-
lens r, and. so on, and so vrhere does something 
stop . and not touch the other fello~~ Ever,r-
thing is woven t ogether· .... True, s aid Pa. And 
I notice, said I, you r aked up the Briggs' 
leaves yesterday l-when you raked ours •••• True, 
said Pa, having another doughnut, I couldn't 
find the boundary. 
1Farril y Features page i n the Christian Science Monitor, Oct . 8, 1957 
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·;·rom. t.he "Ole; Crnmtrie s '1 into the HNm-J Le nd H . 
( ifdho t did they do '( rr) 
6 
'
1rlo·iiher, F:1ther, Grandfather, - \.-Jhut cU.d _<ro u do 11hen ~cou 1~ere ~-mmc, ':· 
Euch yenr the 1~a£ .JZ:i.ne An~uol call ed CIL ISTLA hc:s t wo pages clEwer-
l:;r dra1L f:U:'.. of h0lL::::7 cus· o.:ns , H3~'S of life , amusements, etc . o_ the 8J ' :: 
3!10 90 1 s . That is ~1ot very l ong ::::"o; bnt :=Jl 1ost every ::!:::etch ha s to be ex-
pl :lined to a Young Person, f or c·J''YS not·J are :1lready so diff ren-- :f'!'"T'1 thos~ 
!'da:.rs of long ai:;O" , t hough qui te 1-Ji thin the ex9erience of mo s.; of "tl!e ol 0:.1 
~e:1e!':: tj on. " It is allnost al arminfi to s e e ho1-1 f ast 1·1e are movi g from near-
TJost histor y in-ljo ? str.:mger futur·e . 
Ever~r ycu.11t; ~erson in North. Jl.neric;;, 1-1hose ancestors ca .. e fr0:1. s0me 
ot.10:::0 l ::md sho '1 d qui ckly and carefull~r learn nll "!:'Ossiblc f rom his elders as 
to "the good old ways" of "the old country" . Treasure , ict1.1.res , pieces of equi p-
r;;.cnt , or 1~orks of art and h2nd-cr:.1ft a1·ticles that came fron som.e 11old 1' ho:te . 
You s.1ould no·b neglect the old home languages , either . Learn thr!m ; ~ 
pos s i blt? . I t seer1.s a shame that in ·lil e United Svates eo f e1·J lmo1,1 0!'8 then one 
l:mguage , 1-Jhereas in Europe so feH knm·! only one . I t is n0t tmus,lfll to fino in 
Europe and elso1-:here rersons T·Jho sp~ak 6 or 7 bnguages and ':•Jri te 3 or 4 1 They 
have 1·1idespreading roots as 1-1ell a s a ma in one , - a root syste n that i·Jill svpport 
:J 1-1i de spread of bra~ches above , as is n sua::!.ly true of a forest tree . Of com•se 
our l ongest roots should not be broken. ive are 1ike everzreen trees ; 1-Je need a 
long deep rootage do1-m into the Past in order t o keep our 1·JOrld- s preading inter-
est s in the fut·nre ever e;reen . 
1;ie need to know the customs and 1-1ays of our ancestors . .4Jnong them are 
::;one 1-: l: :i..ch 1-1e 1-rUl 1-J ant to ccntinue to keep for ourselve s and our c:lildren and 
chil dren 1 s chil dren. Ot1.r present worl is so shiny ne1·1, 1vith bill boc>rds alon:; 
1 
t.he r oad s tell ne; us to Stor Here, Go There; with blir>J~inL lie;hts on every cor-
t:er and great flashi nz 11no1·J-you-see-t.hem ; nm·J- you- don 1tn signs ::.utting our e~re s 
out t hat if ,,Je are l ooking for o s i gn post thBt """r;·:::-: 
_·H13 IS THE COD OLD •jAY: 
\ TALK YE IN IT 
- .; ~. 
we are so dazzled that vJe can h<:Jrdly find it! Bu·t no1-J and ngain -vre need to f ind 
that s..:..gn a~1d the Way i nto which it leads; so , let us try. 
There are s ome small signs that lead into the Past and to ancestral 
lands . Hake a list of names of u.s. cities, or rivers, or streets t hn t you knmv. 
Find from :vhat 11 ol d 11 land they 1vere brought to thi s newer one . ~my were the 
names repeated here that had been used there? Of co1..1rse so that the l ong roots 
sho11~d not be broken. Lonely folk needed reminders of the dear, fal'liliar, even 
if oft times not very happy, backgro1Ll1ds tl1ey had left . To your list don tt for-
get to add the friendly musical Indian names they borro1r1ed from the neighbors . 
Then try personal surnames . You will be surpris ed at the diversity of oriGins : 
students in your class at school; l eaders of 011r government ; artists; movie s tars ; 
musicians; big-~usiness men; the merchants of your home tmm •••• S1.1ch lists 1·1ill 
be eye openers t You can find l ists in b ooks; but makinf~ your oNn is interesting . .1 
From how many nationalities do you personally lmow some one? The longe!' your 
list the richer your life . Here is a good game : 
Identify such names as these: Nevada., f.Iontana , Bangor, Col orado, Arizona, London-
derry. What are the ancestral lines of, say , Oppenheimer, Lindbergh , Bing Crosby, 
Car so, Na zimova , Di-Hae;gio, DuPont , Audubon, I ngrid Bergman, Aue;ustus Saint-Gau-
dens , Corl Sandburg, Hei.fi tz , Baruch, ••• and so on . From where caMe the ancestors 
of our Presidents? - Patricl~ Ilem'Y, Thomas Jefferson, Jmdre1·1 Jackson, Roosevelt? 
Wha-'_j 11ancestors 11 did 'fhe Star Spangl ed Banner h...,ve? 
,. 1 . Read P• 10 of A Nation of Nations by Louis Adamic 
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This country is itA Nation of N~tions", as Louis Ad rric named lds book 
on ·Lhe peonles of the U.s. ~ve are like a suall U.N. of G'ne land from A11 l sndf''.r -
people v1ho a:1;·e he:r;-e to help make living in the free I·JOrld a gre<Jt adventure ! Some 
one hac a ·t hought : "This c ountry 1-JOS f u mded on the idea that the ordinary mcm can 
accomplis:b ex-tra-ordinary things . "; That is true; for he has done themJ 
Hho discovered Americat At vJhat pl <"lce? ·Jhen? ~'lho were the earliest 
settlers? Axe you sure? Consult yom· histories , 'vJe sing, "ColUlnbia, Gem of 
the Ocean"; but I wonder ~1hat "L•Ie should be singing, instead? 
At 1 :~st, 'tve can lmo:v that the first colonists ceme to a l::md 1·1here 
other people were alre::Jdy living, worl<ing, and ready to share lmowleclge and 
skills to help the newcomers . I 1-1ish I could state as a feet that such helpf 1l 
neighborly ldndness established a pattern followed to this present day! But -vre 
are gro1·dng more neighborly and brotherly as 11e gro1-1 into closer understanding 
of all the peoples of this hnd,- e ach one a thread in the very intric~te pat-
tern of the world-:f"amous Tarestry of us . 
Do you have "Social otudies 11 in your School curriculmm't Tha·t would 
be the place to read some parts of 11A Na tion of Nat.ions" , e: iving a chapter to 
be reported on )y one ?erson, or, better, by a croup . v11at person'? One of 
Ital ian descent for Ch8 pter I; an Irjsh-oncestor e:roup fo1 Chapter XIII? Or , 
since there has ahmys been mud, rivalry and not a little lm airness caused 
from the advantage the Irish had of being English-speaking Nhile the Italians 
space a "foreisn ton ue",~ 1-1hatever that Neans , perhaps it NO ld be more inter-
esting and usefn1 for ec:lch group to read up on the other 1 s history in A.meri ca ., 
Tr:,r it ~ Tnere is miJch exciting information j_n this book and others . See i\-iamic 
pae:es 313 to 315', 318 on the I rish . Did they :!:'icht for or against the .'II!lerican 
Patrj_ots? See pBt;e 321 l!Jhose boats took :·ia shingt on 1 s army across the Delw·wre? 
ilot": But don 't skip P82:8 33L!. either, t hough it is a s.:~d page ! 
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Eoij least ar11ong Irish gift::> <Jre rollicUne; good lJYl r , a delj_ghtfu1 
Bense o_ the droll and ridiculous, and v-Jhimsical irnagina·tion,- all of 1·1lli~l1 
have 1)eer! much neede to lic;hten and sNeeten our s c>metimes too sober __ i '."es . 
NeH Yor City h3s nore Itelian folk than make up t.1e population of 
:om..J in Italyl 'I'he older fol k 1 .:-bor and send their youn2 foD:: to co)_~.ece .. E 1·, 
_ a:'.'ly Coll ege Presidents , ..... c2.ent:i.sts , Enyors , and o _,_ er leaders vJill b~ the r_-
s11lt fr0r.1 all tl1eir har -vmrk and s ncril'ice ?(One is Gov. of 1.Yash. State, 1957) 
Ho"1 _'J.uch d!l.! 1·1e 01-1 to Nexie;o':' lio-H much are 1·1e Ne:v-ic:=m i n our sp:J<>ch , 
011..r slj:ills , 01. cul tu!'e? As 1.veJ..l :J.S read:i_ng a~~c 1 s C apter II on ~erir.~r.c 
m 0L cduc.::f'-ion, nro . elpi ns to nm 
ci ti~~ ; colleges , cormr:uni t:r projects .. rob bly i t is ~·Ji thin t -,'3 s-trength :md 
~:mbition of om· more settled 1-.1uer icar.. Younr; eo1~l 1 s gro 1p:::: to _elp i E :-;:8kinz 
S l}.r.: that the chil, T'en of ·t,he tr velin2; fa!l!i.J.. i es of l n _,ore:cs who follOiJ ·sh"' 
re 11:lf'PY, ">:velcome, and give_ special opport1.mit i es for T""' .-,-,r ..,~ rl J.. _._,."' -- - - •• 
as 1·relJ. :JS lbxica~. 
~c·l"!~ Per:-;__ lc 1 s organiza vions h::cn on bro"bt1'3rhood c an conduct for them l:.cmdvJorh: 
classes, music clubs , story-tel}_ing sessions ; c an r1Jn _labile book-lcndin2;-li~ 
_l'7. ·~.'"J· -c.r .lcks J hold game periods ; etc . There is no end to the oppo:rt.urities anc1 
no en-:3 ~f f 'n an s2ti sf0 ction to be oc here . Tr:r ine .:; inotion on sene snc.1 
~;rogram, 1·10n 1 t you? L uill be not only good brotherhood; ~ut good citi3o:nsh:Lp . 
On .1eric::ms from Spai n and FiE dco read the e:ci tement from pae;e 37 t o 
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P<.., ~:e L1.? of ~-a· .,~, ,· 4 c - t'_,_e c:~)"nl· st.. ·,". l1l. r"" .. ·'- -ror ,- ·old t'n + ~ d t' ~ · t n_ - .t1 '"'...... - U~u ! ' -V- ) - ! au 1::3 e !- ·~::1 see l eYP~1r-
11he::·~ . ~- 1:30od · ·le. ( Do you !man Laura E. Rich:::rd ' s story ,' "The Golde!! ~-J-~!l.cc1 Js"·;) 
For a list o_ Spanish uords in our l anguage see page 58 of the same boo :. For 
the _:ind of people t 1e Hispanos ( S::_Janish-.., mericans) are , ask your Teacher . She 
1vill help ;;rou to lmm·J that ·".1eir unaggressi ve , never 11pushin;:; H e;entleness is 
IT'.i.'{ed 1-1ith determinotion not to hove their ncood ole ways 11 spoiled ., '!'hay h:::JVe 
.;: r ·t:i.stic talents ; they are no t bother ed by little lmim:;_Jortont matters; are co1 r -
teous ; deservinG equality and consideration among 2ll other parts of Ol • ~1c,tion . 
They have some qualities ·He all need to emulate . Do you have fri ends among them, 
perhaps shy of r:ri.ngling Hith your ~roup? Friendly consi eration >·!ill help ·Ghem 
to feel "at home" ; and, perhaps you cnn exchange language l e ssons . Ynu 1·Ji:Y.l need 
Spanish languat;e 11hen you r;o to South _ rnerica , as you certainly ·.ill 1·1ant sane 
day to do ; and your best teacher is perhaps si-ttine; right beside ~rou at school! 
Ever>Jone kno1-1S that our famous t~tue of Liberty vlelcominc ALL to these 
shores 1·m s a gift from l.i'rance . French people ' .filled -with uhe s pirit of liber-
ty, coming to el p us in our Revolutionary 1-.Jar , learned ho;-1 to revolt for· tllem-
selve s , and so the world gained tT-Jo ne1-v democracies . No one helps another ;;-Jith-
out himself receiving benefit as 't1ell .. 
u • ...: . History books tell of Lafayette; but perhaps it, i s not so uell 
lmm·.n that a E'renchma~ designed the symbol of the nerican Eagle , and drew the 
crchitect 1 s :r-lans for the city of vJashine;ton D. C v1hich is built almost exactly-
as he ictured it . Do you lmou who pai.n.ted the great murals in the Capi tal? 
See f rom pae;e 83 on to the end of that Chapter in ii.d.smic to meet 
raany splendid ')eople ~rou rra y have met else1-1here . 'I'hey are fine, cultured folk! 
Crur nation r.ms t not los.e close touch vJith such a people . They teDch us uo know 
1·1hat one peopl e has done for us , and among us , as one of us . Presumably, all 
11 
other· .ceopl es can mean just as much in the vJorld if they have freedom and oppcr-
tu..nitP: and are met 1·Jith frienshi p . Put a little nore heart into y 0ur French 
lessons . ~'Jill you? You may be Ambassador to :France some day. Yho knovm? 
In a thriller of a book : The r·ucrobe Hunters, by Paul de Kruif, one of 
the earliest is Leeuwenhoek 1,1ho had all over his house tiny microscopes he 1e1d 
invented for stud;y·ing germs . He finally caught then at their tricks, too . He 
i·Jas Dutch,., -v:orking in Holland , a free , Hell-run cou.11try that gladly took in 
any ref'u ees from badl y managed countri es . You remember how kind Holland >-Ja s 
t.o a e;roup Hho early ~~anted to come to Emerica, and, later did so{ rJh.o '~'Jere they? 
Holland ivas so well governed and such a good place to live that it 
did not lose many of its citi zens to the u. s. However, there were s ome , <md, 
according to many ancestor- lists, one Dutch peasant, Klaes Hartensen van Roose-
velt, 1~ec ame the coru~on ancestor of eight Presidents of the United States : You 
can guess tvJO at once . Add one iWman, and the Presi dent of the Southern Con-
federecy ~ and see page 100 of Adamic fo r the others , - (a;n:d·"-' see E~1c; clc:_3e i3) 
hlho est 8 bli shed the wildli fe sanctuary in Flor i da ;-Jhere b i rds i n 
sa.Lety add their voice s to the music that come s from the Singing Tm·Jer of 
bells? HovJ did he come to thj_s land? What did he do here? Chnpter Dl of 
Adamic , and other books will tell you : a great story for an amb:i.ti cus boy! He 
.1as left, carved, a great zift to every il.merican Ymmg Person,- his Dutch Grand-
mother ' s 1'Joros: 11V.take you the 1-10rl d a bit more beauti ful and better .. ec <":use you 
have been in it . 11 fnat a legacy to her boy! 
people came to this Ne1-1 Worl d in :~amilies , to stay as ci Ji-
zens . Their own language was not very different from English . They, like the 
Duteh, i<'Jere good housekeepers , ancl went to "!or king for good Gi t.p houseke eDing, 
1·Jith clean streets free of garb@ge ; vJhere homes coul d be built for comfort, 
where people cotllcl ~~ork h.Jrd , l ive 1rJell, play and sing , together . 
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In the Autunm of the year 1000 leif Erikson of Norway 1 acle a Ne't-? Eng-
land landing and called the coast he visited Vinland. L'rl .Ninnesot.a a stone vJith 
strange inscriptions, fOlmd in 1890, had per aps been left there as 3 record 
of 8 Si-1edes and 23 Nor1-1egians 1-1ho hgd explored that f~r 500 years before ., 
Is that a part ans1-1er to the question: 111v11o v3as here first? 11 
Marnr en0·ineers on tunnels , the Panama Cana.l and s t1c 1 "' tu d · · 
..._, .:> pen OUS :JODS > 
uere llor,·Jegian.. But the n:ost stupendous problem they faced i·Jas to le-:1ve be-
hind the olcl language and learn a nev.J one l Learning to speak a ne1-1 toneue is 
. ot at a 11 ir:1possible; lec:~rning to think on~s imnost thoughts in a new lan-
guace is CJ1:".10st too hard l Think of a <Jrent Ji th only his o-vm native lang-tl:J,c:;e 
tr;';ring to keep u~ vJi th his children in .American schools ond to discuss events 
11i th theml Nuch toe: much like s L>rangers t :-ying to converse 1 
Young Peo:r:;ie , do learn the old language , too _, and be patient and 
c ourteous 1-Ji th yom· Elders if they seem slou in English . It is , perha ,s , the 
hardest of any language in the I·!Ol~ld to l earn . (H.ussian?) They have paid a 
great price for your freedom of oppatttunities . 'hare with them 1-Jhat is ne1- and 
i..n cer'.:!stine; , Nhat you l earn at scbool; and le::1r!1 eagerl y· from their ripe ·Hi -
do.~l. You vlill never be sorry . And the more of the "good old 11 you cnn bring 
i:rtc ;:.rc, T life outside the 0ome -the bett e r the 11ne1·1 11 will be , and the ::nore you 
\·Jill feel thc:t. this land is re lly ~rour·s bec0use you put so much rich..'rl.ess into 
it . 'Ne all need all ·v1e can shere of our treasures 1·Ji th Gach ot:1er 
Can you read Giants -. The ERrth , a fine novel a1Jout ioneer l·i +'e ~-n 
1i.r.J.erict1 ? I hope you arc a sood rea.t'lcr - for then ~ <Jclventure of r:inr , -·ody, 
or piri t is closed to you .. ( A GPllup PoJl of 1 955 shm·!f' that 6ljb of the 
a._ 1.1lts in iuner:i_cn had not read any book except the Di ble in the previol'S ;rea!· ! ) 
During the early y ~rs t!1ere 1-;as ':cuch crm-Jdine into the EAstern s e --
coa:::;t.s; -ll.t the Great NortbJes ~-Ie~ opened, al~o, anrl set.tlec'! by peo,_e fro .1 
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:md t l1cir o~m s t r o!:e; h.u ds .:: nd •·Jill::: . T. l~ c~m·t"to t r ,.qJ_:lze ":·hat confer u c- r..d pre -
~re ;:; we o 1 -to the Pioneers fror11. aJ.nost ~verj~ l m1el tLl'l( .:3r +. e s11n l 
Pola1 C. > 
:;: ::. .~ :; ••• • :>..1' .:: o :. .~1 • ••• What a list t he whole "~:wuld ~e of co1.mt ries that h ave odd-
e d stren~th 2.nd greatness to this co1.mtr"Jl Just so con YOU a 1 · tozet lleE_ rn.<:Le 
a s t rong ne i ghl)orbood, or ~,rou s tndents .::t great s chool J Perhaps i t ye·t r em:iins 
for on of the many splendi d Russian- American c:i:t i zens to be the human link e-
h ·Jeen the tc-Jo great Republics - the U. S •• ~nd the U •• s . ~ . - th-3 t they may do 
good i. the ·,·JOrld to~Tether . It is poss i b l e , desirable , and necessor-,1. 
/hen you tal __ to friends by Lc-ng Distance think of i·.fichael Pupi n , a 
little boy f r om rh.mgary, l ane · g ~·Jith 5 cents i n his pocket ; but 1,1i th l1is t hree 
11frie ndsu , 11Hll.rriet Beecher Sto-vJe , Be11..jandn Franklin and Abraham Lincoln" in h is 
he?rt You are one of the present-day friend s for 1·Jhom be invented LonP' Distance ! 
Your Teacher may 1·1ant to s hore Hi th y ou "The Later Entrants ", (Adult Volume) , 
ancestor...:4.rnericans on 1·Jhose a ccomplishments we look 1·:ith admiration, and , h!Jrdly 
reuli zing a.ny of their difficulties we say : "See what JE have don J 11 For nm·J, 
"i- e , t he you..11ger , l ater genera tions , are together building on the foundations 'I'he 
Fathers lo · d, little dreaming of Nh.<~t ''sk<J-scrapers 11 He should be erect i ng l 
_ Russian inmri. ·rant ' s American- born s on 1·Jrote this to ' the N. Y T-' mes : 
11.A.:leric .::~n.ism i s determ:i.ned ned.:, by the date yom• ancestors came to 
this country or where they came :from, o:. ~·cw accent , or :rour color , or 
~rour J.ooks . It. i s ••• determined by ~' our ide as •• • of the ' brotherhood of 
man ' and f r eedom and equality of opport1mity ; of respect for f a±r pl ay 
and decency and dislike f or ullying and narrov:- mindedness . If certain 
people must feel like 1super 1 peopl e , they "lre to be pi t i ed, cut not to 
b e respected or consider ed good A.m.ericans • •• ••• 11 ( ·:·,) 
(-:q l9h4 'by Yeoman Sec0n.d Cla ss Jerry Ba levsky of the U. S. Navy, 
quoted on p. 166 of A Nation of Nations by Louis J.do::nic . 
) 
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NEEDED: THE INCLUSIVE WORD 
('~How can "WE 11 go on? n) 
Though the vocabulary of my Desk Dictionary contains more than 
ll.t.o,ooo terms, more than I can use; still I find it lacks some mucli:- needed 
-words. For instance, even ''we" and "us" are not very sufficient -wor ds. 
H.ore often than not -we need good substit utes for them both. 
Why do I say those two words are not sufficiently good ones? Be-
cause it is so difficult to speak about "us 11 or to use ''we 11 -without seeming 
to set ourselves off against some people called "they", as though ''we" are 
the basic and normal ones,- 11they 11 being slightly strange. Even in think-
ing of 11our own" ancestors as "they", unless we also think warmly and affec-
tionately and -with real appreciation of their doings, we m~ find even them 
strange and seemingly very far away. Since the same blood flows in us all, 
there is none who can, in fact, be str ange or different enough from any oth-
er so that there is no connection or harmony possible. 
The black and white keys of the piano are "different": color, 
shape, position, name, t one, function; yet each for its value depends on 
the value of some other key or keys. All belong to the same piano; and 
v.roe be if one is missing or does not respond with its part in turn! This 
is of ten used as a picture of the way all kinds of us need to wor k togeth-
er to produce harmony and rhythm; then the total project is not prevented 
nor "thrown off t he key 11 by having the black keys decide to play alone, 
feeling that the white ones are not needed. Nor do the white refuse to 
play in anything but the simple key of C because the black ones, mixed 
in between would create sharps and flatsl Refuse to play together? Brother~ 
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How limited the music would be if either always played alone l 
We need not multip~ illustrations to convince ourselves how rea-
sonable it is to think of "us 11 as part of a larger 11'Hhole ", each in a vrork-
ing and cooperating, responsible and useful place or role . But sometimes; 
it is not ea~J to express in words our feeling of . "together - ness . 11 It may 
be that 1;.,re need a new set of ro rds to express '~e 11 and 11t heyn when being 
. considered as one. Would vre let "we" plus "they" equal 11usns "? How should 
it be spelled: "usens", or 11usuns? Is ''1-re-uns" required for the nominatiive? 
Then, for the possessive case it might be good to dig up the old word 
11ourn 11 - which never was good English. '~ieuns", 11Usens 11 , 110urn 11 ., Can you 
think up better ones? Your English Teacher may not agree - in f Dct, I1m 
sure he won1t; but I fi_rld them good, warm, homey, expressive words . 
A yo1ll'l.g vo man student graduated from Peking Union · Training School 
for Chinese religious workers. Her church sent her out into a country vil-
lage to s;ee if she could pull together the two factions into which that 
church had been split by a big quarrel. She was a frail gentle little per-
son, going into a place where a man pastor had quit in d~spair the previous 
year; but she bravely undertook the job, and soon it was donel How? Part-
ly, of course, by her humble s pirit of friendliness; but partly, too, by 
the homely words she used 'Hhich expressed that spirit so exactly. When 
some from Group A came to tell tales about B into her left ear she would 
say, "AhJ That is bad. It is going to keep usens busy thinking that ouJj1" 
And when some from B would come to put into her right ear reports about A 
she 1"1ould say, 110h? So? Hell, weuns must see what can be done aboU.tr it." 
You could have guessed that it 1<0 uld not be long befor e the 
quarrel mended and the whole church was working as ONE again. 'l'here is magic 
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in the w~ we think and speak in matters of human relations. Even if we do 
do not use such homely words, if we think in th~t spirit and speak of "them" 
or even of ''us" as very close together, as close as 11usens 11 - the word we 
have just constructed, would indicate, most of the problems thus consider-
ed a s "ourn" would be readily solved. 
Great a.s is the sun, you surely know that if you look at it the 
while holding a penny close to your eye you can see nothing larger than the 
penny. If many persons standing in a great circle, each with a cent before 
his eye, should grow tired of gazing at so small a thing and lower the ob-
structing pennies, what a laugh would go up! "Absurd! A penny.-sized sun? 
Me, alone? Its true size is great; it shines on all thesel" Or, remember the 
folk story of the three blind men of India who each ·undertook to describe an 
elephant? Tne first, holding fast to the tail, insisted that the creature 
was like a rope; the: seeond, feeling of the foreleg, described a beast like 
a tree stalk; while the third, afraid of the coiling twisting trunk said: 
"It is like a great snake! 11 
I suggest the w~ to have settled it would have been to perch all 
three on the broad back of the pachyderm (how's that for "elephant"?), 
whereupon they would probably ~ have concluded that 11the elephant is like 
the great round world! 11 If we take less restricted a view than theirs, we 
shall have a truer picture, for we shall be able to see the whole round 
world ~ on it "the greatest circle of folk yet under the sun1 " 
Finding out that the world was a round globe instead of a flat 
disk put adventure and wide opportunity into men's lives. It annexed the 
big New World to the smaller Old World that had discovered the fact of its 
roundness. What a pity if ~ are so "small" that we again allow ourselves 
to feel that America is the world,- flat, and bounded by the Atlantic and 
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Pacific Oceans! 
I believe that we can find a better metaphor than is ordinarily 
used for describing our land and its place in the world. The United States 
is often called 11The l'Ielting Pot of the World", as though peoples from ev-
er,ywhere else were poured into here and melted down into a mass, to be, 
fin& J.y, aJl alike. But that is not true, for no matter how closely w·e live • 
together, l earn from each other, gro-vr to like each other, and so on, we 
still are not exactly alike at last; nor do we want to be identical. 
How about this: the u.s. like a "nine-patch" quilt of many small 
squares, each block set into the surrounding background margins of white to 
complete the Hhole. No. That is not good enough: we are not __ so. The Adult 
Volume uses "Mosaic" to describe us - a finely wrought picture made up of 
many carefully selected and closely arranged bits of colored stones, formed 
into a pleasing design which would be ruined by leaving out even one sm~l 
piece. That is a good description; but let us try again. 
Perhaps better even than the u.s. as a mosaic,( in which the tiny 
bits ~be closely distinguished), is that we are a tapestry, so woven as 
to make a complete, harmonious, colorful picture. LIFE ~g~zine once ran a 
thrilling article on the finding, re-placing and again 1reaving together of 
the more 'than ninety pieces into which a huge priceless mediaeval tapestry 
had been -v1antonly chopped. As thrilling as any part of the tale 1-ras the sto-
ry of the final fine,joining again of the severed sections, an intricate 
11dove-tailing 11 , closely intermingled as are the tail feathers of a bird. 
For.:.·this it was necessary to spin and re-create yarns of the i-
dentical tex~ure of those first used and of the exact same colors. No 
matter how "off color" or peculiar each thread needed to be, it must be 
dyed to its own right color. If one thread were the least lacking in 
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its own proper characteristics the beauty of the whole would be spoiled, 
from the standard both of Art and of Perfection. - - - "Invisible weaving. II 
.Am I using this true tale as a fable? Perhaps. - - Can your 
Teacher explain to you v1by? 
In proceeding with any further ma~ters that have to do with our 
human relationships, I suppose we shall have to use the ordinary 1'we 11 and 
11they 11 ; but let us, the while, try to think ~ separately, but inclusive£, 
as v.re could so well do with the words we have newly coined,- were we allow·-
ed to use them. 
In a great meeting of the National Council of Churches that 1-1as 
discussing the problems of the migrant agricultural workers, an earnest 
voice raised this prayer, pleading: 
"Give us this day a. new beginning. }1"ake us aware that hum-
bleness of love is the only answer in the world. The time 
has come in history when it is absolutely necessary for 
brotherhood to become a reality. It is not 'we' and 'they'. 
It is only •we'•" 1 
She did not have our new vocabuJ.ary; but she meant 1'weuns 11 when she said, 
11It is only 1we'•·11 11 We 11 , to her, meant 1'We-all l'• 
Almight,r, thou who Father be 
Of him, of me, of all, 
Draw us together, him and me, 
That, whichsoever. fall, 
The other's hand may fail him not. 
-Edward Sanford Martin2 
1 Reported by }'Jary Kelly, Christian Science Monitor, Nov.25,19.57 
2 From Poems with Power, Compiled by J ames Mudge 
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ACCEPTANCE AS A SOCIAL BEING 
( rrWhat kind are you? 11 ) 
Much of hmi ''we can go on 11 in the new land depends on how ''we 11 
are accepted as human beings. American Mosaic , Later Entrants, Adult Vol. 
briefly suggests some of the many difficulties that frustrated and hinder-
ed newly-come peoples from being accepted as one of "US". It was not easy. 
The kind of person who entered who entered the Golden Gate or sailed past 
the Statue of Liberty W§S not all. Good welcome and ready acceptance did 
not always meet even ·the best; though what use they made of their more-or-
less opportunities did depend large~ on what kind of person each one was. 
It is good, now and then, to check up on ''What kind? 11 : 
What kind of a person are you? 
Not how do you look? Unimportant. 
Not where do you live? Matters little. 
Not what happens to you: 
"Nothing that happens to you matters very much nor matters 
long: The way you feel about it is what matters very much 
and matters always." -(That is what the Preachers say.) 
Not even how you act; for actions are not unvar,yingly the same, 
though they are outward signs that usually tell much about 
the individual, inward person(ality). 
What is important is the inner ·: Jj.nd of stuff of which you are made: 
Is it honest; and dependable stuff? I s it (are you) like a stout 
and sturqy staff that can be depended upon even when the 
going is hard? Or, is it (are you) more like a reed or a 
dry corn stalk wnich breaks and splinters into the palm 
of the hand when one leans upon it for support? 
Is it (ar e you) durable, like a strong piece of cotton cloth 
that wears and washes well and long and keeps its right 
coior? ~ does it (do you ) fray out like a piece of 
showy Rayon pretending to be 11silk"? (Real silk does 
not go to pieces ~men one merely looks at itl ) 
Is the stuff of which you are made resilient,- that is, can you, 
do you take well any hard things that come to you, the way a vigorous 
young evergreen tree springs back into shape when its burden of wet snow 
or ice melts off, or slowly straightens after ~ heavy wind storm? (Soft 
wood cracks- it has no "tensile strength".) 
How do you feel about what happens to you? How do you react? 
You don't get discouraged, "down in the aumps 11 , and stay there 
feeling sorry for yourself and making yo'I.U"self and everyone else 
miserable, do you? No? Goodl 
Are you no1~ly cheerful? And pleasant as a companion? 
Are you 11fun 11 when fun is in order? 
Do you like people? 
It would be rather narrow and small and dreary to be interested 
mainly in yourself, "oneself 11 ; for oneself is only one; vthile 
"people 11 may be as many as one meets in the course of a day or 
a life-time,- a much wider and more interesting rangel 
Are you co-operative,- a good "fellow-worker"? 
Are you industrious, and useful? Do you "get things done 11? 
Are you mentally awake? 
Do you sneak slushy ''muck magazines 11 to read, or, 
Are you interested in the beauties of the world: music, poetry, sculpture, 
architecture, books, paintings? 
Do you like to create things with your ha.nds? Have you ideas? ~Vhat on? 
Are you keen on adventures: exciting explorations into the Science of things, 
of forces, of peoples? Do you know that there are still "empty 
spots on the world map, with "unknown" people there whose mind:! s 
exist in the stone Age while their bodies, quite unknown to them, 
are set down in the midst of the 20th Cent,u1•y?P Perhaps we would 
better strive a while longer for a better world until you 
Young People can introduce to them a people-with-people re*a-
tion that is much improved over what we now have for them.Yes? 
Can you conduct yourself? We speak of "conducting a business 11 ; why not 
of conducting oneself,- leading oneself where one wants him-
self to go? You have responsibility for your own standing in 
your society and for your own progress in worthwhileness. Only 
you can make yourself take up that responsibility,- not another. 
vJhat is your standard? 
There is no one who does not desire to be worthwhile; but we 
each choose our own standards from among those set before us. 
What is a "standard"? The old war song was "Rally round the 
Flag, boys, shouting the battle-cry of Freedom! 11 The Flag 
t here stood for all the good that lies under Freedom, the ide-
als to which soldiers give their loyalties. As the battle is 
being won, the Flag moves forward. Just so, as we are about 
to reach ~ standard of what is good and. desirable,our ide~, 
our standard, moves ahead. Thus we must continually strive to 
follow and make advance toward it. 
Now let us sum it up: If you were some one else should you f:iild yourself 
likeable and worthwhile? What does it matter? 
For one thing, you are a social being, belonging, as one member, 
to Society,- a person having to live with other persons. And as a social 
being you crave to be "accepted"• That is one of the ''hungers" in the 
heart of every human person. "I don 1t care what anyone thinks of me - I 
can go it alone! " is only a cover-up to hide a deep-down fear of being 
left out, of being rejected by one • s fellows. "Van does not stand alone 11 
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is a saying offered as encouragement, and it takes only a little thought 
to realize that it is true. Each person has God with him, of course; but, 
also, other persons with him as well. 
From babyhood we not only need helpers; we have helpers all ar01.md 
us. Even eccenk:ic.cs ("off-center", not exactly normal folk), . such as Pillar-
sitters and other hermits must, of course, depend on friends to supply them 
with food, at the very leAst.. Simeon Stylites, most famous of the Pillar 
Saints, in the 30 years he sat atop his 60 foot stone pillar had how many 
offerings of food sent up to him do you reckon? Robinson Crusoe had to use 
his wits pretty lively to exist; but his material resources had been indi-
rectly pnovided for him by others. And wasn 1t he delightedly glad to find 
human footprints in the sand? (Even if it meant dangerl ) 
"Man does not stand alone" is the statement; but the other half 
of its truth is that Man cannot stand. alone, not one instant without God • s 
supporting spirit; and not long, either, without the love of fellow~en. 
It has long been widely known that in Foundling Homes and Orphan-
ages babies do not thrive well • . With everyone too busy or too indifferent 
to love and pl~ with them, life to the babies is so dull it is not worth 
living and they easily fade away, even though well clothed and fed. The 
proportion of those who just "faded away" used to be one in seven! We must 
believe that more understanding of the cause has now lowered that death 
rate. But even babies at home, if bottle-fed instead of "mother-fed", 
should be taken up and held and ~mddled warmly and cozily to make them feel 
specially loved and wanted. The importance of love and attention has not 
always been understood nor recognized; but any older child knows how quick-
ly and pleasantly play time passes with other children as mates; and how in-
terminably it drags when one child tries to pl~ alone1 
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There was a pitiful song of a little Negro child whose }futher 
tried to comfort her by s~ng: 
11Now, Honey, just stay in your own back yard; 
Don•t you mind what the white childs do . 
• • • • • 
Go out and play just as much as,; you please; 
But stay in your own back yard. 11 
It always hurt~ throat to think of that little face pressed up close to 
a crack in the high-board fence wistfully watching play from which she was · ~ 
shut out. 
Even a strong, grown man lost in the •·mods can sit dotm, give 
up and die, with plent,y in his food pack still untouched beside him. l.Jl,-tr? ... .., ,. 
Because being alone is sometimes a pain so desperate that it c.anno:t be borne; 
so he gives up his life, not from fear, but from alone-ness. 
Did you read in LIFE magazine of July 22, 1957 t he diary of Dr. 
Lindeman's 72 ~s trip across the Atlantic in a 17 foot canoe? A few times 
some ship passed and hailed him; and he knew welcome would be given him if 
he could find his appointed landing place. But, even so, toward the end he 
had the imaginary belief that a black boy would sit opposite him in the lit-
tle boat and talk to him. When the hallucination had passed ther e was no-
thing to see but only a dark-colored part of his equipment. He had to have 
companionship, if no more than imagimed, or than that of a bird resting 
near him a moment on a wave . 
Each of us is a part of all that is: not only of the world of men; 
but of the world of Nature as well. Do you, now and then, feel what some 
one has called the "minor ecstasiesn? I cannot well explain that to you; 
but it does not mean the great crashing thrills th t fairly bowl orn over. 
It means, rather, being more quietly thrilled with, for example, a special 
sunset; or startled by one pale lily growing in a bed of red blooms. It 
means being stilled by the depth of ocean,- depth and unmoved quietness, 
no matter what frothy nois.y waves dash and roll at the surface . It means 
finding a whole rainbow in a drop of black oil; or seeing the sun glint on 
a baby's hair. It means - - - oh, you must find out for yourself,and be glad. 
Try to find out if the Universe ~as accepted You. 
Do you !mow and feel that you are a part of the Universe? "Each 
of us is a part of all that is." Do you, then, feel and know th~t God, the 
Good, the Creator who made the Bee, the Blossom and YOU, cares for all His 
Creation,- the most of all f or YOU? He has made you to be YOU, and did He 
not care He surely would have done otherwise. Do you not think o? 
.Among the Sayings of Jesus as reported by his Disciple, Matthew, 
are these, given as assurance to all mankind: 
"Two sparrows are worth only a penny for sale; yet not one 
of them falls to the ground but that your Father knows and 
cares. 
Even the hairs of your head are all numbered. 
Therefore, be not afraid; you are of more value than maey 
sparrows."! 
We are part of the whole Universe and all that is within it . A poet wrote: 
11 I am aware of the glory that runs 
From the core of ~self to the core of the suns. 
• • • • • • I am aware of the splendor that ties 
All things of the earth with the things of the skies, 
Here in nzy- body the heavenly heat, 
Here in ~ flesh the melodious beat 
Of the planets that circle Divinity's feet. 
• • • • • • 
As I sit silently here in ~ chair, I am aware. 112 
It must be that we are tied to the Universe and are a part of all-Persons-to-
gether for some great purpose. Can we find it out? Are we acceptable fcu·dt? 
·-· ~-----------
1 Matthew 10:29,30,31 
2 From poem by Angela Morgan, in HIGH TIDE, an anthology, Houghton 1-:lifflin 
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The Univ~rse, if it accepts us at all, accepts us individ~. 
It has to, for it has produced us individually". Having, in this chapter, 
just considered ourselves as not standing alone, we must also look at the 
other side of the coin and see each of us as individual: 
You are unique. There is no other like you in the world, never 
has been, and never will be. God looks upon you and is concerned for you 
as though you alone were His creation; and He should know - it is He who 
has made you. "Know that the Lord is God indeed: 
Without our aid He did us make; 
.. We are His folk; He doth us feed; 
Into His care He doth us take. 11 
~ A ¥erse from Psalm l oo. 
I do not· know who you are that read this page.; but I do lmow t hat 
you are no common, ordinary person. You are ~common, and e~ra-ordinary. 
There is oncy one of your kind.. There will never be another. If you give 
to the world whatever you have ~give which is of your own nature, your 
individual and 'different• contribution, the world will be the richer. If 
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you w:i.thold 'your gift, however small, if you "self-segregate", selfishly 
shut yourself away from sharing,- the world. is the poorer. . (That i s one 
of the many losses that come from ~ sort of segregation) 
"But 11 , you say, 11I am not that kind - I am slow and unpromising.. n 
Yet you are intelligent enough to be interested in your own problem. You 
are then, also, intelligent .enough to have your contribution to make, wheth-
.er it is large or small, 'special' or un-distincti ve; and not even your-
self can know how valuable that contribution to the world may turn out to be. 
I know of a boy whose mind had failed to develop enough for him 
to learn from books. "Simple Samuel 11 , the village folk called him, though 
not in criticism but rather in pity for his limitations. As he grew toward 
the age of young manhood, still like a sweet, amiable, lovable child, the 
folk began to feel responsible for finding something which he could do 
that would be more profitable than merezy roaming over the countryside. 
One nurseryman, who noticed Samuel always returning from his countryside 
rambles with his hands full of flowers carefulzy picked and arranged in 
harmonious combinations, one day stopped him with questioning: 
"Samuel, you like flowers, don 1t you?" 
110h, yes, Sir. They are ••• "; but words failed him. 
''What ones do you like best? 11 
nj: like them all, Sir. They are my friends." 
''What kind have you there? 11 
"Different friends, Sir. Do I tell you who they are?" 
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With a pleased smile Samuel introduced his "friends 11 to the nurseryman. On 
a sudden impulse: 
11Samuel, should you like to come and work with me in :my flower 
gardens? There are young trees, too." 
" Oh, yes, Sir", tears coming into the boy 1s eyes. 
So it came to be that Samuel lovingly, patientzy, toiled among the flowersJ 
never so good a helper; more understanding of them than mothers are of their 
children. Extraordinarily, he asked and memorized their long Latin names, 
and when very particular customers or plant specialists came to select and 
buy, it was Samuel, appointed to show them around, who astonished them with 
his wealth of knowledge. Other things he could not learn; God's creation 
was to his mind an open book, simple to his understanding. 
His eager mind was housed in so frail a body- that he could not 
hope for many years of such happiness; and when he left the world he had 
found so beautiful and loved so much the whole village turned out to the 
service held for him - not in pity but in admiration and love for the 
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gentle soul that had left to them so much richness from the little with 
which he had begun among them. 
Samuel was one of his kind. You are one of your kind. You have 
your own inner beauty of soul, you have your own capacities for joy and 
pain, for work and pleasure, for adding notes to the lzymn of Life that 
will never sound forth unless you sing them. Julian Huxley has left you 
this good wisdom (which will be better understood when you have completed 
Section III which deals with origins of mankind) : 
110.f course, the possibilities of man 1 s inner lire are as im-
portant as those of his active existence. The achievement 
of irmer harmony in the . building up of the personality is 
as important as was the development of self-regulating mech-
anisms in the evolution of the animal body. 111 
How can we become our best selves,- how fulfill our possibili ties, 
our •selves•? Of course, working for others is one way; but exercising our 
selves for the pure enjoyment of having freedom to become what we want to be , 
is a ver,y high privilege, also,- and important,- and necessary. 
There is no such thing as a "common" man, for each is not 'com-
mon 1 , which means like 100st others; but each is ~common. Each sees his 
own visions; each thinks his own thoughts,- None of this has been done before. 
11 
••• when all minds are uncommon the most uncommon may 
have by far the most to tell •••• Hamlet and the Taj Maaal 
l'the 'world's most beautiful building', at .Agra, India'"\ were 
!individual creations Unm.atched and never to be repeate~; all 
we admire most in ancient Egyptian architecture and sculp-
ture burst suddenly into being as the ••• inspiration of a 
single uncommon mind, that of the priest Imhote~ ••• the 
greater the minds the greater the differences." -: ; 
meaning to say that no one should be shy at being 'different•. It may 1 c: 
be to a good purpose. Surely it will not now be for long that a youth 
. .. "'.:(:·_ ·:~· ... '·'l .'_·.: ·~· .. :\.: ··.;·!--:··~ ··::-. ::: .. -. ·· ·~<.; .. t;··:·~.,tv ~· ~ ·~.<: 
wi th a good mind has to be laughed at if he wants to stu~ hard and learn 
as much and go as fast and as far as he can! Now, when the workers in big 
1 . 
- J.N.Berr111, p. 248 
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factories ~re being asked for their ideas toward improvements in the plants 
where they work, "small ideas are not to be despised, either. There is a 
place for the output of each of us. 
As we each have open opportunity for development we shall be the 
more eager for all others of our fellows to have their freedom for opening 
and developing of their powers as well. The Youth of this time are more 
generous in sharing than are the elders of this generation, many of whom 
still desire, for no proper reasons at all, to exclude persons, groups,na-
tions, from the full privileges that belong to mankind ''by right". Arry 
such restriction or frustration that prevents development is absolutelY 
wrong. 
Not only 11God looks upon us • • • sees the inherent ability, the 
hidden beauty, the unused power of spirit ill each of us 11, 1 but with a good 
will~ can so loo~ upon our fellows. How often when a person we know has 
taken a great fancy to some one who seems ( to us) to be most unpromising, 
we say, 11I don't understand what he sees in ~~ 11 Of course, lacking un-
derstanding, we do not see; but ~both sees ~ understands. Perhaps he 
sees just because he understands; and what he is seeing is real. It is not 
only in his imagination; - it is really there, a value or beauty that he 
alone has been able to discover and bring to light. A whole world of per-
sons is only waiting for ~ discover,yJ 
Be assured that when you come to "Flower of the Ages", a poem 
near the end of Section IV it will mean the more to you for having real-
ized the truths of this chapter. 
1From 1'1uriel lester's pamphlet, Ways £!:Praying, p. 9, Abingdon Cokesbury Press 
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RIGHTS ancl -~1WNGS . 
( "even so to them. ") 
"Do not. to another what yon do not 1r1ant him to do to you. 11 
11~-Jh.::;tsoever you ~vish that men 1'1ould dn to you, do so to them. 11 
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These are the t1-10 sides of the some La"I·n the second, called "The Gol den Rule 11 , 
by Jesus; ·t;he first by Co:nfucius, 500 years before . Such a rule follovJed by 
all peo?l e on both sides of the Horld wou~d tm•n nest 11Hrongs 11 into 11rights 
every':·lhere around the <·Jorld .. 
That 1-vord "RIGHT" has curious attached meani..Tlgs . Bec;;use He recoo--
nize thot there are "rir;ht n 1-1ays and u.T.vrong 11 to do lvork, to t '1ink, to conduct 
u sineas, to tre3t others _, etc . etc. vJC use the I.J ords as abstract nnms _, as 
idea s concer:1ing v-Jhat cannot be seen. !tie , then, decide to do "the ric.ht u, or , per--
haps, "the ,,Jr ong 11 • ~men we go to war 1•1 e do so to defend and uphol d "The Rie;ht " • 
~ve feel that the ei1£lrllY 11is in the I·Jrong . 11If li.le are hcnest with oursel ves 1·Je oft.en 
have to confess that vJe are 11i n the 1·1rong 11 • That is disheartening; whil e feel-
ing sure of being on the side of Rigll"t. gives strength and oourage . 
Fron ::·o:me such reasoning T-i Ght - handedness is t.ho1.1.gh·t; correct . Adults 
try to discourage A child from beine; left- handed , as it is 11 t.he vJrong 1·Jay!1• 
Vehicles and people , in most countries , pass on the rie;ht side . 1trld so on •••• 
He have here to· consider RIGHTS and HROPGS that c oncern Persons . 
Some l1.ight. s are i 1God- given 11 • They belong to man j ust b ecause he is 
a man, a God-created huma n being . Among them a.re v.Jhat? the Right to air, 
su.11shine , f ood , wat,er , sleep, gro1..Jth, protection, shelter ••• and so on. Othe rs? 
I·!ankind has One Fe1ther, therefore has the Jiticht to equal t r eatment auch as the 
chil dren of one f amily expect .. Because mo st of maP.kincl is now above the prim-
it.ive level, clean liv ing conditions , adequate clothing, suffj.ci ent and good 
food , he<Jlth , sound house s f or homes , opport1.mit.y for educ:;tion, .•• are RIGHTS . 
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!~:en 1-1lw live under ci vil i zed r;cvernme~1ts have t he RIGHT t o ':Jorr· anJ to choose 
t k ..; .,.,d of T-1or· ( then 1 7i sh ... o do :-~orkers hav e the R.I GHT to fc:i r 1•J3 r·e s for . . e ..~.-.u y _ _ .,.. • _ • u • _ 
fair 1-1ork. Freed01 t o hav e homes i·lhere they 1·1ish to live is another IUCH·IT 
To chanse .from one job to another, or move from one pl ace to another is a 
RI GHT .. ( -vwrker in a Co:r.mllmist colmtry cannot choose h is job, change his job ~ 
r..or move to another pl ace Hivhout ''permiss i on " of the r 1Jl:ing e;overnment l ! ) 
In ~ co1mtry happi ness is held to be a RIGHT. The Decl ar<rti on of I ndepend-
2nce states :Lt this \·Jay : 
'~"'I'Je hol d these truths to be sel f - evi dent,: That all men flre created 
ec;ual ; t hat t 1ey ar e endo-vred by their Creotor •:Jith cert.Jin in.Jlie!l-
able risht s ; that a:nong these e~ re life , l iberty, and the rursuit 
of happines::; . u 
ie nnders ~-Jn 11lifP 11t.b meu:n e:'bcmc1a nt , c;ood l ife . 
freedom ; but it can never me an frct~dom to do os one ple<1~es 1-1i thout ree:::1rd to 
t 1e urishts 11 and c mfort of others. !!:,'!;qual" :r1.eans eqn:Jl in o )l'C'!'tunity 1-,0 
:~:: .c:e tbe most of our abil j_ties ; thoueh o1.:.r 11abi2.i ties 11 cannot be th~ s:JI'le , 
because no tr jo ~1lu.fm lle i ngs are born equally ·0be same in .ody or ~'ind . "In-
Can ~··0u t~1ir. i: i·Jh,:rl:, ::'11 this nc<>!ls? Tl10se RI CH-ITS belons t0 :: 11 ~ ecp:;l~ 
state ,· a ~~tion 1 c~ L11~ rr" ftl' n 11 
... u · - U - 1- 1.J - J-_.. . ,..) ~ ... ... ; J_ . 2~ j 1 , - -
Hist ory isn ' :. ?.1- over ~1:.r1 ;_::.;'l:;-1.: . T'O":' s honlcl e sor::e r;re:1t 0ncl c:;'eci";l 
c ·'n . el p p pils rcali3o 11 tha . ::',e DecJ.;..'r::t:i.·:•n 
· odo~' 1 s ne'JS n ! ( q11otc-tions 11 • • u :"re ::'rom 
Editorial; :.c 1. 30, 1957 
DostC"!-I ' :;ily r-1o11e . ) 
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: ut , to 
froPl ;.1sin2:) U1.::'!sc Richt-.s , they have to be 1.1sed i n the 11risht 1·?a~r . n 
To ilJ. lsi".~: te sinrC'lY: 
you do no J k8ep tc the richt , in yolrr· ovm Lme , t!wt i:: a "':Jrong 11(lt only t.o 
- -
~}hen ~~ c-ur drivinr; license is suspended thot does not nke ? ·JEIY 
acts 
an 11 ~ lien 11 , one d 1o1 no l onc,er 
~:01-1 ser:'.ous a t.1ing t_hc:t is ! One c 11.1c1 , bec2use llofl-color 1', shut out o." nc::::·r.t-
:•l c orap. ni onsb i p 3nd cheate(] of the :fu:.1 of tl1e ;;roup ' s ::;;ames ! 
of ; , .c-y:;; ;~O::J.t, =c::1d of :n:i.n::;ling ·l·Ji th her· fr i ends, or carr,;'ing on 11.ost of her 
usu.?l o-ct i v i t i s ! A boy 1·Jho i:J.et a C<.1l ler 1 s rint;.; opening the door to <Jllou 
(l ; 11Si!:.>J..in3s"_,- bro··-hers Bnd sisters . 
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·-
her seeing e. t.h:i.n, -tall l::: r of lm- normal Y'lind 1·1hose long Hhite E1c8 sl1oued 
10-:·J that fro'· b i rth he had never bee 1 a l J.01·1ed out into the sunshine - 19 jrec:."s 
gro';!ing lil~e a pal~ potato sprout , shut at•Jay f r om the 1•70rld except for short 
t-Ja~_ks. 3 -_ ni~;ht ! l\To "lifeu, lll j_bert,yu, or "pursuit of happLn.ess 11 ! 
. . 
_s ~embers of the v~ st and vori ed hu.l't1<1n f mily, one of the great 
11hu.n.gers 11,- the need and longi ng to b e accepted by soci ety, hy those 1·Jith 
~~hol. 1-1e associate , i s a H.IGHT of ALL . By sel f - l ove , envy~ jealousy, fear_, 3. 
feeling of superiority, or som.e other s uch sin, th3t RIGH'l' can quickly and eas-
il;T be replaced by ~JRONG . One can even oneself' change t he Rit;ht of Acce,tance 
as aSocial . Being into a ~vRONG by one 's 01-m fooli sh at itudes . For instance, 
scmetiraes a ;:;rou of Yonng People on a s treet corner become excited 2nd loud ; 
block side1·1alk passDt;e ; act rude and unthinkine; of eYeryone but t~l.emselves ,. 
Everyone else i s made uncomf'ortoble , is inconvenienced, and annoyed . The :::;roup 
has brouc;ht. unpleasant. at tention upon itself ; has becorr,e 11sociallJ' ~.::::cceptable ", 
and , so , is rejected and disf:wored . Have you ever been one of an after- school 
::;roup that boarded a bus or train and jus t "took over " - to the discornfort e>'ld 
disgust of everyone around ? 'rhe _ ight ·' to public servi ce l-Jas then being turr.ed 
into a ~-jROi\G, ~nd Social Acce pt;ability 1-1ent out the 1\dndow l 
i J €m and Nhere a RIGHT is ours , there , also, is the oblig<ri:.ion to 
nrotect and keep it by proper use and conduct . Then, further Gi. 'OD follovis i::1 
due co,rrse . 11To him whc hath shall be ::_·iven; but from him 1-1ho hath not sh -11 
be tal:en a1·1ay even tl1at Nhich he hath. 11 ( 11h~th 11 meanine: 11 a l reatiy hasH) En~ 
L1re;e and eJcpl ain tbis seemincly enie;matic , thot is , non-l1nderstancli=Jb1o anc 
seemng- to-contradict- itself saying , by c::ddins; some appr pri.=.t.e nou::1s :Lc•lJ.owi::-1~· 
should follOi•J 11given 11 ? Think about it . Fit j_llustrations o:F.' rctual ct:ses into 
it ee ~Jh~t of this chapter :fits your oHn experiAnce . Into hoi·J -:·Jide - spre2.d 
areas of living do its principles apply? In School life? What RIGHTS 
and what WRONGS can you discover out of the chapters on Old Customs, 
and Accomplishments ? Your Teacher can add some from her Adult Volume 
chapter on this topic. 
On page 29, pictured as , a strong monument, is The American 
Way of Life with its RIGHTS, generously supplied us for this study. ) 
In the Adult Volume are comments on selected articles from the Bill of 
Rights attached to The Constitution of the United states; with the Unit-
ed Nations' Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Your Teacher might 
help you to each get a copy to keep. B,y close application, you can un-
derstand the whole of it, and will readily find its applications in 
many areas of our national life. 
-. 
Each grou~ was , once , 
a minor ity t 
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J EWS 
You say : "What is 'Jewish'? I don't know wheth r it means t he 
way some p.onl e look? Or, where they come from? Or wha t they 
eat? Or wha t they think? Or, whatt 
" I know a boy, - he 's my best fri Jnd, - and he says his folks 
a r e J ewish - but he doesn't know much about what it means , e ither. 
He s ays they ke ep some different holidays-- and sometimes go to 
the syn -- W 11, what about it, anyway?" 
Ans: You're g tting wa rmt You stopped just befor e the impor-
t ant part of the answer. You were just about to s peak of their 
going s ometime.s to the Synagogue , -that is, the J wi s h chur ch* 
The s ervices of the Synagogue , together with what they a r e 
t ught th r and a t home from the Old T stament and the Tal mud, 
t he ir other book of l aws, a re their r eligious curriculum , some -
what more strict than what peopl e of othe r r eligions a r e t aught 
and som~what different; tho ugh all r eligions have many teach-
i ngs that a r e a like . 
From the olden days, the time of the Old Testam nt, long 
b fore the Year One which was the time of the coming of J sus 
among them , the Hebrew peopl in the lands ofi Pal estin be-
ll v d that God had want d them to be 'diff r ent'. H ha d 
'chosen' th m to b His~e cial pco9le. That helped them b 
ca r oful to lead good lives e s they f lt God's peopl should do. 
Howev r, they did not always, of course , understand just what 
it wa s that God did want them to do, and so, made many mis-
t akes. In thos diff icult days they tried to keen themselves 
/ 
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sepa r at e from all other peoples so that they could pre s erve their 
f a ith in God pur and •. cl an, and not 1 arn ways from their ne igh-
bors that would b una cc ptabl to God. But one mistake came 
from it: they becam too separ a t • It becam a habit that now 
many J ws ar trying to break. 
Their world was a v ry small world. It is v i:y strange ; ·. • ·: 
but now, a s the world grows wid r for us all, it also draws our 
h arts n ar r together. Som of th ir gr at Leaders tried hard 
to teach them that God is the god of the nations, and r espe ct s 
one peopl no more than another. 
J esus was one of their best tea ch rs. He wa s not afra id 
to che.nge old ways and beliefs if He knewbett r ones . Through 
J esus' teaching som old ~eachings were changed for the bett r and 
out-dat d one s were replaced by new; some could not b squa r ed 
with ~hat J sus knew and taught about God as Father and M n a s 
Broth rs , so they ne eded to b discarded. One of the old l aws, 
ven i n t ha t a rly day so out of dat that it ne ed d to b thro~~ 
on the ash heap was: "An ey for an ey ; and a tooth for a tooth"t 
The l aw that you could punch out not more than ~ tooth if he 
had punched out · only one of:your s, was so f ar, so good ; but,-
why punch? S veral suggestions were offered as substitut , or 
b tt er ways. By on of th s 'b tter' ways Mahatmi Gandhi in 
our d y in India did so much toward making peace betw en th In-
dian and Br itish government.s. It wa s: "Do not r esist one ill.rho i s 
evil"; Anoth r, oft en call d ' The Law of the Second Mile', 
1 Gandhi's movement in India was called "Passive Resistance 11 • It was very 
persuasive: its results being to pave the w~ for Indian independence 
from British rule,- gained by a sort of bloodless revolution 
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J esus put into a ction. It means that if you have done some good 
thing only because you were compelled to do it, then add to what 
you hav ~ to do another bit of service that you do just b -
caus you ar glad an¥villing to do so. Is that going pretty 
f ar? It works well. 
To the 'Sixth Commandment': "Thou shalt no t kill", h mad 
an addition, saying tha t to b angry or insulting to another is 
wrong also. La t er, th list of th •Ten Commandments' b ~ cam the 
guid to mak rs of laws in all civilized lands. Our ovm Presi-
dent, each time he mak s a major speech, shows that his id eals 
of conduct are based upon thos old, but not yet worn out commands: 
~or God, and Fa ir d alings with f llow-men. 
It i s 1igh time, in f a ct, it is past time that l) ersons with 
p rsons, and nations with na tions should take these i mproved laws 
s riously, There is still f ar too much "Eye for ey and tooth 
for tooth", that is, "I'll get even with you!", or as Chines 
young folk som time s say, only half in fun. "cTust wa it for me !" 
, \ow 
, . ,:; .. \ :) ..Anoth r we hav not ye t fully learn d to follow: "Lov your 
....... \ '!;'\".. ;'\ 
en mi s and pr ay for t~ose "Nho persecut you, that you may b 
sons of your Father ••• for God makes his sun ris e on the ev il 
and th good, and sends r a in on th just and on the unjustn. 
That is, H has no f~vorites. W ar e much mor apt to incline 
to what the old law allowed, which was : "Lov n ,i ghbor; hat 
enemy". What does tha t do in 'world community'? Nat so gooo? 
~nat do you think? 
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Although ther e now is en ind .pend nt na tion, the country 
of Israel, sp cially, though not exclusively for J ws, only a 
small percentag of the J ws of the world ither do or could live 
the r • Too many are scatter d into all the · corn rs and countri s 
of t h world. Most of them hav lived in th ir uresent home-
countri s for generations, and have become a part of v.rha t ev r 
nationality th y novv call th ,ir own. 
Actually, 'J ws' are not a race at all, nor a nationality. 
They ar a r eligious soct appearing in any rae or nation. Th r 
a r e , th r ofore, Chin se J ws, Russian J ws, Hungarian J ews, and 
so on a s well as United Stat s J ws who are fully ' Americ an.' 
No d scriptiv name or place-adjective is n ed d for them. 
It is unfortunat e that on continues to h ar such expr e s-
sions a s "My J wish friend ••• ". "My Jev.rish neighbor", for 
s eldom does eny one think to speak of his "Catholic fri end," 
or of his "Protestant neighbor". Fri.:nds are friends, and 
neighbors ar n Jighbors regardless,------------. Is not that 
so? P oul arc to b valued because of themselv s, for what 
t hey a rc and what they do, not for any other reasons. 
Hav you noticed in the buses and trains the post er nic-
tur of a Boys' Bas ball T am with a very angry Capta in f a cin g 
the facts? H is <illgry because some one , off stag has vi-
dently protested against their having for Pitcher a boy with 
a dark skin. 'I'h Captain sends his counter-protest right over 
the plate; and hotly r torts: 
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"Aw , ·what do I ca re? What's his r€ligion or his colo r got 
to do wi th it? He can Pitch!" And that 's the way to answ r and 
end all 8ucb argumentsl 
Th re er usue.lly. some reasons for th troubl es which b e -
f all a group that is f ew in numbers comne.r d with the l a r ger 
numb r among whom they live . Her e is one, xplain d by an ex-
amnl the bully! 
It is a v ry unusual school ind ed that does not have a t 
1 a st one bully, - a pupil bigger than t he others who just de -
lights to t as or torment s ome one smaller and w•ak r nhysi ca lly 
than himself. No on likes a bully nor can anprov . of h is 
do i ngs ; but, th re h is! He may b only bluffing. He may 
r ally be trying to cover up some weakness tha t h f l s in 
hims lf . P rhaps he thinks the Teach r do es not like him, for, 
no matt r how hard he studies he cannot get head of "tha t 
li t tl sni p of a smarty ov r ther - he always knovrs the ens"~Ners l" 
So he picks on the smart onel Then v ryone i s uncomrort able , 
ven t he bully. School does not go on as well as it could if 
thcr were fri endshi p and admiration 8.nd harmony. 
The same thing can hapnen in wider :olaces wher , . the 'bull., ' 
is a larg nation pr ssing do1Am on n small one ; or a ma jor ity 
group in society being mean to a minority. Then there i s trouble 
a nd suffering. (The J ws, in this discussion, t:~. r e the ' minority' • ) 
-----·-·-·t!-r,e _..,.,.~oi' . .,.~-..a.t<II,.W"...,..~, .. .._~ lo(t~,op""'.lf;;.'.I'W':iNwl!.'!f""' ~~""C-" -~Iofl-._,. >~·..;:• y•.,. '.......:t-4.~"'"· '''-"''••.»"" i'::'', ·-...; -..:.•, _...,.,._. • : •.#111'.•\."' .,· ,, · .. ·.~~ - · ·· •• • . ....,. . ·.., , :.:.,, __ ._, -· . 
Note: { J ws like to study, and d o unusually vvell a t l earning . } 
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There are other reasons, - I believe them to b r al- that 
all shoulc una .rst nd. ( R ad aga in the bit of v rs e ,. st the hea d 
of thi s ai!e-ni-:onll) The first r~ason is ·· t hat sometimes, in some 
ways, J ws may look enough diff rent from other groups s o that 
they u. r e noticeabl e . Now, it is no crime to look 'different '' • · 
No t wo of us look alik8 , ver. Not even identical t wins look 
pr e cis ely alik , .v r. The eye of love ce.n tell them apart . 
But we dre used to each other and do not usually notice ( any ·i 
unlikene sses . However, if a new student comes into the class , 
l et us hope she dr sses almost the same way we all do, tha t her 
ha ir i s cut and dr .ss d much like ours, and tha t her English 
a t the very least, understandable. If not,--- W 11, were you 
ever the 'odd on', coming from another part of town, or from 
is 
.not h r stat , or even from a far-off country with it s differ n.t 
customs and mann rs? You ce.me neatly comb d and dr!!!ssed , ~rtt."Q . 
soft voice and de c nt mann rs, quiet in t he classroom, e good 
student, and r esp ctful to your Teachers. That sounds all r i ght; 
but you s oon found it to be all wrong. 
Unhappily for you, just at that time, the~ i or Highs 
wer e waring sloppy sweaters; sneak rs were not s uppos ed to be 
cl an or white after th y l eft the store; Emd , out of school 
hours , .ven on the public streets, 'dungar es ' wer the f shion! 
As to hair, - it was , at th moment, ' wind-blovm' , or else it 
was all wrong! All so different from whet you knew; but you 
soon found that it was you who was 'different'. The oth r s 
looked at you strangely; they d id not include you in the ir noi sy 
merry-making ; they l aughed if you were just naturally :pol i t e to 
the t ea cher. Though Te a cher vms pleased with you , the other 
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stud nts call ~d you a "grind", or "Teacher's Pet", or ''Beetl e-
Brain"- (hav I that one right?); or "Slurp11 ,- (was t ha t th 
pithet in f ashion a t the time, - and what ever did it mean, any-
way? At the very least, something unpl ea8ant!) 
(Remember the story of The Ugly Duckling?) 
If you had b en 'differ ent' in a different way, or had 
come i nto the class wh n the f a shion in manners and appear a nce 
wer those of some other yea r or grou~, you might have agreed 
very well together, although neither you nor they would hav 
been 'ot.h r' than the persons you r eally wer . -v i thin. This 
discovers f or us tha t the differences were merely ext ernal; 
they w re all on theputsid e and ere none of them things that 
I 
r eally matt r ed in the least. It only ha:P:t:'ened that, at the 
very t i me , they seemed to matter gr,atly; and , for · awhile you 
suf'f r ed gr atly, a.s well. But befor too long you gradually· 
copied the odd f ashions, or perhaps the f ashions wer already 
changing ·~nd you all changed with them, together. Thus, by now, 
it i s only a matt er of dim memory that you ver ·w r e excluded , 
and the whol group has forgotten tha t you were ever other than 
one of them from the very beg inning . 
Now, we fit the J .wish folk into this ~ictur. It needs 
a bit of history, too) by way of getting a clear light on the 
deta ils. 
Probably b cause the long story of the Hebr~w or J ewish 
people is so well told in t h. Bibl -narrative one is a pt to 
s uppos e tha.t they a l ways l iv .d tucked up into that tiny country 
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of Pal estine. That is not true. Their story included many 
chapters of wanderings, som times voluntary, but oft en due to 
forcibl e deportations from 6n l end to some other. In books 
this scattering abroad is called "The Di s :p rsion". They ha v 
b en far wanderers; they have lived in many countries; and be-
co.me citizens of any land,-even until now. In each country they 
hElve lear:n~d the ways, manners, and dress of that l end; until 
finally they could mingle with the crowd and not b singl ed out 
fo r notice as being any different from the majority. That i s , 
t hey could : .until they happ ned to come to .America wher , again, 
they w r e at once diff r nt '" nd notic abl for mann rs, dre s s , 
sp ch , jf a ce , and ways o~ thought. 
Although Jewish, or H brew peopl e have more oft n taken 
ma t es from within the ir own group there has, of course , be en 
much int~rmixtur · with th ·· peoples around them. In thi s way, 
through marriage, they have gradually b come mor and more 
v r age , that is, lik all the other ordin8ry folk i n Ruuear-
.n ee and mann r. (Use this Chart 1·1ith pp. 44,45): 
Simplest diagram. of Jllli.ERITANCE aa>Mendel discovered it 'By crossing PEAS: 
S A• 
Parents: Rotmd (dominant) mating with Wrinkled (recessive) 
All came Round 1st Crossir~ result: 
2nd Crossing -of 1st 
cross ' 1st Cross: 
(3) Round, Rotmd 
Round 
in proportion to (1) Wrinkled 
Parents showing 2 con-
trasts:(the r ule holds) 
1st Crossing r esult: 
2rid Crossltr - of 
ill RY & RY: Round 
& 
Yel.Iow 
9/16 
• 
Round & Yellow with wrinkled & Green 
Round 
& 
Yellow 
3/16 
All Round & Yellow (RY) 
Wrinkled 
& 
Yel.Iow 
3/16 
Wrinkled 
& 
Yellow 
1/16 
Appro.ximat•a results, numericalzy. Appli:nable to the following #44 page, • 
-H.F.B. 
However, there a r some l aws cone rning nevi b eginnings of 
life , es we s ee in esch new baby born into a family, tha t gov rn 
o~ . i~cct or decide what kind of child each one will be, -a nd how 
he wi l l look. The study of those laws i s kno·wn fl.s Genet ics, or 
the study of b eginnings. It is a science that discovers tbe 
ways in vrhi ch nev.r beings a r e cref1 t ed out of P combination, - a 
putt i ng together of the (microscopic} uarts contributed by the 
t wo parents, -plant , animal , or hUJ."'TI.an. The science of Gen etics 
is very new , and although many scienti s t s have studied ha rd to 
d i s cover its ways of v.'orking , not muc h i s known for cert a in ven 
y e t . But it is well known that s ome charact eristics are s tronger 
than others; so, in a combination with part g iven by the f Bther 
arid part from the mother, there ar e some chara cteristics tha t ere 
r- l most sure to show up clearly in the next gener a tion of off-
spring . This can ev en be worked out by arithmetic . 
For instance , dark or light hair is inherited in certs in 
b f th h ·l~ D k l . ll ' d . t' num ers o · e c_ 1 u.r en . - r co or 1s usua y om1ne.n , 
that i s , i t com-s forwa'rd boldly an<;'! c.learly in a nev·' gen e rat ion 
of children ; ':vh il c blond color is 'recessive ', that is , it s t ays 
in the ba ckground or is covered over and do es not show fo r this 
generation. With the proper sorting of par ents , however, it 
may easily apf.iea r in s ome futur e gon ration of ch ildr n, 1Jer-
haps as a s urpr i se to ev eryone Y.'ho h~: s known the f amily f rom 
a long time ba ck . 
The l aw thet s eems to r ul e t he s e -percent ages of pnneFr-
ence is ca l led ~v:Lendel' s La}J , end wa s d iscovered by 1'.~endel , ' 
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who worked it o-p.t in his monastery garden "crossing 11 or combining two 
kinds of peas that had very different •characters'; some yellow, some 
green; some wrinkled, some smooth. Keeping careful count of the number of 
each kind, or the number of mixed kinds that came out of every •crossing~', 
he soon saw that regularity was the rule. From these results he deduced 
their laws of inheritance. 
The matter is not quite so simple as I have made it sound; but 
if you wish to understand it more in particular you will be interested in 
the chart concerning this Law, as found in the Adult Volume. Also, look 
it up in biology text-books, all of which are sure to deal with the Law. 
In people, not all characteristics can so easily be seen to fol-
low Mendel's Law; but a few very evidently do so: for instance, hair f orm 
and color; nose shape; face thin or broad; head round or longJ shade of 
skin color; and so on. These just mentioned are, of course, of no import-
ance to the strength or usefulness of the person who inherits such char-
acters; but sometimes they have much to do with the future happiness of 
a child born into a family • For instance, he rilay happen to be d.ark of 
skin when he would rather be light. Or, he m8y be so light that he purpose-
ly runs out in the sun to acquire a beautiful brown color, the darker the 
better! Her hair may be ''born" ld.nky and she is determined to have it be 
straightl If it i s straight by nature, a 'permanent' to make it stay in 
curl is a ''must". Aren 1t people funn;r? And foolish? It is certainly 
foolish to car e about items that can make no difference in the kind of per-
son you actually are. But, if you ~ happen to care, it is not so f unny 
to have inherited some character (let us use that form for short)(~ou will 
find both forms used in the biology text books you use) -that cannot easily 
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or cannot possibly be changed. In this list ~uld be distinct coloring, 
or very distinctive facial .features. Even extreme tallness or shortness 
can be a handicap: a too tall woman can find no man to match;. a little man, 
no matter how keen his brain, can find plenty of girls to admire him, but 
none to love him; and so on. 
It so happens that many of the original Jews, the Hebrews, did 
have distinguishing features which sometimes made them discoverable out 
of the other peoples among whom they settled. Where that was true, it 
had a tendency: . to single them out for attention and perhaps for trouble. 
Along this line, noses have, here and there over the world, played a part. 
On the average, human noses are rather straight. The very flat 
noses of somer~ces,- for example, the Mongoloids, people from Asia, are, 
therefore, noticeable. But the rather prominent noses of people who have 
inherited that kind, probably from central Europe, are.::noticeable, ::. al.~o .• "L~:G . 
One must not, however, suppose that all the people one sees with high-
bridged noses are Jewish •••••• It only happens that some are • . The 
American Indians of wij.om we are proud because they look so strong and 
fearless, have prominent noses, also. And - other folk as well,- notab-
ly, Armenians, though they are not, and never have been Jews, however 
much they might, at a casual glance, be thought to be. Such "casual" 
features should ,never, have more than a casual glance or attention. 
They are not "causal", as Ernest Al.bert Hooton cleverly pointed out in 
discussion of the Jewish problems. 
Your Teacher's Volume has an amusing rhyme on "Noses". 
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VARIETY:(Comes in colors) 
(Young Person): "But I'd rather not b e dark, - anyviJc .y, not so 
dark t I don't like it! I,--- - well, anyhow, it's often incon-
venient . I 'll put it t hat way. O.K.?" 
eply: Yes , r'o .K."- and you're putting it very mildl y , f or it 
is often "very inconvenientn nlus t I su-pl)ose it was a lso 'in -
conveni ent ' for primitive man that he L d not b n f rom t he first 
made s o vh .t he could stand perfectly erect. But he finally g Jt 
over that, - ~nd we shall get over our inconvenient color, too. 
(Young Per son): "Our colort Why do you say tha t? Your color 
is all ri ght. Yo u:rte:' whit e ttt 
Reply: Don't be e ither angry or envious about that. Did you 
think being ' whit e ', as you call it, is never inconveni ent? 
You think wrong. I don't know how I would look if I were s ome 
shade of brovm; but a t l east I shouldn't, then, be so consnic -
uous . And I should like that. 
(Young Pc.rson): "Conspicuous? You? How come? I'm that one ! " 
Reply: Oh no, Did you ever notice how little whit e there is 
in Nat~re? Dr . Luther Gulick, formerly head o~ the Health 
Services of New York City once pointed that out i n a morning t a lk 
to us, a group of Cam:o Fire girls a t "Sebago Wohelo " (in M:a in ) • 
Probably he had noticed some c r el ess s trewing of s r'nd,Nich 
papers a t _ canoe-trip picnic, and wanted .11§. to notice hOiJ't dis-
tressingly the white s nots Cl i ~f i p: 1red the beauty of the brown 
n i ne -needl e ca rpet . I remember , v ividly that talk. I wonder 
why? 
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It suddenly occurs to me that he may have had a de eper 
pur~ose than just prodding us to tidy our camp-site. Dr. Gulick 
had been physician-counselor to soldiers in Europ in t he First 
\"Vorld War. He must oft ,n among the boys have met some who vve re 
unhappy because they were not all of the same color. If s o, I 
think he now must be glad that I am remembering this for you. 
Do you know what he m ant~ 
East er lili s ar almost the only white flowers that s eem 
beautiful to me. Once, in China, I planted a small garden all 
of white night-blooming varieties. They wer~ lovely; but per-
haps the blue light glowing down Ul)On them: ·from somewhere con-
cealed in th~ willow tree above did most to transform the ulace 
into a softly-tinted fairyland. Usually a clumn of ~h it e in a 
garden fairly jumps at one's eye, taking away the good e:f f ect 
of th , other colors rather than adding a pleasing note to the 
mixture. Light, tinted flowers,- Yes , But ho whit e 1 
(Young Person): "Ah, but t hat is plants and animals. Hov.r Rbout 
men?" 
Reply: Same thing. If ever I notice colors in peonle,- whi ch 
is seldom,- I, myself, feel r ather co :c.spicuous, and not too 
happy about it, ither. 
Yet, ~o wants to look just like everybody else? Ho one. 
Howe ver, there's no danger of that, when not even idee~ 
... 
t,·c~b · ': twins , look exactly alike; nor ~ they exR. ctly alike, 
either. Nature manages never to produce two l eaves exetctly 
alike on all the tre es of a lJ the forests of all the world, so, 
surely, she can afford to have no t wo humans exP.ctly alike! 
(Nature ±s· ne'Ver~ . a-e at loss to produce· _,vard:~tyJ·~: Hcni.~iilfinitel · How.· marva~-, 
However, I do think it will be good when there is less 
difference in colors of human beings. Most other anime.ls a re 
some shade of bro~m.l 
(Young Person) : "Oh it is n ever go ing to hannen that people 
-· 
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will be the Sl'l.me color~ ~ Is thAt ~ going to hap1}en? Couldn 't 
be!" Reply: Don't be so sure . Actually it is haupening right 
now, and has been haunening for a long time . In fact, ex~erts 
on the history of man's beginnings f eel pr etty sure tha t man-
kind started with some sh.:; de of bro'lfl;n skin for every one. I 
hav o wondered if perhaps the f a ct that most ·nimals ar e some 
shade of the v.Jide r ange of brm•ms may not be hint. 
(Young Pe rson) : "'I'hen how are we now •••••• ?" 
Reply: IVhat you were going to a sk is such e b~ question we 
need a ·whole session or t wo just to discover it out. But there 
are t wo sides to your question: 
., 
One is, Wtt~ e. re we .!!.91[ so diff -
'' Cl I) m erent? The other is, ~ we now so differ nt? .!.hose t wo pro-
blems are not the s ame. The second shou ld be answered first. 
Are we now so different? 
Not in this U.S.A. a t least. Two hundred years ego it 
would have been eas ier to tell from what nart of the vvorld our 
1 Reference: 
Look up: WILD JUUN.u-J.S OJf 'l'HE \o ~ OitLD 
by Mar y Baker and Willi m Bridges 
Duenewald Print ing Corp . 
Garden City, New York 
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ancestors had come than it is now. Perhaps 200 years ago or 
even 1 00 , a difference in dress, would be the evidence or proof. 
Not all people spoke t he same l anguage; or if English was spoken 
it had a different sound in each part of the country. Ha ir 
color, or t he way of combing the ha ir was not ali~ys the same . 
•t"b ;\ ~ ·;wd many ways of nreparing food. Their customs, holidays, 
ways of enjoying themselves in pl ay, and even their ways of ·war-
s hl. :p , in many -points 1Ne re not alike • 
Now any such differences among ~eonle coming in from other 
countries soon disappear- new clothes are all bought a t the s ame 
stores, the old l anguage is dro p·oed; speech slo·wly be comes Ainer-
ican- English; hair is combed according to the newest s t yle . 
Vh en my little Chinese grand daughte r came to the United 
St a tes, only a few years ago a t the age of 12, she had two heavy 
t hick , long bra ids of ha ir. It was very beaut iful , and a shining 
bl a ck. At first she v1a.s proud that her bra ids were l onger o:nd 
thicker than thos e of the three or four other girls whos e blond 
ha ir was still worn in smooth neat bra ids; but before long hers 
were the only braids l eft. They were still interesting; but had 
begun to be a nuisance. When she we. s swinging on the r i ngs in 
Gymnasium, the long bra ids were swinging also, and soon they 
nroved too a ctive for a marching member of the School Band:! So, 
her bra ids; teo, fell under the barber's shears and she joined 
the r anks of the look-alike Hi gh-Schoolers. 
Perhaps it is good for us all to want to be nea rly alike? 
At any r ate, it is natural, for we are so mixed together in all 
our a f fa irs of living! we learn from each other; we copy ea ch 
' . 
ether's ways of speech and dress; we even come to think nearly alike. 
All over the world it is much the same. Not even distance 
separates us no~r. Long distance yelephone, new·spapers, and television 
ma.ke l).s feel close to each other no matter how many geographical miles 
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we are apart. What is happy for anyone in the ~~rld makes us happy also. 
While vJe hold our breath in fea r of another war, the whole world is hold-
ing its breath, too. 
We are rapidly becoming One-\'lorld, and we are all its citizens. 
1-le must soon agree on the same basic laws for all of us. We must all have 
equal share in the good life, in liberty and ways of happiness. We must 
learn to get along vJell and peacefully together. We are brothers and 
sisters in a world family. But - - - -
The animals' having similar shades of fur (or other covering) 
is probably a good thing. It makes each one fairly unconspicuous in the 
animal world. We noted as one hint seeming to point to humans' having,at 
first, all had some shade of brown skin,this observation that most other 
animals are 1'brorms 11 • Nol-v tre may note another. This hint is not a phys-
ical, but a psychological one, and, since the color of a person's skin-cov-
ering has importance mainly in the mind 1 s thinking, I believe a psycholo-
gical hint is legitmate to consider. This is it: 
As you look about on the first day warm enough for people to flock to the 
beaches, whom do you notice . What most readily attracts your attention? 
That is easy to guess: your eye notes the whiteness of the arms and legs 
long covered away from the sun duriP.g the winter. They look startling and 
rather stark. If some one passes who has protected sensitive pale skin by 
applying sun-t an lotion, you hardly notice that person at all. And if a 
number who have Nature 1 s permanent shades of tan pass, they are not at 
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all a distress to the eyes . They so natur~lly seem to fit into the sur -
roundings of rock and sea, of sky and sand. Now isn't that strange? Ergo, 
.. 
(A Latin rrord Shake spere loved to use ; 1'hence 11 , "therefore 11 ): ergo, brown 
must be Nature 's first plan. 
Also, in the summer, deep tan in shorts passes unnoticed even 
on the streets, without mental comment; but if untanned·: ·white in shorts 
braves the public stare, immediate mental protest is : 1rwhy doesn ' t that 
young person 's mother see that a few more clothes would be more suitable?" 
This year look about: see if fresh white seems glaring, with deep tan mo-
dest? Why have we not •noticed" that hint before? It seems to be a plain 
"notice " sign the Creator has been giving about man's original protective 
coloring,- 11protective 11 in every sense . 
However, -as to people •••• We need variet,y. The world would 
not be so interesting if all vegetables were a monotonous green, or the 
landscape a glaring white. The animal-1rorld1s lack of variety, too, is 
relieved by the brilliant coloring of birds, and the lovely hues of flow-
ers. We see, with our eyes, that the 1v-orld around us is good - very good. 
It is only with our minds that we often take too narrow a 1'vie1-v 11 of the 
make-up of the world. 
Have you ever wished you could see a little more and that Teach-
er could. see much less? She seems to have eyes in the back of her headl 
(I wonder hor1 she does it?) If you had been a specialized primitive fish 
400 million years ago, or better yet, a 11double-life 11 amphibian that had 
to crawl out onto the land, and so, took a 11look-see 11 , you might have had 
a third eye . If you had one r ight now you could get f.;3me in the Sky Watch-
er Corps . Star-gazing, too, would be easier than having to lie on t he back 
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of the head to look u~rard. -w.hough, I am not sure. The supposition that 
third 11eyes 11 occurred occasionally does not advertise hou good a telescope 
those far-off, long-ago eyes may have been. Probablyr questionable. The 
Dictionary says the "pineal eye 11 is not part of the brain and has no known 
function, though it is still buried within our skulls . Useless J Don't 
wish for one J Just use the tv1o you haveJ They are for the purpose of look-
ing clearly and straight at the world of Nature around you. 
wnat·if the ~~rld had been created an eternal summer-green? o~, 
everything had been some shade of animal-bro'Wl'l? The answer? No? Or we? 
People are a part of Nature, also. Look aroundl And enjoy what you see. 
II AMERICANS - ALL II 
Negro 
Indian 
Eskimo 
Asiatic 
Mexican 
Puerto-Rican 
~tely-come 
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Every Indian .American has a right to be proud; 
Every Negro American has a right to be proud; 
Every Jewish citizen has a right to be proud; 
Every man of Mexican or Puerto-Rican origin must learn pride; 
Every fiew-to-this-land and Late-Comer has a right to new pride : 
Pride in our Nation can be rightly won, rightly held, and right-
ly wom if every Citizen helps uphold the Nation's integrity. 
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NEGRO CITIZENS 
"I, too, S.tng America -
.. I am the darker brother." -Langston Hughes 
Negroes were here before the landing of the Pilgrims! The first 
Negroes came to this continent, Jamestown, 1619, a year before the settlers 
landed at ;P.lymouth. That means that, though as freemen they will, in 1963, 
have been citizens only 100 years, as MEN they have, from the start, batnin on 
the building and making of this great rui.t ionJ They can say, as can every other 
m3kers-of-the-nation group: 
" This land is ours by right of birth, 
This land is ours by right of toil; 
We helped to turn its virgin earth, 
Our sweat is i n its fruitful soil. 
Where once the tangled forest stood,-
. . \fuere flourished once rank weed and t horn,-
Beh~ld the path-traced, pef.lceful wood, 
The cotton white, the yellow corn. 
That banner, its first crimson stripe 
Was dyed by Attuck's willing blood; 
That Banner which is now . the t.Ype 
or victory on field and flood • 
•••••• 
And never yet,- 0 haughty Land, 
Let us, at least, for this be praised -
Has one black, treason-guided hand 
Ever against that flag been raised • 
•••••• 
Courage! Look out, beyond, and see 
The far horizon's beckoning .spanJ 
Faith in your God-known destiny! 
We are a part of some great plan. 11 
(~1)-Jas.Weldon Johnso1 
And the "great plan", or so I believe, for Bii.;.rac:tal Brotherhood, goes back 
to the days when, in the African civilizations, Negro peoples ~working an'"' 
("1) ._.fue of the many Negro Poe1!ts. Quoted from 
"Fifty Years 11 , in THE BOOK OF AMERICAN NEGRO POETRY - H arcourt Brace & Co • 
..... 
j • 
living in organized states with enlightenment and progress.l 
Later, evil days came upon them, days when even their powerful chief's, 
great in body and in mind, were stolen away by trickery and ~orce. The King-
doms crumbled away; but into the Negro had already been built brain-power and 
abilities that have been passed on to their posterity in many other lands. 
Negro citizens are one of the many American groups that shouJ.d learn about 
their own long-rooted Past, both there and ~; ba proud of it, ~d determine 
to be worthy members of so great a race. Were we to begin to write a list of 
the illustrious (shining) examples of greatness from among them we should have 
to lengthen ont into a second volume~f'or their accomplishments, alone. 
What name could we give that volume? It might be called SUper-sonics, 
or, better, some word meaning "Beyond Thought",- for who would have thought 
such progress could be ~de as our 1/10 of the u.s. citizen group has made in 
so short time and in spite of_ many obstacles? They have run a good, steady 
race,- ~ill, too, most of the wayl By now they are so near the top that they 
c an almost take a little "breather", look back at the long path they have come, 
and around at The Promised Land, as Moses did from the top of Mt. Nebo where he 
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looked across the River into the land of his desire for his people. Moses'"Prom-
ised Land" is now Israel and has become a green garden in the midst of brown 
parched l and all around. We can hope that the accomplis~ents of t he Negro 
brown-citizen- tenth of ~ nation may also become like a green garden flour-
i shing in the midst of much of life that is dry and fuJ..l of thorn-bushes . ,;.' ·' 
'~• : ;. ·; -~;.! we must not forget that the 12th century Negro university of Timbuctoo 
could stand comp~ison with European schools and the same is true as regards 
the respective levels of civilization in Europe and the three great Negro king-
doms of the age. Moreover, it is quite possible that the working of' iron, which 
is fundamental t o all modern technology, was a Negro discovery. 11 2 
See t he book, ' 'Why We Behave Like Americans" by Bradfor d Smith, for ex-
citing items of 11the phenomenal iMprovement of recent years" in the u.s. with a 
long list of achievements, compared with peoples of other countries. 
2 This paragraph taken from Juan Comas' Racial ~hs, a UNESCO publication, done 
in Paris, 1952 
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INDIAN .AMERICANS. 
We are all 11immigrants 11 or descendants of immigrants,- even the 
original Indian inhabitants. There were no primitive men, or "ape-men 11 de-
veloped from ''men-apes" in the .Americas. Yol:). know where the Amer-Indians 
originated, do you not? That tale is an astonishmentJ If you don 1t know, 
find AMERICA BEFORE COL~IDUS by Baity. Start it on a Saturday, for you won't 
be able to lay it down until the end. 
All u.s. dwellers, have sometime at the start of their residence 
here been a 'Minori ty •, a small group in the midst of a larger-number group . 
Thca,t is true with one exception,- Indian Americans. _They never were a Minor-
ity until strangers to their land poured and ptrured by thousands in and over 
their ancestral acres and miles. When the first other peoples began coming , 
t he whole of these two vast continents of the Americas were not only peopled 
by no one else ; but they belonged - two great continents - to the Indians! 
How was that for be~ "landed Aristocracy"? The only "true Americans"; And, 
they were not "primitives", either. They lived in closely-guarded, closely-dis-
disciplined, closely-knit tribes, with properly appointed Chieftans, and places 
assigned to each member of the tribe. 
They also, a.s happened in Africa, "fell on evil days 111 or evil da:ys 
fell upon them. It is such a shameful story that we do not wish to remember 
how they were pushed back and back and driven into small and inhospitable areas. 
of North .Anerica until now most of the Indian .Americans live in 11Reservations", 
ua~ with l i ttle of beauty, convenience, or freedom or interest in their lives. 
The 100 mile square Black Hills of South Dakota, highest mount'lins 
between the Rockies and. the Alps, mountains so heavily wooded with forests of 
white pine that they l ook blafk in the distance, is one· of t he beauty spots 
,' 
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from which they were driven, down into the flat lands below the foot-hills. 
A Tewa tribe so!l8 expresses what·il the}' stll.l feel, and others like them, sap-
arated from their ancestral and beautiful lands: 
MY HOME OVER THERE. 
":rt' home over there, my home over there, 
~ home over there, now I remember itJ 
And when I see that mountain far away, 
Why, then .I weep. Alasl What can I do? 
What can I _ do? Alas! What can I do? 
:rtr home over there, now· I remember itJii 
(2-- ) 
Recent:cy, from ancestral lands they had occupied in the lush river valleys 
of North Dakota, tribes were not only removed for the "necessary"? making of 
a great irrigation project that flooded out their lands; but they were even 
veparated into areas on the two sides of the waters. A Pima tribe poem, com-
posed before the beginning of some other sort of flood, make~ne almost weep 
in sympathy for these and others like them who have to take up a new, alien, 
and undesired mode of life in a land different, and !!!-different to them,- for 
so they feel when no longer part of the natural surroundings with which they 
are so much a close-knit Ul1it. 
THE WARNING OF THE FLOOD. (Pima) 
''Weep, my unfortunate people! 
All this you will see take place. 
Weep my unfortunate peoplel 
For the waters will . cover the land. 11 
It used to be that tribes were joined helpfully in a great organiza-
tion called THE LEAGUE, for mutual strength. But ~ J the weakness of their 
tribal ties which have been caused to disintegrate, is well expressed by an 
Iriquois poemJ called Ononda.go H;ymn: 
I '!'Jie Sioux 
( c~ These 3 poems are from AMERICAN LOVE LYRICS, 
selected by Nellie Barnes - Macmillan Co. 
'• 
•' 
. -
1'Woel 
They _ are in ·c. their graves · -
They who established it -
WoeJ 
The .great League. 
Yet they declared 
It should endure -
The great League. 
WoeJ 
Their work has grown old. 
Woe! 
Thus we are become miserable. " 
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If we know -what they have given up and how much has come to us all 
from them and how difficult, often, is even their hope for the future, it will 
make us very courteous in meeting and companioning with our Bronze or Copper-
colored Brothers. we will be appreciative and grateful for the beauties they 
supply us from their store of Art and Music and Dance and love and l)nderstand-
ing of Nature and her ways. It is suggested by a traveler in Indian territory 
that, even in what seem to us small ways, as e.g. askilig to take pictures of 
their colorful costumes, or of their rug and basket weaving, jewelry making, 
pottery and other hand crafts, we should be uni'ailingly courteous and try to 
find -what are thew thoughts and wishes. These arts are treasures , all pre-
cious to them and should be so to us all, for they are a part of the culture of 
the America we now share. Let us share generously with each other. If' there 
are newly arrived Indian American :pupils in your school, include them in play 
and sports (at which they are extraordinarily good ); help them with the English 
language, .:!2. difficult to anyone not born hearing it; take them home with you as 
friends; get your parents interested in the families; invite them to your Church 
School and Services and stay with them so long as they remain shy • 
.An Apache song praying for a good life might just as well be sung to 
any of us who have opportunity to be ''brothers"J and it is heartening to know 
that now schools are n-$~~  opeliling to them where they ·can J.earn to mingJ.e 
with newer but more experienced citizen-children, and so more easily become 
integrated into the whole u.s. family, which is, here, as always, us. 
•' 
" 
MEDICINE SONG (Apache) 
•••••••• 
I pray for a life like yours • 
•••••••• 
I w§lk with people; aheqd of me all is well • 
•••••••• 
I pray, I say, for a long life to live with 
you?~here the good people are. 
I live in poverty. 
I wish the people there to speak of good-
ness and te talk to me. 
I wish you ·to divide your good things with 
me as a brother. 
Ahead of me is goodness; lead me on. 11 
Does not that call to each one of us? 
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We see much of War in the Cinema. We are not oJ;).t of the darkness 
of night, even yet after two World Wars in one generation. We think of West-
ern men as w:Ud cowboys; and of the Indians of the Mountains and P.lains as be-
ing always on the warpathJ What is th• matter with our ~hinking and with us, 
- . 
anyway? We may think of Wars as glorious; but, if they ever were so, they now 
are sottdid and wicked. Indians, always Nature's children and' her learners and 
her lovers, know· that though 
"The clear sky, 
.. The green fruitful earth is good; 
•• Peace among men is better" 
This song is called W'IW'an Song, from the Qnaha tribe. Both come from the same 
Indian ~ics noted for the other poems. Find the book and read them all. And, 
let us live with those things that make for PEACE and true BROTHERHOOD. Yes? 
Note : Perhaps your Class would li.ke to subscribe to ~ letter of the 
Association_ on American Indian Affair s, 48 E. 8"6th St. New York, 28 
to ~elp you, right along, in keeping track of what is happening in 
Indian .American life. · 
See, aJ.so, ~Man's America, A History of Indians in the u.s. by Ruth 
Murray Unaerhill, University of Chicago Press 
., 
ESKnms. 
It is good that the spelling of these interesting .folk is made more 
simple for us,- the spelling used to be ESQUIMAUX - pronounced the same as now; 
but not So "topsy-turvy" J though the old spelling does look a bit more like the 
"topsy turvyn land where they live a li.fe that can be made, in print, to seem 
very simple; but which would tax any of us beyond the limit of our ingenuity 
or endurance. Their land is strange enough to any who are not born into it; 
the land of the midnight sun and of darkness at noon; but .filled with a gay 
people who take it well. They like festivals and feasts and laughter; but do 
not mind isolation, long quietness, 1-r.i.de flat expanses of winter white, nor 
danger. It is because they are wise enough to take it all as a part of lif'e, 
that they are happy. Some of' the children 1s likes seem odd,- say, .frozen 
whale .fat instead of our ice cream; but the way they eagerly learn when a chance 
for schooling is given them is just like the eager way of' our own small broth-
ers and sisters in Primary School. To learn is always funJ 
Look out .from the Library "Spring on an .Arctic Island 11 by Katherine 
Scherman who tried it out and liked it and liked1 especiall1 well, her good Es-
kimo neighbors. Read from page 85 to page 89 in Adult Vollll!e some items in 
their interesting lives. Your library must have many books on life in the North 
also. You will .find that the EsJrdmos are some more of our "Cousins" whom we have 
not had much opportunity to meet. Meet them now. They ~ not seem to belong to 
this 20th century; but we should be having "cultural exchanges" with the~\. .for 
they have so much to .teach usJ 
Note: Had you heard of' the two Missionary children whose home had been Alaska, 
one day left in the hallway in a u.s. home while their parents we~ busy 
in the large reception room with giving a lecture on Eskimo land in Alaska? 
At the close of' the ~cture the guests were amused; but their parents were hor-
rified and enibarassed to find their children, 11f'ed up" with nothing to do, had 
~ c,iif.ef-ull.y blown ol}t the candles burning on the .hall table and were blissfully 
eating them,- as pleased with the tallow candles as they would have .been with 
lolli-pops of which they, as yet, knew nothing! Fun? 
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at last al~ow them to be tied more firmly to our continental nation. That 
should help us to feel a closer interest in them and. their affairs; and ale 
so should give us opportunity to see more of those Far-North dwellers of 
that staunch land. We need both the peoples of Alaska and of Hawaii; but 
it takes more to tie people together than the whirling, swirling, multi-
colored paper ribbon streamers that, although joyfully, yet heartbreaking-
ly for long, long minutes tie each departing ship-load of passengers to 
the Island which is always warmly welcoming to its guests , but regret-
ful at part,ing: 11.Aloha-e 11 - "Farewell". Our meetings with folk of other 
lands and other sorts must be more than a ''Hail and farewell"; they nmst 
be so whole-heartedly welcoming that farewells are at a minimum and de-
layed as long as possible • Let's get together and stay togetherl 
A Puzzler: 
If you lived in the frozen North and needed a cooking-pot 
What would you do? You have rectangular slabs of stone of 
which to make the sides and bottom. Problem: How to ce-
ment all together so the pot may be fire-worthy. Answer? 
The Eskimos can do it. Perhaps when they and all the other sturdy folk 
north of us have as many opportunities a's they deserve, they may grow to 
be rlise in helping to keep the governmental pot boiling on that far-away 
flame of our National cook-stove. (And, don 1t be thinking that they are 
so far away it is impossible that they and we cannot work things out to-
gether. B.r air-plane, either Alaska or Hawaii is right next door. No one 
can be thought of as living in a "far away" place imy more! ) 
ASIATICS 
As to our citizens and friends from Asia, they have been both 
"citizens 11 a.nd "friends 11 for a very long time. They are part of the color-
ful blossoms in our national flower-bed,- "tea roses"? for they are delicate-
ly "colored 11 as though dipped or dyed in different shades of te,. They drink 
enough of it, though I doubt its outward effect. ( On~ score, the "En-
glish" should be of a well-bronzed color; · - - --- but they aren't.) 
Let any of us who are not so gentle, nor so artistic, nor so 
courteous and well-trained, observe and emulate their graces. Did you know 
that Chinese American homes do ~ supply our troubled cities with any 
young delinquents? ( China did not have any such problem! ) The Father, 
not the Young Person, is Head of the Family, and the home knows the where-
abouts of its children and takes care toward their being good citizens. 
Have you heard of the urane Words That Can Stop Juvenile De-
linquency" (our most advertised u.s. problem)? Here they are: 1 
"PUT FATHER BACK AT THE HEAD OF THE F.AMILY 11, and I believe that we might 
start right there. That "Charity begins at home 11 is an old one on "love"; 
but, since l ife in general naturally begins at home, most virtues are,from 
the beginning, learned there: cooperation; forbearance; mutual understand-
ing,- all of which we later need to transfer into a wider world. But at 
least a few of the less desirable attitudes can begin in the home, too; 
and among them one of the most appalling is the appalling discourtesy o:r 
an appalling number of American children and youth shown to their parents. 
This is later transferred to g,chool, and perhaps finally again into disre-
gard for law and order in our wider adult society. 
If each family, from the start, will make sure that the authority 
1 
· ~ticle by Judge Samuel s. Leibowitz, Condensed from This Week, by Reader's 
Digest, March, 1958 
restsJ Father and that it is to be treated with respect and obedience, 
the stra under which you Young People suffer in the larger areas outside 
the home t ould be :iJnmeasurabl;y eased, for you would have a dependable habit 
of behavi0r to apply, not only at home, but everywhere. The principle of 
Courtesy, !Regard for the Individual's Rights (including that of Parents and 
Teachers) Respect for Law and Order, wotud stand ever,y American citizen in 
good stea in all the widening areas of his life : from childhood with play-
mates; in youth with companions; into adulthood in business; on to inter-
nation re a tiona·- this is the lesson of "filial respect and obedience 11 the 
Orient br ngs to us. It works: there is harmony and happiness in a Japan-
ese home, and careful courtesy,- a golden cord that holds a f amily together 
in a clos -t~ed fellowship of s,y.mpathy and endeavor. 
Sometimes we fail to understand the philosophies of our Asia-des-
cended friends, at least some of which might be of great worth if applied 
to our o thinking, or incorporated into it. For instance,- we are hot in 
seemingly more and more so , ( for, is not living 
in a demo racy permission to do as we "please"? -How far can that go?) Un-
less the heap trash we have poured via cinema, etc, into Japan has com-
pletely ~moralized them , the,y continue to think in a more reasonable w~ 
about rna , of life 1 s affairs than do we. I doubt if a man when he is being 
hired for a job in Japan first thinks (even if he dare not to inquire), " 
11How ofte· do I get a vacation? And will vacations be with pay? Etc. Etc. 11 
Our, much of the time, eye-straining-ahead to catch the first sight of op-
portun.i., ~o knock off work and get away for some ''PLEASURE 11 is to them not 
only no~ ..... rderstandable ; but it is positively not moral. To them PLEASURE 
is not t e end and aim of life - Pleasure is to be enjoyed when it comes; 
but it i an "extra'i - like a gift given for good conduct. The good work 
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comes finst .. pleasure is an 'lnlsought-for reward, and, so, doubly pleasur-
able "if t and 1'v1hen 11 • 
Should it be put this way! . . - aim in life might better be, not 
the pursuit of pleasure ( for pleasure's sake);, but "The Pursuit of Ex-
cellence' , 1 in all ways. This is the title of "a recent and thoughful 
analysis of .American Education", and leads me to 'tY8llt you to know (if you 
do not eady ) of the two yotmg Chinese who in 1957 astonished and de-
lighted he scientific world by patiently and brilliantly a.nsvrering an im-
port ant uestion in~. Peysics which no one else had had the courage and pa-
persistently pursueJ For their dramatic work Doctors Chen Ning 
Yang and Tsung Dae Lee were awarded the year's Nobel prize in Physics, the 
highest ossible .recognition their field can offer! And~ young to have 
excited he imagination and gratitude of scientists around the world for 
their o ning up a new path for exploration in a vast and ever-widening 
tant field. 
Ability is not the whole s t or.y here: they felt that education 
is not dll, but is a tool for sharply meeting the unexpected; and they 
were rearr• Dr. ~~rtin Deutsch of the Mass. Institute of Technology said 
that the r r eal achievement was not in the theories they proposed; but 
lay "in he inner conviction that these particular experiments were real-
ly worth doing." \olorth-while, and so, worth doing. And~ yo'lnlg! How 
proud I of them1 And thrilled! 
Steady workers, splendid soldiers, daring aviators, Grade A 
students( - of ten brilliant, - the·sa bring honor £rom the young Asiatic-
origin gr oup to add to the worth of u.s., - us. 
1 
Pre red by a stuqypanel of the Rockefeller Brothers Fund. 
Re rted in Editorial, Christian Science Monitor, June 25, 1958 
made". 
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MEXICAN and FUERTO ... RICAN TRAVELING HARVESTERS 
Not very long ago there were men who could boast of being 11self-
ough no one is made into ~ • self • without ~so ·much ''making 11 by 
the infl ences of the people all about him, not more than a generation ago 
l1y could learn what he Beaded to know and become what he wished 
without he help of formal schooling; but that is no longer true. Training 
through l he Schools is more and more important and necessary. There is not 
time for each one to find out all he needs to know b:y himself. That is the 
'hard w • indeed, and is on~eason for so much pressure now toward getting 
hools into all parts of the u.s.A. f or all kinds of ' students . 
Perhaps it would seem that no school training is needed for the 
work of ~ icking apples, pulling bsets, or packing peaches. But though a man 
mqy do all that carefully and well, unless he has some education he cannot 
insure 
is being properly paid nor how to get laws made that will 
s family a good place to live with a roof tight against rain, with 
itation, room enough for sleep, for pl~, and for reasonable fam-
ily priv cy. He cannot get his "Rights" for he cannot even know what they arel 
For suggestions on w~s Young People's groups can help with the 
· g children who have to move from place to piace following the 
ripening harvests write to THE PRESIDENT'S CO}n1!TTEE ON MIGRANT LABOR, at 
lrvashingt n, D.C • .Also address the Bureau of Labor Standards, Washington 25, 
asking f r pamphlets on MIGRATORY WORKERS AND THElli FAMILIES,- unending rna-
terials f great interest and importance to Youth, and usable right now. 
A 1957 grant of $112,500 for a 3 year project in citizenship 
training is going into 31 states,- a good program under the National Coun-
cil of C urches, already doing much for these humble, almost forgotten 
people. ducation will teach Mexicans and the Puerto Rican Americans their 
what the United states expects of them, as well. They have all come 
from count ies whose laws and customs are much different from what they find 
here , and of oourse, need both help and encouragement in learning new ways, 
which they hope will better their condition both as family members and a.s mem-
bers of the great mixed family of the U.S.A. 
r S iS all good I neighboring 1, f'or they are a part Of' US, 
Your Librarian will help you find Reader's Digest or other Magazine article~ on aqy of' these "Neighbors" , all as intensely interesting a,; 
though ~ u were looking into the next-door yard and watching what goes 
CROSs-REFERENCES to ADULT VOLUME 
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these Neighbors - children, Young People, and many of their 
Parents, ar shy. They are afraid of making mistakes, or of doing things dif-
ferently fr ·m the ways others do them. They desperately fear being laughed at! 
How · would ou feel if you were not sure what answer the Teacher wanted? Would 
you not say "I do not know"? It would be safer. Besides, one of your friends 
may just h:t- failed in his recitation, or, said ~ did not know; so, evan if 
you do kn~[ ' you must not make a good recitation, for that would embarrass him 
and make hr :ose face '• ~t is hard to know whether to be rude, or to seem 
stupid and J ot cooperative. But no disrespect is meant to the Teacher. 
~so, even when the assignment is understood, the necessar.r English 
words may not come easily. If you know only English you cannot imagine how dif-
ficult it i~ to chango to English from a simpler language. It makes one feel 
lost and lorely and very discouraged. For the Christian Science MOnitor news-
paper Beryl Steward has written a poem that should help us to kn~ hm~ s t range-
to-Amerio~-w~s pupils f eel,often times. With a bit of change in the last two 
lines it could be School in an Eskimo Village; or School on the ~xi can Border; 
or Country Child at School in the City; or School Under An Apple Tree, rather 
than SCMOOL on the RESERVATION 
"These twenty brown-eyed children calmly come 
And follow scheduled duties for the day; 
John Many MOons works problems on the board 
To show how farmers measure stacks of hay; 
Ann Buffalo reads ~ittier and. Frost 
And finds great beauty in their poetry; 
Dick Fighting Bear takes wheat around the world 
To show how one should learn geography. 
Reserved and studious they proudly prove 
That they are citizens self-disciplined; 
But when art comes, then each and every one 
Portrays wild horses racing with the wind! 11 
They can · 1 become First Class Citizens if we who 'have the head-start 1 are 
glad to are with them our help, in a spirit of generosity and friendliness. 
It will plr off for all of us. 
II 
W H Y? 
("WhY are we so different") 
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"RACE 11 - so-called. 
RACE , just as the word stands alone, h:!is a curious meaning, 
risingly, it means something quite different from "A race". 
·~CE II a concept, which means that it is in the mind of the thinker 
and is , necessarily, a fact as seems to be indicated in the word it-
self. Is that clear? No? We 111 make another try: 
''RACE" is an idea,- not a reality, not a separate thing. It can-
not be to ched or heard or, even, seenJ You exclaim: 1'What? Race not even 
seenJ 11 Jtait a bitJ Our ideas about 11RACE 11 or our 'concepts' concerning it 
are all t at is real about it, and that is very little, indeed; but, from 
it, unfor unately, comes the doctrine of 1racialism1 or 'racism•. 
110h", you ask me, 1'but isn't there a 1yellow race', and a 'white 
The answer is: ''Yes, there is a 1this 1 race, and a 1that 1 race. 
races. We shall think about them later; just now we are speak-
ing of 1 ace 1 alone, without any colors to help make it visible. "RACE", 
not 11 a Jace", and not the plural, "races". 
You know what is a myth. The Bictionar.y explains a ~ as "im-
aginary"; a "popular fable"; and "unproved tradition'!; a "fanciful tale"; 
a 11ficti ous narrative for a time received as historical", as, for ex-
ample, t e 1tall 1 Paul Bunyan stories. That there can be a separate some-
thing o led "RACE" is not real; it is only an imaginary notion. 
A wise man, Ashley Montagu has written a whole book on Race as 
a Jtrth, w ich ,in spite of its being only imaginary,is, he says, Man's most 
dangerous one. Why? Answer: 11RACE 11 as an idea, an invention of the mind, 
although only imagined, is dangerous because it divides us. It divides you 
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from me.,. d me from him. It is like a glass wall or a cloud in a bad 
dream whi h prevents the dreamer from reaching or touching other persons 
All communication is cut off by some power that seems to 
hold bac every forwFd movement. 
Montagu also uses "fallacy" to explain the falseness of the no-
''MAN' .S MOST DANGEROUS MYTH: The Fallacy of Race 11 is the 
of his book. Fallacy .is whatever "deceives the eye or mind"-
(Friend ictionar,y again). In plainer words, the only real-ness about the 
not:i.on o~ "RACEII is that it is a LIE. It is a hoax; a term used to deceive 
and is, Jo, false, beginning from the word it is has twisted out of proper 
meaning td perspective. \oley get so excited over what is merely a mistaken 
idea? Ah, we do well to be excited over such an absurd mistake or mis-
chievoUs fancy1 Wait to hear what is this ''IV'th" of mischief: 
One who believes in this ''myth 11 of "RACE" has the notion that 
there is a ' something' that comes right along with persons when they are 
born int the world which determines the kind of person - body, soul, char-
acter ea h person shall be. According to thie theory if many persons, sup-
posed t be of one kind, are made up into a nation, then the kind of nation 
that natlon will be is also determined by the 11RACE 11 of the individuals com-
posing it. There is supposed to be no possible way of changing the situa-
tion. d you ever play a game that goes to this rhyme: 
, when you're up you're ~; and when you're down you're down; 
when you're only half-way up; you're neither .!!;£ ~ downl 11 
you may determine your position; but the tragic thing about 
we are considering it, is t hgt there is no in~etween station: 
~ down . • Period I 
The belief in the magic of 11RACE 11 (which would put you into the 
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'top brae et 1, or land you low down, has long continued, handed down from 
the oldst rs to the younger generations. But, after all that has been said 
and done l o t~ to prove that one kind of pemple is much better, or aqy bet-
tar than nother - and all because of this magical thing called "RACE", it 
still is proven. · Not only that; but, allowing such fanciful t ales to live 
on lips d in memories is 'Wicked and harmful. How w.icked and harmful is 
easily kn wn by remembering how much misery and death came into the world 
through the Second World War. That war, both beyond the Pacific and on 
the othe side. of the Atlantic, was fought for a ''myth". Some few people 
perhaps they believed - , at least they taught that 
one 1rac 1 of people called the "Nordic Race" ( which was, of course, their 
own race, or so-thought ) was so superior to all other groups of mankind 
that the 1 Nordics 1 ought, just naturally, to rule the world. They decJ.P.:r.ed 
obviously, were intended to rule the world because Nature had 
made the , and them only, ~ ~ a 11master-!'~ca 11 • A whole war out of thatl -
en speak of such individual tragedies as the humiliation and fin-
al death of such r ... are souls as Teen-age Anne Frank whose Diary you all have 
probably read or seen dramatized. 
The whole concept was both wicked and ignorant. They did not know, 
or did not care to know, that the 11Nordics 11 are not a "pure race". They can-
not be s r parat ed out as a special group. They are such a mixture, made up 
of so ma~ ingredients, that they don•t even look similar any more~- just 
as it is with most other races or peoples as well. As in a cooey mixture,-
all the ingredients from here and there have gone into the bowl, and come 
out ~ - Cookies - just plain cookies, so-so cookies,- walking §round as 
menl Or rl)nning about shouting and boasting as in the children t s tale: 
"Run, run as fast as you CR.n, you can't catch me; 
I 1m the Gingerbread Manl 11 -
T 
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11THE 11 RACE TRADITION: 
Regardless of the fact that the image of "RACE", as we have been 
spealdng f it, is pure imagination, it causes people to be divided off in-
parate groups that each thinks of the others as not only strange 
and diffe ent; but as 'higher' or 1lower. 1 Yet, we still, many of us in 
this mixer-together world cling to the ~zyth that deceives us, and do not 
wish to l rarn better or to let it go. "RACE" continues to be a powerful as 
well as a 11popular fable" which says that men have .:!!2, ~ essentially dif-
ferent • That is not only too bad; it is disastrously serious, driving a-
part fo ;Jho otherwise, if they disregarded all race notions, would be 
close. ~tually, like the members of any family, we are apt to be more a-
like t - unlike,- just diverse enough to be mutually interesting. 
Man's 
Eacij. race thinking of others as 1alien1' ; and so on, creates a 
the word: ~ 11~ Race", that is, my race, - in the nature of 
comment, !'Without doubt, ye are the people, and wisdom 
with you 11 • 1 
There is a fable popular in India about the Creation of Man. 
er had a little difficulty in getting this ~LAN He was making to 
exactly right. The first one that He modeled and put into His 
ry was left too long. When the ovenw~as opened, he came out blackl 
Dism~ed at the result, Man 1s Maker took great care with the second form; 
but, of not ~baking this one, He found He had. taken it out 
too soon It was properly dry; but ~roperly whitel .Alarmed at ~ imper-
f'ect .-re,ults, mallfs ~~~ gave the third molded form a time average between 
the othe~ two bakings. The result was per:fect; a beautiful golden brown. 
This exactly right third one was, of course, - - the man o:f India! 
I Delight:ful fantasy, repeated under some form of legend in the think-
~1-=B~ib~l~e-:~~ ~B~o-o~k-of Job, chapter 12, verse 2 
I 
7 5 
ing ery nation of the worldl Each of us, in his own mind, is "the 
man of ia", •exactly right", "normal", "according to pattern", none of 
which, of course we think, can apply to "the others. 11 "They" are "not like 
us. This is the meaning of ".!'E! Race 11,- the untenable theory of one ' s own 
as being the best• the "Whites" of the world being most grieveus -
in error. 110therness 11, or "I am better than thou'' is but a "fanciful tale". 
Cookies Did any batch ever go begging for an eater in aQ1 
mother • s ·tchen? Never: for Brother likes the burned ones; Sister pre -
fers hers blond; the Baby likes ~ kind, as does wise Father, also. 
Mother protests the division into types, asking: "Didn't they all 
come fro one batter, out of the same bowl1 '1 COokies are cookies. 11 That one 
kind of ook:y or one kind of huma.n is more desirable than another, or has 
abilities, is in the nature of ''an unproved family~of..;,man tra-
dition. at is supposed to have happened is told as fact from father to 
son and rom son to grandson, from one generation to another, until it be-
That does not, however, make it true, althowY,)l there may 
be a sta t-off of truth ba.ck of the story somewhere, as, for examp}.e, in 
the sto of "The Flood",- which sounds like pure !TijTth; but which actually 
had a p ovable basis in fact. That Flood covered the face of the whole 
earth (a they knew it), even to the tops of the high mountains,- so goes 
this one of the world's oldest stories. From this great devastation one 
fa~ aDd only one was supposed to have been saved: thus God could con-
venien~ start the not very satisfactory human race over again! The Bible 
story giTes Noah as the on~ who built an ar~ or boat that rode out the storm 
and tellj how th~ whole world had to be re-~)pled from the children of the 
three so s, : Ram, Shem, and Japheth. Ham wandered off to the African de• 
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serts; Sh m•s 'Semitic' descendants spread from Arabia to Mesopotamia; the 
Eastern ~diterranean , and the N~e d~lta; and Japheth re-peopled the M!d-
i terraneap lands of Europe , and AsJ.a Illlllor,- (or, according to legends, some 
such divibions of territor,y). 
There was a flood, sure enough; the Adult Volume tells of its 
fossil deeP-mud deposit found out a few brief years ago by Sirf Charles 
Le~nard oolley, a noted British a~chaaolgist. Although its waters did 
the whole earth (of which they knew only the Tigris-Euphrates 
valley) was wide-spread enough to appear in the folk tales of more than 
one of e mid-eastern peoples. It, along with the Tower of Babel story (See 
Bible: f rst book, Genesis, chapter 11, verses 1 through 9) were old 1'Why-
stories"j chosen in attempt to answer: ''Why are peoples not alike in color, 
customs, speech, and so forth?" 
What the stor,y-tellers did not know was that already, long be-
fore men in that drowned valley of Mesqpotamia had begun to make new lives 
there were already many kinds of people scattered widely 
over the Mankind had ~ depended on those three sons of that one 
special n t o spread out into other lands and start new tribes who woUld 
eventuarry make the races of men we now know. In fact, long before the fa-
mous ~ofd' the people of ~he flood countr,y, Mltsopotamia - Stnner, must have 
traded 1 "th people of the Indus River vall~. (How far apart are those two 
river sy tems?) And, after the Flood, into "the almost empty land • • • a 
race of eople came down from the hills to mingle with the @isheartenedj 
survivor , bringing with them 
• • • all the l atest inventions from the 
north. 11 In some such ways progress has come in many parts of the 'unknown t 
world and. cultures have changed. Such progress and intermingling are still 
going ~ all over the globe, to the advantage of the total buman race. 
lBerrii , N.J. in his exciting book, Man's Flnerging Mind., page 200 
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11COLORED BLOOD" (?) 
In t he Bible, New Testament, verses 25 through 28 of the 17th 
chap~er o the book of Acts, Paul, speaking to men of Athens , in his fa-
mous Mar Hill speech came directly to the basic truth of the basic matter 
of man's !relationship to man: 
111'l'he God who made the world and all therein, ••• seeing He giv-eth to a life, and breath and all things • • • made of one blood all na-
tions of men to dwell on all the face of the · earth, • • • II 
Therefore, any 'differences' to be noted among the peoples of the 
earth ar not fundamental nor of the inward structure. They are external. 
Thus, th y are neither important nor significant. Formand color, being 
mainly w at is seen by the eye, are of little,(if ~)meaning whatsoever, 
except a we make them to mean something strange or unpleasant. But un-
-
thinking folk do get extraordinary ideas from somewhere! . I heard of a 
person w o asked the Curator of a museum such a question as, "Of course, I 
know the 1red men' have red blood; but does the 'yellow race' have yellow 
blood? d what about the others? 11 I w·onder how the Curator lived through 
that one without laughing) If such a curiosity were true it would make us 
enoughl 
There is an old saying, always pronounced with a wise, dubious 
shake of the head - meaning to put blame upon the family of some one who 
is being discussed: "Ahl That is not so strange; for you know 'blood 
will tel 11 11 Yes? Well, it doesn't tell muchl Elveryone now knows that 
blood is of the same kind in all the peoples of the world with but minor 
' 
variatio s, not all of whose reasons are known. But the few important 
matters the scientists know thoroughly, most ly since the time of the First 
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\iorld War, for during the two world wars, often blood had to be run f r om 
a well soldier into another who lacked enough of his own. Usual:cy the trans-
fusion was successful; but now and then, the mixed blood would form clots, 
which might easily cause death. The doctors go~ to work to find the rea-
son discovered blood to have different ways of clotting, and should, there-
fore, be matched for similar 11type" to avoid the danger •. They classified 
blood into the main types A,B, and o, the characteristics of which are des-
cribed in any good book on biology. Now every human being can be 11typed 11 as 
to his blood,each one having to be tested separate:cy, for even among members 
of one small family there may be examples of each type. These types of blood 
pocur in all colors and kinds of people, there being nothing but supersti-
tion to prevent transfusion of blood from ~ color of person to any other. 
Blood carries nourishment to the neeqy boqy; it does not and cannot transfer 
arry sort of characteristics • They are transferred through birth and an en-
tirely different sort of mechanism which is being more and more clear:cy llll-
derstood through laboratory and other scientific work in Genetics; this,too, 
can be checked in biology texts if you are interested. At ~ rate, what is 
needed,- a laboratory test , is made of each person's blood for "typing", 
before a transfusion is undertaken. 
Persons who are known to be of mixed ancestry are sometimes spoken 
of as ''Mixed bloods". The term is descriptive, not factual, because no 
child has blood, part from his father, part from his mother. He has his own. 
The ''mixture" of characteristics, or "characters" of the parents, comes to 
the child through combinations of the microscopic genes contributed by 
each parent. There is a separation and a re-sortment of the parts of the 
genes and the new assortment is responsible for the making of a really new 
person. Results of previous ancestor combinations of genes are also passed 
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on to each new child-generation. Thus it can be imagined that almost any 
interesting surprises may happen,- such as, for instance, one "red-head " in 
a family that has had none since it can remember. 
The · old joke of asldng some stupid or unthinking fellow to 11Yust 
pick me up a bottle of striped ink at the stationery shop, will you?" , send-
ing him off only to be laughed at, is no more absurd than thinldng of blood 
in colors: ''blue" blood for aristocrats; "red" for heroes; 11white 11 for cowards; 
''Yellow" for 1quitters•, and so on. If "colored" bloods were true, by now, 
with all the kinds of folk in our past ancestry, each of us would have .blood 
all the colors of the rainbowlJJlJ JJ Interesting; but impossibleJ 
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RACES ( 11Hovr- many? " ) 
The notion of "RACE 11 and that it would determine who should be 
on top and who at the bottom of the world-heap was, of course, invented by 
those who wanted to use "Race 11 to cover over whatever '1\rong thing they wish-
ed to do and make it still look right. Or, put it this way: they wanted to 
'run a race' and have no one else catch up with them; or, better yet to run 
it alone with no competition. In the above chppter we took a look at the 
foolishness of that idea,- the idea of 11~11 Race, no matter whether •Nor-
dic' (whatever that is), or !r,ran (and who are they?), or Alpine (which 
sounds rather high up), or Mediterranean (geographical only? ) a Each "true 
race" has, in turn, felt superior and turned out, in the end, t o be just 
like ever,yboqy elsel 
Now, a r1ce . is something else. There is such a fact . We can 
- -
speak of rae~; but, at that, there are only a few. 
Life and learning used to be so simple. Wanting to branch out 
and become acquainted with other and curious peoples of the world one had 
only to open the big Geography and there they were at the top of the page, 
neatly labelled as to racial origins, with ~asi~ seen characteristic dif-
ferences in form, color, et cetera; all complete! No trouble whatsoever. 
Later, doubt crept in concerning the many peoples .. who seemed not 
very well to fit such neat classifications; and attempts were made to divide 
the family of mankind into "races" according to measurements, imagined to 
be dependable for the purpose. Heads were examined and found to be of all 
sorts: long and narrow; short and broad; round, as seen .from above; or wide 
at :the' ·forehead; some with out-thrust of the jaws ••••• Some folk were found 
to have long thin lower-leg bones, as do some tribes in Africa; some, short, 
thick legs, as those of Japanese workers. Then, after all the troubles of 
measurement too maQ1 bodies refused to fit in where it had been decided 
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that they ought to, and little had been gained of knowledge about races. 
There was too much variety in people; some people seemed to be put togeth-
er with such curious proportional The men with the measjring tools had 
had a good time; but everyone else was confused. So few people fitted 
neatly into the diagram where it had been planned that they~ fitl 
Probably there were no 1 square heads 1 to be bothered with; but the round-
heads were not always fastened onto the kind of bodies and limbs they were 
. supposed to have either, and just could not be made to slip into the di-
visions of 11race 11 where they were supposed to belong. Bodies seemed to be 
strange mix-ups. It was about as confusing as is the camel which seems 
to be a creature made up of spare parts. 
This short detour brings us back to the main road of a more clear-
ly _laid out path f or the races. 
The usual four race divisional Negro (brown to black); Caucasian 
(oyster-shell 1white 1 , to ruddy); MOngolian (straw-color to bronze); Aus-
tralian (brown to black), should be understood to be not simple and 1 pure 1 
races as was formerly supposed. These divisions are only convenient group-
ings, to which it is almost necessary to add a fifth of Mixtures for those 
that cannct be fitted under any of the four. Often the suffix, 11oid" is 
added ~.: changing .the:·names · to "Negroid", 11Cauca.soid 11, and so on, adding an s 
if plUral is necessar,r. Sometimes five divisions are not enough for sort-
ing out all of earth's peoples, and sUb-races are divided off, as well. The 
difficulty is that ~~we are actually all so nearly alike and are such a mix-
ture by now that it is not easy to tell us apart as distinct 11races 11 • Fea-
tures that can change, like size, height, head shape, and such, are not of 
real use in description. 
A race is a large group of people who are ~ enough like each 
other, and enough lmlike those of other groups so that , for the meat part, 
they can be considered noticeably distinct from each other in type. 
Ernest Albert Hooton in his book 1 · ~ ''The Twilight of Man 11 , speaks of Race 
as a term used 11to denote the broad similarities of anatomy and physiology 
which large grol).ps of conimon ancestry present. • • • the inheritance of cer-
tain ••• features, such as pigmentatipn, hair form, head shape, et cet." '11 
Again, he explains: 11The term carries no necessary implications ~~ lart-
guage, nati onality, or culture. Racial resemblances are nothing other 
than family resemblances spread more thinly over larger groups. • • • 11 2 
There is no one race better than another, though they ~ be 
somewhat different Jhysically in unimportant ways. Their cultures may be 
different: they may react differently, wear different clothes, use differ-
ent implements and eat different foods, even worship in different ways; but 
no one pecuJiarity is 1'better 11 than another,- only "different", but so un-
important that I hope some day the differences will seem nit even real. 
This does not mean, however, that we should strive to lose those char-
acteristics which now maje us interesting to each other.Both likenesses 
and unlikenesses are for keeping us 'tip-toe 1 with expectation and enjoy-
ment of living in a so well-peopled worldl 
1 
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11SUPERIOR 11 - 11 INFERIOR 11 
The fact of race, as it appe~rs in the races of mankind, is 
I 
not new. The misguided ideas about race, which make t7oubles between 
races, !!:! new, probably not much over 300 years old, which, in the long 
history of the human race, is only yesterday. Mis kes in"yesterday1s 11 
thinking about r~e should be re-thought "today", and corrected long be-
fore "tomorrow",- in fact, best before "night-fall"• This means that we 
must be about our business as Young People, for we have inherited the 
wrong colored glasses which, if we do not cast away, will prevent us from 
seeing clearly the road ahead which we want to take. If we take so 'colored' 
a view as some of the older generation have given us we shall not be able 
to see accurately around us nor ahead; whereas, if we are allowed to use 
our' own unbiased minds and look at the world with our own clear eyes we 
shall have little trouble with racial problems. · They do not look so like 
problems to us. 
Does that st ate for you Young People the case as you would like 
to state it? You know that "there is ,more or less, a white race; and a 
yellow race; and a black or brown race; with one red or bronze. There are 
different colors of skins (not of hearts) and they can't change much; but 
that all isn't very important after all. True?" 
True; and. no one expemts a man to change the color of his skin 
nor the shape of his eyes nor the fcrm of his hair; but every one can ex-
pect to change in almost ever,y other way if he wants to. He can change the 
important aspects of himself: can improve his mind by using it, even if he 
thinks he does not have a very good one to begin with. Or, he can let his 
good mind grow dull by simply neglecting to use it actively and well. 
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He can help his soul to grow better and finer by doing and thinking '~atso-
ever things are true, whatsoever things are honorable, whatsoever things are 
pure, whatsoever things are lovelY, whatsoever things are gracious,(or well-
spoken of). 11 1 One can be a greater and better person than he now is or he 
can be a worse and lesser one • 
VividlY I remember as a child needing to defend some out-of-bounds 
behavior by offering to my Nother this excuse: "I can't help itl I was born 
that way. 11 1tr wise little Nether thoroughlY cut me down by quietlY saying, 
"Daughter, you are not responsible for what you were born with; you are re-
sponsible for what you die with." 
That w;,..a~ truer than even she knew - and. such wisdom wouJ.d better 
still stay with meJ Do you suppose she and my Pastor were of the same phil-
osophy? He says: . "Perfection is a distant goal; but improvement is pos-
sible to all of us."i 
T'he matter of the color we are born with is not important; but 
there is another principle of classification in use a few places in the 
world that ~ both of importance and danger, and -.just as inaccurate and 
wrong • In the vast country of India folk are divided into Castes: four 
chief ones with many subdivisions; the lowest class so low that it does 
not even count in the list. The grading is done according to "Superior", 
"Inferiorn; some sJ1pposed to be high and some to be low, which, if true, 
would mean that one born of a "superior 11 class would be superior all his 
life long - regardless of whether he should do well or ill, and the "in-
ferior person in like manner could do nothing about his own standing in 
society. That leaves the "Inferior" person pretty hopeless, does it not, , 
because, if born "inferior" there is no use to try to be a fine upstand-
ing person in the worldJ (I wonder if the mistake ~ of India is as far a-
1 Bimle: Found in the 8th verse,4th chapter of letter Paul wrote to the 
Philippians 2nr. Charles Keith 
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w~ from US actua~ as we feel it to be geographic~?) 
In India a baby born into a high caste will grow up to be one of 
the ruling class; but if born into some other,- say, the sweeper caste, all 
his life he can never be anything different. However, the sweeper-boy does 
not have to think according to 8 a sweeper 1s place, though it must not be 
easy to strive to be "somebody" when everyone else thinks : 1'nobody 11 • That 
boy can make even the sweeping action fine. I 1ve seen a man sweeping a sta-
tion platform in Boston so carefully and well that I stood and admired his 
job and. adnrl.red the man, too, thinking he would make a good job at whatever 
might be his work. The President of the u.s. could d.o no better than thatl 
And sweeping with a short-handled broom, as one does in the house in China, 
does not mean that just because one 1s nose is close to the dust one 1s mind 
has to be dusty tool 
Of course, there are differences in keenness at brain; there are, 
unnecessarily and unfortunatelY, superior or inferior advantages and oppor-
tunities of many sorts; but there is no such thing, scientifically, ~ 
"superior race 11 or an "inferior" one. Science has all the proofs against 
it ; and it is just such mistaken ideas about people that prevent our be-
ing friends. They separate and often make us actual enemies,- a bad waste 
of good human material - don 1t you think? - when what we need is to be 
friends? ive can just as well be friends as not. 
And we would better bel 
Right nowJ 
Moreover, we would better beware not to allow the much-like-India sort of 
pure foolishness to go any further than it already has, · right here:tin: our 
Democratic America U And I don't mean 1maybe •, either • . 
Now you ask, ''How did this harmful mistake · in thinking come about?" 
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Histor.y does not go back far enough to discover a time when there 
were no wars. Always following the wars some were conquerors and some the 
conquered who had to do the work, often as slaves; but because they had lost 
in the fight and not because they were less good or brave than those who had 
won. They m~ have lost because they were few in numbers; or they may have 
been taken by surprise. Often the losers,- who became slaves, were reallY of 
more intelligence than their conquerors. In Rome there were many highlY ed-
ucated "slaves ", so called, who were tu:tors, or teachers to their master's 
children.. More than once it happened in history that, as in countries of 
the Orient, the more progressive conquered peoples finallY, by superior in-
telligence and industry took over the countr.y and became its rulers; or,as 
in China, outsiders who entered the country have been absorbed and conquer-
ed even when they came in first as conquerors. 
H.G.Wells, quoting from 11D.R. ", in Volume II of his Outline of His-
tozil reports that: Oriental histocy "tells of the rise and fall of a great 
number of Turkish dynasties in Central Asia, India and Persia during the 13th 
Century ••• in most cases ••• founded by men who had begun life as slaves". 
1 
The following in a 13th Centucy Persian manuscript is curious: 
11 
• • • • all races and classes • • • in their own country • • • 
honored and respected •• • when abroad ••• become miserable 
and abject •••• The Turk, on the contrary, ••• r emot e f rom 
t heir own homes • • • become Ami.rs and Generalissimos.. Now 
from the days of Adam down to the present day no slave bought 
at a price has ever become king except among the Turks ..... 
'!he TurJ;. is like a pearl in its shell at the bottom of the sea, 
which becomes valuable only when it leaves the sea and adorns 
the diadems of kings • • • ' " 
The Declaration of Independence states that "All men gre created 
equal. 11 That surely cannot mean that all 1.vere born equally 1 smart • or ~e 
now equally well trained and educated. Perhaps not all have had equally good 
opportunities; but all have the right to equal opportunities, and to have e-
1 
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qual freedoms. No one is to be a slave and no one to be master. None is 
to called "~uperior• and none "inferior" because of his color, the country 
of his birth, or because~ of what he thinks or believes. 
• Superior' and 'inferior' mostly depend on what use we make of our 
opportunities to learn all we can and to £! some one worth while. (N.B. those 
"opportunities" - of which ,:everyone has ~' are not the ones we ~we had; 
but those right now within our graspJ ) If we do well, we are superior,-we 
have made high use of whatever we were given: brains, schooling, home train-
ing, etc. If we turn out to be inferior, we are inferior not compared with 
some one else; but compared with what it was possible for~~~· Either 
way shows only what J.) se we have made of what life has given us. It is no 
good to use as an excuse f or inferiority or failure: "I couldn't help it." 
The idea of 11superior 11, :!1inferiorn started after men became ene-
mies or for some reason went to war with each other. Even if the war soon 
ended, it left captives. What should be done with them? After the excite-
ment of the battle,perhaps the victor sat down to thihk it out: 
1
'Kill the captives?" Seen closel;y, they looked well and strong. 
To kill them seemed wasteful. But they must be fedJ 
1~ not ~e them work for us? Th~ can get their food and 
ours too. They are not very smart aQYWay,- just fit for work. See how 
~brighter we are: di dn't we out-wit them? Let them work for us. we 
are the masters." 
Good ideal And it seemed to come along very well: more workers, 
more food. Soon more slaves were being bought or stolen, though, before 
long, men's consciences began to make them feel guilty. They felt it was 
fair to make stupid enemies work for them no matter who the enemies had 
been. Fair enough! That just came naturally along with war; and, after 
the next war the masters might even find themselves as the losers and so 
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themselves be slaves in turn. Fair enough again! Slaves by chanceJ But 
when men became greecy for more and more workers, began to bey and steal 
other men as good as they themselves or better and make them into slaves, 
that was obviously not f' air. That was far different than having war cap-
- . 
tives left on their hands. They began to feel guilty! 
Feeling guilty was a good thing; but the next step in their t hink-
ing was not so good. 'lb.ey did not want to feel guilty, so began to think 
up excuses for their wrong-doing,~ the first being: "They are inferi or ; 
we are superi or l 11 
Some ants make slaves of other ants; but they do not have to 
find excuses for doing so. They are ants; we are people. When we do wrong 
and are not sorry, we have to think out foolish pseudo-reasons to dishon-
est]Jr explain how it is right for us to do the wrong. How else couJ.d any 
man say: "It is right to enslave another human being" ? 
When owners of the plantations of the South began to import help 
for the big crops of sugar and cotton they never dreamed they were adding 
to their lives a huge problem. With o~ a few Africans here and there the 
fields were well cared for and noboqy thought much about it except to be 
satisfied that far more cotton could be baled with good help than without 
it. Or, if some few people did think uneasy thoughts about its being wrong 
to compel men and women, also sometimes children, to work all day long in 
the blazing sun picking cotton, they quieted their own hearts by thinking: 
110h, well, these people are used to the sun. In West Africa where they 
once lived the sun shines ~ all the time. They really ~ to work in the 
heat. They seem to be just made for it." 
But many children born here grew to be adults, became parents of 
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more children, and so on until it was no longer a matter of just a few "for-
eign-born" people who had been brought in for labor-help. A whole new popu-
lation was growing up in the South. A worry crept into people's thinking on 
the ever increasing problem: "This thing is getting out of bounds. If this 
keeps on -------------------l 11 (Do you remember the Bible story of how "old 
King Fharoah" had such worries about the Israelites increasing in Egypt?) 
Men who prided themselves on their wisdom began to plan a w~ out: 
11!he answer is to send them all,- or most of them, back to Africa where they 
came from. That•s where they belong, anyway. 11 
Grand piece of imagination, wasn•t it? It sounded fine; and was, 
actua.ll.y, tried. Of course it didn • t work. 
I don 1t know about youj but I am glad that it didn't. Think .of all 
the interesting .friends and citizens we would now be missing in the United 
states! There would be 1/lOth of U S missing! - as bad as losing from the 
body a hand or a foot. We wouldn 1 t have the great ball player Jackie Robin-
son. The world would not have Marian Anderson of the great voice and the 
pure heart. We would not have the songs we call "Spirituals 11 : 
''We Are Climbing Jacob • s Ladder 11 
"Swing Low, Sweet Chariot" 
"Nobody Knows the Trouble I 1ve Seen 11 
"Roll, Jbrdan, Roll", and, 
11He • s Got the Whole World In His Hand", Marian Anderson's es-
pecial favorite. We should be missing the ],yric bird-voice of Roland HayES d n 
his "Afrimerican" Folk Songs: Have you hea,rd to the far corners of Boston's 
Symphony Hall the whisper of: "steal Aliay 11 , and "Lit 11 Boy"? And who would 
do without "Go Down Moses"; "Balm in Gilead 11 ; and "Joshua Fit de Battle of 
Jericho", as sung by Paul Robeson, giant Baritone? We should miss them1 
~Vhy? Because most of that marvelous music, great music, grew out of the 
suffering, loneliness, heartache and heart-break of a great people. There 
will never be music like that again. Suffering and sorrow are hard to bear 
and hard to understand; but they have sweet uses, too . Sometimes sorrow 
~ .!'2. ~1 
Pain makes the body realize that something is wrong: the doctor 
is called and the trouble is corrected before it can spread any farther . 
Slaver.y in this country became so big and bad a thing that something had 
to be done about it and God called Lincoln to do it. But it sometimes takes 
a sick body a long time to get well - and the '~ody politic" of the United 
states is not entirely well yet of that cancer. There are still diseased 
spots. There is not freedom everywhere. There are not equal opporuuni -
ties for all kinds and conditions of people. Good jobs and good housing 
are not available to all people equ~. 
Another big operation on the sick body of this countr.y,- one ~ 
most as big as the Proclamation freeing the slaves was performed by the Su-
preme Court, May 17, 1954 when the Court ruled that no pupil could be re-
fused pcoper schooling because of his race. No more sep~rationJ u.s. means 
"US", not "We" and "They", as though there are different species of human 
beings . All people are varieties of one species - MAN. His scientific 
name, "Homo sapiens" - "Man the knowing", should be increasingly signif-
icant. As "sapiens" really means "the wise" also, I hope it will not be 
long before "UStr _are wise enough to realize that we must quickly find 
and use all the good ways of living and working together as equals in ev-
ecy particular. 
Have you ever tried to make a list of the great people who have 
bel d to make this United States the great country that it is? 
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Have you l ooked to see where their families came from? An exciting game! 
Get a prmcil and paper. We just mentioned thr~e, you might start there. I 
am sure there are maey you have never thought of. Give reasons for their be-
. . 
ing great, as well. 
There is much interest these days concerning "cultur;~.l exchanges" 
between peoples of different races and countries. The people of each na-
tion need to know better those of as many other nations as possible. Na-
tiona, as well as persons, have ill will for each other, usually because 
they do not understand each • other t s culture , - "pecuiiar" ways of doing 
and thinking. We send Ambassadors as representatives from one Government 
to another. We need, also, Ambassadors of Good-will to go from one countr.y 
to anot~er, or, better, from countr,y to country to help in understanding,-
·as :t-Iarian Anderson has done in her trip around the world on 'lher goodwill 
task", sent by the United states Government, 1958. A report on 11her tri-
umphant tour 11 says that in the Ihilippines ''newspapers reported her ever,y 
utterance and followed her more closely than they did the Secretar.r of 
State ••• on his last Manila visit", adding that "We anticipate the vis-
it of any cult ural artist who will strengthen the bonds of brotherhood ... 1 
To be either a national or a personal Ambassador of Goodwill is 
to be engaged in a great and lasting service, than which nothing could be 
more important or satisfying. It can begin with good-will visits with the 
various neighbors in your one city block. It does not have to be across 
the oceans to be effective. "Cul.tural exchanges" within each schoolroom 
in a multi-racial or multi-national area can be most satisfYing. 
(Counselor want to share from Caste-a 1given•,& .Minorit.Y Member's Responsibilit.y?) 
1 . 
The Church Wom.Qn , Magazine, March, 1958 
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A Short Explanation of PREJUDICE: 
Tw.isted thinking is always a bad road to take. It leads to false 
conclusions. To find truth one needs a straight road if one re~ wiShes to 
arrive. Actually, the person who takes the twisted thinking road does it so 
that he won't have to come out at the true answer. He doesn't want to know 
the truth. If he believes that Scotch :f':o~Jt-:, are stingy and that all Irish 
have hot tempers, that is what he wants to believe • . Therefore, if you tell 
him that you have generous Scotch cousins, and that your Irish Grandfather 
is full of fU11D,Y' stories, and .mever gets angry, he will net believe you. 
He already believes something, quite different. But if you invite him to a 
party the cousins are giving, and there is all the ice cream every one can 
possibly eat, he will know for himself. As the ice cream goes in, the wrong 
ideas he had about Scotch folk will creep out. And if your Grandfather is 
there to tell amusing Irish folk-tales, the prejudiced thinking about the 
Irish will be well on the way out, too. 
Deciding about people without knowing about them is "prejudice 11 -
a t~ ugly diseaseJ The cure for it is getting to know people directly, 
to play with them' to work with them. That is what makes strange strangers 
into friendly friends. 
Our family had a rule: No dessert if other food was not first 
finished. A little girl came to live with us. We had beets for lunch. Al-
though she had never seen that vegetable before, she decided she did not 
like beets. No one protested her prejudice; but when ice cream was appear-
ing she suddenly tried a bit of beetJ- - And she has liked beets ever sinceJ· 
Prejudice is to (pre) judge (before) you know what you are jq-
:l;ilg:_ or talking or thinking about. Not good judgment, ever! 
1~~!~!::~~ - - A Mutual Heritage 
( "And, so, 1di££erent 1?") 
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It is always interest i ng to note that some article is adver-
tised as "coming in differ nt colors" . Sometimes that makes choice 
difficult . The fa ct of people ' s be ing born with different colors 
has finally brought many di ff i cult probl ems into the world. I say 
"finally" because t he history writers t ell us that , although many 
other things have divi ded peoples all do\vn through the ages, and 
hav caused them to strive wit h each other , and even enslave each 
other , the fact of different skin color s never real ly had anything 
to do with their quarrels . They quarreled and fought over women, 
over l and , or game t o hunt , but never because t heir skinsw~~e not 
the same color . It -was l ater than the French Revolution that any 
on thought up suc.h an unimportant thing as "color'' to give a.s a 
reason for stirring up trouble wit h anyone else . The French Revo-
lution was about the same time as our own Amc~ i cP n R vnlution , so 
you c n see that this "color" talk has "colo:r ·d. r our thinking only 
a very short tim~ ,-only same 200 years . I believe that there ha s 
not been sufficient time yet f or it to have br:; comv ! a fixed habit 
of our thinking , and so before i t does we would better t ak e time 
out to change it . 
Actually , even if a habit is very well fixed , there is no-
thing about t he way our brains are mG.de which would prevent our 
dropping out a habi t or we might say , . "unlearning" it . But , in 
order to drop off one habit , another habit must be gradually built 
up and slipped in to take its place; much in the :manner of tidying 
a bed intended for flowers by planting a seed or flower in pl e ce 
of each weed pulled out. Here we might try planting brotherhood. 
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It is no good to try to "weed out" a pl a ce by leaving it empty~ 
You know what happens to an "empty" ve cant lot, don't you? But no 
weeds can grow in the lot after it is turned over to all the child-
ren of the ·ne ighborhood as a pl ayground with merry-go-round swings 
and soft-balls t Somet hing b tt er is there . 
Are you, porhaps , "dark" , and annoy d by it, or , even , a sham-
ed of your color? Let' s get rid of that weed right here and now t 
It would be better to be nroud of the fact that you had such 
good ncestors . Your r.mot anc stars are so far , far away by now · 
tha t you could never tr - ee them b . ck to the real beginning ; but 
your color is an antique heirloom they have hand .d dovm to you , and 
when you know how they got it in the first place you will be thank-
ful to them for this gift , I am sure. 
How does your color show you had good ancestors? This way : 
Long ago your earl i est ancestors found themselves driven or moved 
into or born into an extremely uncomfortable nart of the world. It 
was heated so hot by the bla zing rays of the sun that living there 
was almost impossible. There were two things to do; move to some 
other place ; or adapt to the place where they found themselves to 
be already. Moving in those days was not easy ; besides, if all the 
people near the poles could have moved away from their freezing 
t emperatures, and all those near the equator away from their boil-
ing hot spots, this world would soon have been queerly populated. 
Every kind of person would have been crowded into temperate zones, 
without any place for expansion or growing out. It would soon have 
been a regular slum area, without any attic to xpand into, or any 
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basement to move into: everybody on the first and second floors, 
and mighty unhappy at thatt 
To stay meant finding a way to live with the climat • Taking 
off a few more clothes was not possible, for the ancestor probab-
ly wore not much more than his O\vn skin and a bright smile, an~rey ; 
and there were no electric fans. He had to "ada-ot" that is make 
- ' , 
himself fit for the plac • Nature had provided in his body a way 
to do that. 
Every person has, wh ther he knows it or not, a cert a in amount 
of the color, th black color needed for protection against the sun. 
A great accumulation of color in the skin would, therefor be just 
the right thing to prevent the "actinic rays" of the sun from kill-
ing the adults, or even perhaps, of keeping some babi s from being 
born a t all. If malanin, the black color was good, then, in this 
case it was, " the more the bettern that is1 the blacker the better • 
. The blacker, the less the sun would harm the body. In some pl a ces 
in Africa the amount of blackness is the standard that determines 
how beautiful a person is thought to be, and there, the most shin-
ing glistening black is perfect beauty. I think that beautiful too; 
ven more beautiful than the most perfectly carved statue made from 
bla ck bony ha rd wood, for the body's beauty of natural bla ckness 
has LIFE rithin it. 
So, be :proud of your ancestors that they were hardy enough to 
stand the strong rays of the sun and to find a way to live there 
well. Someon had to liv th r , and it was your ancestors who did 
it. And be thankful to them, for their heir-loom gift to you. Other 
wis , you probably would not have been her at all; in f a ct, you 
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positiv ly would not hav been here at all. Th r might have been 
someone wearing your cloth s and reading this book inst ad of you; 
but th r could b ·no one els who would be you, and no on els 
could think your thoughts nor do your part in this inter sting world. 
The fact that now you live in a cooler, less sunny part of th 
world wh r dark skin coating is of little real use to you, and may 
ven be a nuisance, has little to do with the question~ th r has 
not been nough time yet for changing from dark to medium. ~hat would 
tak millions of years. Many heir-looms ar of no use whatever, and 
often a r burd nsome. They are, nevertheless precious, for they are 
a littl something we have 1 ft to tell us of the past lives and a c-
complishments of the persons in our family who hav gone on before 
us. 
F 1 better7 
That's one weed I hope is gone forev r; but ther is another 
on Up with itt 
Are I~~J perhaps, proud of your lighter skin cov ring? Hard-
ly s nsiblel The color of your skin is just like the color of your 
ey s - that is, you did nothing to get either for yours lf and no-
thing you can do will change ither if you happ n not to be satis-
fi d. In fact, if you and your more de ply-co+or d friends liv 
in the same neither-too-sunny-nor-too-cloudy part of the world that 
means that th y could do without so much color and tha t perhaps you 
n d more. You can g t it by letting the sun shin on as much of 
you as possible during the summer; but you cannot keep the tan you 
get that way, and have to do it r ight ov r again the next year, if 
you still want to look th color of milk chocolate. 
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Vfuat happens when you sun-tan? The t an color that comes is 
the skin's making its protest against too much sunt The black 
"m l enin" (the word'melanin" means 'bl ack' ) increases in your 
skin to protect your body against more sun than it needs or is 
used tohaving. Pretty smart skin you hav ; but as you are not 
responsible for it, why be so proud of what it do s for you? Your 
skin, though, is not smart enough to know that while it is s aying 
to you: "Don't burn me up this way!" the sunshine i s making some 
of th fat that lies close under the skin into Vitamin D. Then the 
body knows how to store the Vitamin D away in your body to be used 
eradually through the winter. That cuts dow.n on buying Cod Liver 
Oil, which is sometimes ·called "liquid sunshine", meaning it has 
the sunshine-Vitamin D in it. On the contrary, in some northern 
countrles like Scandinavia there is littl sunshine. · If your fam-
ily originally cam from that part of th world probably you a r 
blond, that is, hair, eyes, and skin are all very light. You 
still are not really "whit "• Only albinos are whit , for th 
r ason that now and then a baby is born without any of this norm-
al coloring matt r; but he is miserable, with ey s and slcin that 
r ally suffer from any sunshine what ver, and he will continu to 
suffer from sunlight all his lif • 
Although perhaps wher you live now you do not need to be 
so light, y t, long ago and far away your ancestors needed to get 
all the light and sunshine on th ir bodies that was possible to 
get. Eskimos eat much fish as well as meat; probably your an-
cestors got th ir n cessary Vitamin D the same way, for meat of 
animals has th D stored in it, and man g ts it by eating mat. 
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At the b ginning mankind must all have started out some shad 
of brown. Th on s who later grew darker did so because th y n ed-
d the protection the dark color could give them; ~ile your anc s-
tors had no us for th brown color they had and Natur had to help 
th m by slowly fading as much as possibl out of their skins. Color 
to keep the sun away from their bodi s was just exactly what th y 
did not ne a, so they lost it. Perhaps thousands of years from now 
your dec ndants may have brown r skins than yours and not burn in 
th summer tim as you do now. L t us hop so. 
It occurs to me that having m lanin in you is something lik 
having music in you,-(som on may disegr e, and say that music is 
not something that is "born into you" but, as th sci ntists do not 
agree on that matter, I shall use it, as my illustration.) If you. 
hav music in you ano i! you f el you would like to have more, you 
can incr ase the amount of music you have. If you want to keep th 
xtra amount of music you hav purpos ly gained you must continu 
with it or you will los what you hav gained; but in any event, you 
do not lose what you started with,- that is, the amount of music you 
n d d to be a normal human being. The black coloring, m lanin, is 
something lik that. You can incr ase it, if you like; but unless 
you are ill, you can't have less than th amount you alr ady have 
in you which is enough to make you a normal human being. 
If you are neither dark nor light, you must be one of the 
"bro~JD.s" in betw n. If so, you have th least worries of all. You 
are an "original",- for, probably no on , e.t first was very dif-
ferent from your pr sent color. Those who moved far north or south 
had to change to a. differ nt shade, that was all. It took some 
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time and some "doing"; but they did itt Now, it will take some 
time to change back. You don't need to; but you need to thank 
your great-great, Great Grands for what they kept for you. I 
suspect however, that your color may, rather, be because there 
wer two brave- people, one darker and one lighter, in some present 
or past generation who wer together brave enough a nd wise enough 
to become parents and share all they had with their children and 
grand-children after them. Their children wotlid not all be dark, 
nor all light, nor all in between. There would be some of each; a 
certain number. It would depend on whether there had ever been 
another mixtur before this last one, and perhaps that would not 
be easy to know about. No matter. There is a law, called Mendel 's 
law that explains all about the mathematics of this mixing. We 
need not explain it here, though it is not hard to understand. You 
might ask your teacher to copy onto the blackboard the chart from 
h r book, and to share with you the interesting story about Johann 
Mendel . He became "Brother Gregor" Mendel who grew peas and flow-
ers in his Monastery garden mixing the different kinds patiently 
over and over ~gain until he discovered the law which is called 
by his name,- Mendel's Law, one of the greatest of the laws of 
Science! We now know that it works for the whole of nature, both 
plant and animal. Or,-look it up. Your library must have the 
story. 
If, this chapter has pulled up any weeds, do plant a few flow-
ers or vegetables in their place by making new friends among the 
other-colors of folk in your class , your church, or your neighbor-
hood and , then, of doing something useful and interesting with them. 
RESTLESS EARTH - RESTLESS MINDS 
("Are we so 1different 1?") 
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The Chapters in this Section II on "Why are we so different? 11 have 
pointed out some of the background reasons - from far before now. There are 
others. But let us return to the question, "~we so different?" and look 
at two striking reasons for having to answer, 1'No, we are ~·" 
The restlessness of the earth is one, much like a woman who is al-
ways changing the furniture around,- then, back again! The restless earth 
has driven men 1'hither and yon". Since man's arrival, great sheets of ice 
have four or five times covered vast parts of the world. Men, plants and 
animals have had to retreat from glaciers as they advanced bringing cold 
nearer and nearer; or follow the glaciers as they melted back leaving warm-
er and warmer climates. In finding places where food and warmth were suf-
ficient to sust~n life, the good-climate-hunters sometimes, perhaps often, 
found other h~n groups already living in the areas of better conditions. 
Man is not a tree, rooted to one spot. He can go where he 1dll; 
and he wills to go,- here, there, everywhere. Where he goes he takes with 
him hi desire to live,- not only to live forever, as most men hope to do; 
but also to continue to live long and happily in this present world. For 
that he must have a family. This he does either by settling down in some 
place and there establishing a family group; or, he initiates a new fami-
ly, then restlessly moves on again leaving his progeny to grcrti, mature, be-
get children and, so, carry at least some of his characteristics on into 
future generations. Because changes in climate came gradually, becoming 
severe usually only: after ·hundreds, · thousands~ -or: eV'en longer numbers of 
years, people who had met up with each other had long-extended periods 
for living together. 
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nl counted, on the globe there were not many "Homo saoiens", 
(neal men, ''wise mE111" ). We do not lmow; but we may guess that they felt 
mutual forbearance (''we put up with them as they put up with us 11 ) and mu-
tual aid,- helping each other - to be of more ·· advantage tha.n killing off 
the others and thereafter living alone would have been. The mingling of 
peoples overlong periods of time, of course, produced offspring who were 
"like" and yet "different" from the groups that first had lived separately. 
Finally, through inter-group mating, there would be evolved a more or less 
sameness throughout the newer group. Your Teacher or Counselor can help 
you on this with material f'rom her Adult Volume: the chapter, "The Vigor 
and Persistence of 'Misceo.:.;;Genus • 11 
Even yet the sure reasons for most great changes in climate are 
not well blown. For instance, right n~w , scientists cannot certainly pre~ 
diet whether the ice sheets covering North and South polar regions will con-
tinue to melt until the ice is all gone, drained off into waters that will 
inconveniently ( to say the least) flood the coasts of our continents; or 
whether, as is equally possible, another ice age will , even before that 
melting time, again slowly begin, with evaporating water from the oceans 
piling up to form wider and thicker glaciers that will come creeping ar1d 
sliding back from the Polar regions. Either change would greatly change 
man's present ways of life.1 ( Already, Holland is having to build great 
dikes across the open ends of the 4 escape Delta rivers into which the 
Rhine divides, cutting the land into island~ . In the last only 50 years 
oceanwater has pushed 30 miles up into those rivers, replacing their 
fresh water with salt and threatening to f l ood the land. In other plac-
. es, too, the ocean level is slowly but visibly rising. What next?) 
If an Ice Age should recur the ocean level would again be low-
1 "A l40d drop in ave. annual temp. would return N. Am. to the Ice Age." 
- according to LIFE, Aug. 27, 1956 
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ered and earth-bridges we do not now have would appear between lands now 
widely separated. Men could then once more travel from Northwest America 
to Northeast Asia by land bridge across the Bering Sea, as once the Amer-
Indians came from Asia to spread over North America as food gatherers and 
int.o South .America as builders of marvelous cities. Animals from other 
main-lands could then move on foot into Australia and New Zealand to join 
th~ir primitive animal cousins who so long a go were left on those islands 
because the seas rose and cut them off from the larger continents. 
But, in days before written history, even without an easy way to 
travel, probably the ancestors of the present Primitives in Australia went 
to that island continent by boat,- a fearsome danger! ( What actually hap-
pened, and What happened first, is not easily decided at this late date.) 
Hardy seamen from Scandinavia may once have adventured as far south as M-
rica, and back again to tell by carvings on great cliffs some of the story 
of their travels. And other light-skinned folk dwelt, before history, with 
the darker-s~inned tribes of Africa. Where had they come from? Who was it 
that lived along the lakes and rivers of the Sahara's grass lands before it 
turned to desert and turned the happy people out? And where did they go? 
With whom did they, perhaps, form a 11new" people? At any rate, there are 
all kinds of mixtures in Mrica as well as in most places of the globe. 
That means that men with restless minds ha:ve never been contented to stay 
in one place long. Curiosity and the spirit of advancement have led them 
on and on. 
Why should any people have wanted to travel from Asia (on foot) 
clear down through the whole of North America to the far tip of South Am-
erica? What was it they wanted to find out? And, why, instead of going 
along with the IDUth-moving groups , even so far as into the pleasant plains 
of our now u.s.A. did some of the comers from Asia choose to stay in Alaska 
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and live in the snows? Was it laziness? SUrely not - for Eskimos are ~ 
clever and active folk. Rather, it must have interested those late comers 
to stay right there and use their ver,y good brains to outwit that frozen 
world. Actually, they made out well, with building material right under 
their feet and the cold waters full of meat for food! 
There is, from later civilized times, that is, from the tim~ of 
cities, a Il\Yth or legend (which lately turns out to be true) of a people 
who lived in fabled 11Lost Atlantis 11 • It was an island ld.ngdom somewhere 
west and north of Spain and the Germanic countries, and not far from the 
coast, - or perhaps an out-jutting part of it. The tale goes that those 
people on a time swept through the lands lying between their Kingdom and 
'!he Great Sea (Mediterranean), made their way, partly by boats, past the 
Pillars of Hercules (now called the straits of Gibraltar), to North · Africa 
where they laid seige to the border towns and wasted some of the lands of 
Egypt. What became of them? They did not return. They had no more a home-
land; for suddenly by some great cataclysmic move of the restless earth 
their own Kingdom sank into the sea and was seen no morel Fire and dis-
aster devastated the lands of Egypt and nothing was ever the same again! 
But -restless minds have been trying ever since to find Atlantis; and the 
characteristics of the Atlantans later appeared in the faces of Egyptians 
and Libyansl 
Restless minds! They have taken peoples far and w.i.de; and each move has 
resulted in new combinations of 'different' people, slowly mald.ng the peo-
ples of the world more and more alike. Had you ever thought of Indian Am-
ericans as cousins to the people of Chin~? They are so~ In fact, most of 
us are cousins to almost every other kind of folk in the world. And ncous-
ins II are Only 1'brotherS II a little farther remOVed from the main family Stem. 
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This chapter could easily grow to fill a whole library. Go to a 
good library and look up some books on subjects suggested here. Find the 
extraordinary map of Mongoloid Migrations in Frofessor Linton 1 s book: 11The 
Tree of Culture", where he shows the great sweeping lines of the journeys 
of the Mongoloids,- (they who are characterized by 'slant eyes•), as they 
traveled, mostly by horseback, from Northeast Asia westward far over to the 
inland seas of Europe. Not even high mountains could stop theml Such strong 
bodies driven by such restless, vigorous minds! 
Restless EarthJ Restless mindsl How far they have made m~n to 
travell How near they have brought people to each other! What interest 
they have given us all in each other! They have made the whole of mankind 
to be brothers ~fact, as God intended when He "made the world and every 
thing in it - - and made from ~ every. nation ·of men to dwell on all the 
face of the earth."l 
Acts, 17th chapter, verses 24a and 26a ( Paul's speech on Mars Hill) 
In Adult Volume,resources for Teacher: How Races Differentiated 
New Comers and Descendants 
Earth's Dispossessed 
American Mosaic 
Original Entrants 
The Proper Study of Mankind is Man 
''M:isceo-Genus" 
In the Beginning 
III 
W H·E N C E? 
("From where to here?") 
THE AGE OF 1l.AN 
Prehistoric 
"All living things are equally old -
they can all tra ce their ancestry 
back some two thousand million years." 1 
1 Huxley: :p. 45 
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MUTUAL AID 
Man is an old anim~l - but not so old as the world he lives in. 
The e~th had been growing and changing for nearly 3 billion 
years or perhaps more when man first came upon the scene. He must have 
felt very insignificant indeed. About him were huge animals, far larger 
and st~onger than he. He felt timid before them and inadequate in the al-
together frustrating and puzzling world. His brain was not yet developed 
enough to know how best to get on in a land of animals that r oamed in great 
herds or pounced upon him from behind any rock or leaped upon him from the 
overhanging trees J He had not only to learn how to protect himself and 
his little family from the beasts; but, at the same time find food to take 
back to the ones he could only hope were safe in their cave or other crude 
uncomfortable shelter. While they ·;waited for him to come 'home' they tried, 
as still do the Bushmen of Africa and the Aborigines of Australia, to find 
some small animal or fish or eggs, or seeds and nuts to ease their hunger. 
If a furry animal had lately been killed by their man's sticks and. stones, 
the pelt must be cleaned and softened for use as a covering aginst the cold 
or for some sort of bed or bed covering. 
Only animal food and animal hides for bodily protection could keep 
men warm enough to live through the periods of cold that they could not es-
cape. Four times since man began his existence on the planet great sheets 
of ice and snow from the far North and the far South have crept nearer and 
nearer until all life had to move ahead of the most bitter cold into W§rm-
er lands toward the equator. Four times, each period thousands of years in 
length, the ice drove men :, away froiD: their old homas; and four times slowly 
melted, moving back to let men return to places where perhaps ancestors 
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had lived in days anciently forgotten. 
We, now are living near the end of the last Ice Age, with still 
thick ice caps around each pole,as we well know from many Arctic explora-
tions such as "Operation Deep Freeze" at present proceeding as part of the 
International activities of what is termed the "geophysical year". Man still 
has need of knowledge to conEJuer his environment, even an environment that 
he has to search out voluntarily. Scientists do not know how many years 
it may take for the last ice to disappear,- nor even if it will all melt 
at last; but there is still plenty of time for many expeditions::to both 
Fblar regions for exploration and. discovery of much we need to know, not 
only of weather but of what lands lie under the present vast sheets of 
ice. At present, all nations have set themselves to explore together.Com-
munication facilities allow explorers to help each other; good equipment 
keeps them fairly safe; and they can come home away from the ice and the 
dark cold winter when they are ready. 
Primitive man could not do that; and he had mostly to help hi m-
self. Although there were horses running wild in droves, and in some plac-
es mammoths and other beasts that could have helped him move from one place 
to another or do his labors at horne , no man at first thought of trying to 
tame and use animals either for v1ork and travel or for convenient food. In 
time, by growing a better brain through necessity, he learned what he need-
ed for living more wisely and well. But at first he was too busy hustling 
just to keep alive; and that he did keep alive is both a mystery and a marvell 
There was no one wiser than this Simple man to explain his life to 
him: whether the terrible darkness of night and storms would surely end; why 
he could be sure of life-giving sunshine tomorrow; what was the strangely 
human, yet strangely lighted face in the s~ looking down upon his doings 
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for good? for ill? 
But men learned to help each other: pooling both their ignorance 
and the wisdom increasing in width as their tormented brains grew in depth 
of thinking power. B.1 the time of the Neanderthals - 5o,ooo to 100,000 years 
before us, men who had lived in little isolated. families found that they t6-
gether could keep a better food supp~ by all through combined-effort hunt-
ing. In fact, putting ourselves into families , arranging our lives into 
smaller, then into larger groups, learning wider and wider areas of shar-
ing and cooperation are some of the signs of human-hood which goes beyond 
all other animals in such advance • . 
To be sure, some other animals live in familY groups for a short 
time, and a few mate for life. Do you know which ones keep family loyalty 
through a life time? Birds are loyal - no human father works harder for 
his family than does a bird father for his ; the male penguin even broods 
the eggs Mothers ~ to care for the babies aRhile ; but how t o be a good 
fa t her t o the young has been, even among umans, learned only lately, -(a gen-
eral observation) . 
Love had come into the world eons earlier than man had need for 
it, long, long in the past when some animal life left off be~ng fishes or 
reptiles and developed into various mammals that would nurse their young. 
What does that have to do with love? Fishes and reptiles , birds and animals 
that lay eggs and depart leaving them to hatch themselves, or produce young 
and soon abandon them (may we say 11to fish for themselves"?) have no need 
for loving. They do not nurse or otherwise feed or shelter the weakling~ 
they have no ' fellowl ·feeling 1 even for their own offspring; so, why for any 
other creatures? However, mammals are different. Take, for example, 'marsup-
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ials, such as kangaroos and opossums, that not only nurse their young but 
carry them in a bag like an apron pocket on the outside of the mother's 
body until the tiny things can grow enough to fend for themselves, must 
love their helpless offspring. Care induces love. 
Eventually, some of the mammals found the big 'apron pocket' 
method not good enough for protection; hence the next improvement was for 
mammals to grow within thlilir o-wn bodies a new organ, the "placenta", that 
could nourish and sustain the embryo safely. The long period during which 
the "placentals'' care for .the infant before it is born and thereafter for 
several months or years was an L~vention very significant along the w~ of 
love,which, along with most other commendable qualities and habits, begins 
at home. Human beings, thus, biologically, from the beginning, inclined to-
ward love and helpfulness, lean aw~ from these excellent qualities only 
when some curious sort of fear or selfishness comes in to spoil what Na-
ture intended us to show toward each other. If early men, so long ago we 
can hardly think the time span, could know mutual help in physical w~s, 
could plan to work together for safety, food, and tool-making, finally co-
operating in the spiritual world of Beauty, it seems that there must be no 
possible areas in which ~' so far ahead of them in every w~, can not find 
ways of mutual help, sharing, and progress in the finer, better things of 
our lives. The ne~ chapters revealing early men's progress together must 
enthuse us to see how far we shall be able to over-top their achievements 
for , "As the twig is bent the tree 1 s inclined" is more than a saying: it 
inevitably keeps us growing in the same direction in which their accomplish-
ments started our 'family tree'. 
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CO-OPERATION FOR BEAUTY 
Before we began about the 1 placental r marilmals, what were we say-
ing about love? Oh yes,- about love that acts itself out in mutual help. 
Man do:e:s.Jldt always know that his desire to help others and his 
sympathy .for them in times of happiness and of trouble is a kind of love; 
but it is. So, because there was already parent-and family-love in the 
world, it was not too difficult to find enough neighbor-love .for men to be-
gin to help each other, in danger, in want o.f food, in plenty and in work. 
By the time some 50 million years had passed between the epoch when placen-
tal -mammals evolved and the time 11advanced" ~had reached the stage of 
which we are . presently speaking, men had learned so well to work together 
that now and t hen they .finished in time to play together, perhaps to sing, 
and, of course , to dance. 
This is the time for bestowing on the man-creature a Latin t itle. 
Sure]J; he now deserves the name of 11Homo sapiens", which means ''Man-the-
!mowing"; or , better, 1'Man-the-wise", .for he M.:d wisely learned to love 
and help other men. I think that title should be written: Man the Wise; 
or, even, MAN-the-WISE. Best o.f ~~ perhaps .for them and certainly .for 
us who have come after them, was the wisdom they showed in their use and 
enjoyment of leisure. Leisure,- time to do a~they pleased, then blossomed 
into Art. Song and dancing were small Art buds on the sturdy, growing 
plant of Life; but at last it burst into full bloom in another form of Art -
painting! The Cro-Magnon1 .family--group of men began to decorate the stone 
!'. ' 
walls o.f the caves deep in the ground where they lived, o.f which they per-
haps used only" for their special kind of Worship. 
1 
"Cro-Magnon", name of the grotto in the Dordogne, France, where their f os-
sil remains were .first found, is the name given this "race" who came from 
no one knows where into the lands already occupied by the less advanced 
11Neanderthal 11people o.f the chapter following this. 
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They began with crude drawings such as children make, very sim-
ple with few lines. Once in a while one of them could take a pointed piece 
of stone and scratch on a smooth deer antler or mammoth tusk the likeness 
of some animal so alive it seemed to jwnp and run. An extraordinary thing 
to be able to do1 Next would be to make pictures on the walls of the cave, 
for his own pleasure and to entertain his family or friends. (Or so we may 
i:magine the ·steps.) Caves are dark; but it nmst ~ve made the dark seem 
brighter just to see some boy or man making pictures on the walls around 
them, while another helped by holding a torch aloft. 
After awhile the walls were covered with running, leaping herds 
of wild horses, with here a huge mammoth, and there a wild bear. So simple 
a wish as to please the animals by painting them; or a wish for such strength 
as even the pictures showed forth may have been a beginning of worship. 
They lmew vividly' only that the huge beasts around them had great strength 
and that man needed more of it; but, how to get it? They did not know. Per-
haps one way might · be to ask the animals to give of their strength. So, by 
motions and dances olt:imusical sounds, with,probably, meaningful words, they 
asked, begging the animals they painted to give what they, the hunters, so 
much needed. Later, they slowly came to feel that above and outside them 
there was a Great Strength that was given to beast and, when asked, could be 
given to man as well. They were ready for real prayer to The Unseen Presence 
or Power ;1hom!! call God.; but at first, the incantations and dances to the 
beasts were a sort of worship, primitive, but the only kind they could then 
achieve. 
After long hard work on the walls the artist would want to start 
on the ceiling. That was harder. More yellow ochre must be groung into 
powder; roore red iron oxide made to color the red bison; IOOre blue and 
black to be mixed with some liquid,-perhaps fat or blood, so it would stick 
·'. ;, : 
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onto the rocks. The roof , to be reached, would have to have a sca.f.fold-
ing. He needed help; and he got it. Others put up a staging, ground colors 
and made ready. I think that even before this some of the idle men or boys 
( if ever early man had a moment to be idle! ) had wanted to try their hand 
at drawing, too, or at helping put in color as children color between black 
outlines. 
Perhaps the artist became a teacher. Perhaps one· or more of his 
pupils became teacher in turn and went to caves several hmdred miles away 
to share their gospel of .Art. At least, by now rnarJY caves have been found 
in France and Spain where some of the paintings are practically duplicates 
of b~sic patterns, indicating that in some way the enthusiasm must have 
grown and spread. ' That is the w~ ideas, goodness, love and cooperation 
spread in our world; it must have been so in theirs. 
Do you trust that we shall be able to make the most of our abil-
ities as they did of theirs; shall be willing to ~ our knowledge and 
skills, l~a.ving as much of beauty for men thousands of years after us as 
the Cave-men, our ancestors, have left for us to enjoy? 
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OUT OF THE PERFECTION OF BEAUTY 
GOD SHINES FORTH. 
0 worship the Lord in the beauty of holiness: 
In his hand are the deep places of the earth; 
Strength and beauty are in his sanctuary. 
How great is his goodness, and how great is his beautyl 
Tremble before him, all the earth,. 
Kneel and adore·' him,-
His name is the Lord .• 
11Fear not to enter his courts in the slenderness 
Of the poor wealth thou wouldst reckon as thine; 
Truth in its beauty, and love in its tenderness, 
These are the offerings to lay on his shrine. 11 
From the Bible, and the hynm, rrworship the Lord in the Beauty of Holiness" 
-Pilgrim Hymnal 
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CRO-MAGNONS Who Decorated the Caves. 
It is now almost 100 years since the accident of suddenly losing 
a small dog through an unknown crack in a field in Spain and of having to 
rescue him brought to the ·light of men's knowledge one of the now most fam-
ous places in all the world,- one of the caves which the previous chapter 
let us watch being painted so long ago through inspiration of some artist 
and the cooperation for beauty lent him by the fellows who came to his aid. 
When the accidenta.lly discovered cave was entered, the unbeliev-
able marvels of the Ice Age burst upon the view of modern man for the first 
time since the caves for some unknown reason were abandoned to silence, bats, 
and oblivion! The hands of the artists had finished and left them years ago, 
stretching back to near half a million, when in ]86]) the marvelous pictures 
came to man 1 s sight again as fresh and clear and bright of color as though 
done only yester~. They had been undisturbed and Nature had slowly cover-
ed them with a kind d: thin cry-stal varnish under which they glowed richlyl 
- -
Though dating was done by comp~rison of bones and stone tools 
found in the floor of the cave, the antiquity of the pictures was not easy 
for everyone to believe. Most people supposed that men who had lived ten 
to forty .- thousand years ago could not possibly be much more than about 
half animal; not nearly so bright as modern man nor very clever of hand. 
Living in hollows of the rocks, wearing wild animal. skins, using stones 
for tools and weapons! ? - it was not possible they could have done so ex-
traordinary a thing as to have painted pictures! WQy, Michelangelo could 
scarcely have done better! Some one even suggested that this picture-fill-
ed cave should be called 11The Sistine Chapel of the Ice Age" because it re-
minded him of the great pictures Michelangelo had spend years painting on 
the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel in Rome. 
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In these hundred years experts have carefully studied out what 
the cave-artists were trying to tell when they patiently and carefully and 
reve:Eently put their thoughts in color on those vast walls underground. 
'!hey were not just trying to do animal portraits of' those they fought and 
I 
killed and atea there must have been several other and better reasons for 
doing so much work in places hard to re~cb. and by the light of' smoJrdng 
torches that flickered unsteadily in the gloom. Those animals were their 
enemies, big, strong and powerful, and had to be placated if the smaller 
men who hunted them were ever to come away from the hunt alive. So each 
man as he put in the colors perhaps gave a ld.nd of prayer also, hoping to 
get help. Would the human hands painted in among the -beasts represent a 
wish for strength to overcome the bison or bear? 
Perhaps the painter ~ have been Priest of the tribe, gathering 
the boys together and teaching them how to be as strong, cunning and tire-
less as the beasts portr~ed on the walls. Those pictures surely had some 
magic about them, and must have been a high pride to the artists who had 
thus enhanced with great meaning the lives of all the tribe of families ·.·: 
who would gather there. Those decorated caves must have been to them what 
our churches and cathedrals are to us - places for deep thinking and solemn 
worship, in awe an<J--ljoy, because there is Something, and some Person in the 
Universe wiser and greater than men. we know God who made the heavens and 
the earth and 11all that in them is 11 ; but we are not more earnest than they 
in the observance of awe and reverence. They did the best they could know. 
Here the .story becomes confused. The lives of the Cro-Magnon 
painters and of the Neander thal hunters just before them overlap and are 
blurred together o;at the edges, probably dUe to their having lived together, 
or to the later ones having learned from the earlier the modes of worship. 
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But of some things we are by now decently . sure : we know that we 8l'e fairly 
direct descendants of those Last Ice Age men and women of whom we can be 
so proud. They were not "primitives" as we think of that word,- they were 
l ike us. They did not have our good opportunities; but they made such 
good use of what they did have that they could send on up to us the good 
br§in power we now possess. Do you think they would be proud to have us 
f or their descendants? Do you nc·t ,e I have said "pass on ~ to us"? We 
are not their Descendants - We have not come down from them; but have come 
- -
~ for we know more and can do more than they. Our bodies have not im-
proved - they left us very good ones; but in other ways we have illlproved. 
We should make a new word and call ourselves their Ascendants! 
We can SC4I'Cely hope to better their skills in portraying what 
t hey saw; but we can use our "ascendant 11 powers of understanding in l11.aizy' 
areas of which they could not even dream. Beginning with appreciation of 
their art foms we can go on to perfect'" arts of our own. And we should 
exercise ~ power-to-beauty. Julian Huxley, a decade ago Director General 
of UNESCO (United Nations Educational,Scientific and Cultural Organizat ion), 
has expressed a strong feeling that each individual has a duty to himself 
as well as to society - a duty to make use of the · possibilities that are 
i n him. Speaking !! a biologist, he leaves us this wisdom:- that whenever 
one of us finds satisf~ction in using our brain and hand to make something, 
·or .finds delight in the discipline of an activity like sport, "evolution has 
brought anot her o.f' its possibilities to fruition. 11 There is much food for 
t hought, and he might have added that when individuals carry such personal 
possibilities out into action together there is an even more fruitful out-
come which is that the single person, through exercising his "duty to him-
self" has, we may say, "extended himself" into a 11society11 which he has ere-
. a1;ed,- a bit of society where it had not been before! Both results are 
great results. 
Talk this over with your Elders, and see where your combined 
thinking coni.es out in regard to what might be worked out in your· own 
neighborhood of projects that would be worthwhile and that could be en-
gaged in together, for the final satisfaction and good of all concerned. 
Note that in this very chapter we have chosen to "ascend 11 one 
step, a long step above and beyond the men who preceded the Cro-Magnon 
Cave Artists and whose previous story we shall note in the chapter fol-
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lowing this one, the arresting tale of the "Neanderthals" who are so named 
from the small valley in \'lest Germany where their fossil bones were first 
found. 
.Also, just as this book is about to pass from :nzy" hands I have re-
written this and the Neanderthal chapters. This has meant omitting much 
l 
delightful and intensely interesting detail, Which I regret; but turn you 
to many library books on Primitive Man, and to the splendidly illustrated 
series LIFE Magazine ran in 1955 on the Epic o!_ ~ (though the artist's 
portr~al makes his people look rather too well-conditioned and trim for 
survivors of such a rigorous existence.) 
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A HYMN of PRAISE written by Joachim Neander (1650-80) 
Praise to the Lord, the Almighty, the King of Creation; 
o rrry soul, praise him, for he is thy health and salvation: 
Come ye who hear, 
Brothers and sister, draw near, . 
Praise him in glad adoration. 
Praise to the Lord, who o'er all things so wondrously reigneth, 
Shelters thee under his wings, yea, so gently sustaineth: 
Hast thou not seen? 
All that is needful hath been 
Granted in what he ordaineth. 
Praise to the Lord, who doth prosper thy work and defend thee; 
Surely his goodness and mercy here daily attend thee: 
J?onder anew 
All the Almighty can do, 
He who with love doth befriend thee. 
Praise to the Lordl 0 let all that is in me adore himl 
All that hath life and breath come now with praises before himl 
Let the amen · 
Sound from his people again: 
Gla~ for ~ we adore himl 
In West Germany east of Dfisseldorf is a small valley called Nean-
derthal, so named by a village to honor its schoolmaster who wrote under 
''Neander", his surname translated into the Greek. Happy he must be that, in 
1856, some 150 years after his death, the fossil remains of ~ early man , 
found in ''his 11 valley, were named "Neanderthal 11• This is the more appropri-
ate as it w·as they, the ''Neanderthals", who long before history had given 
the earliest extensive ritual expression to man's religious nature. It is 
suitable also as a continuing memorial to the obscure little man, Joachim 
(Nemnann) Neander who, thousands of years after those "namesakes 11 of his 
had gone into the larger life to learn more truly of worship, wrote this 
hymn we sing: ''Praise to the Lord, the Almighty, the King of Creation", as 
t hough we, he, and they are joined in one act of adoration! ( Though to be 
f ound in many hymnals, this translation is British,-in Songs of Praise, p. 753) 
"Songs of Praise", Enlarged Ed., 1950, Oxford Uni. Press. 
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NEANDERTHALS Who Had Inklings of the Soul 
The Neanderthal and Cro-Magnon "races" of manl did not exist one 
after the other, separately (so most authorities believe). They did, sep-
arately, show step-by-step advancing skills and ideas; but, as they wander-
ed here and there sometimes happening upon each other, they seem to have ex-
changed skills, shared cultures and intermingled in various ways. Therefore 
it is not simple to disentangle their affairs, nor to avoid confusion in try-
ing to describe their ways of life. 
Probably the most difficult to sort out are the comparative stages 
of cleverness which their stone toolsfshowed they had reached from thousand-
years time to thousand-years time; but that need not concern us here,- there 
are many interesting books on it.As illustration one item, the bola, will 
suffice for the Neanderthal ::<hunters who roamed over parts of Europe, Asia 
and Africa before the time of the C§ve-artists of our last chapter. For men 
who had to fight for every bite that kept them alive the ingenious invention 
of bolas speaks well for the use they made of their desperate genius. Bolas 
were stones on the ends of thongs to be used in bringing down birds. The 
bola was whirled around the head and let go. When one stone struck a bird, 
the other thongs with their stone-ends continued whirling and wrapped around 
the prey to surely entangle it. For bird hunting that was certainly more 
skilled an instrument than was a spearJ A very logical method, was it not? 
But should you have been able to think it out by yourself, even now? 
1 The 11Aurignacians", dealt with under Section IV represent a differing 
culture rather than a difference in "race". Discussion in Adult Volume. 
2 For maQY pages of pictured collections of all sorts of toola, do look 
up the General Anthropology by Franz Boas and Others, (Boas, Editor). In-
teresting to all ages. 
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The use to which a human puts his hands tells much we want to 
know about the development of his brain; perhaps is the causecof ·.thec·:deve.l-
opment ~groWing persons, take notel ). Yet, there is for us here an even 
more interesting area of man's life - the area where imagination is busi~ 
at work. Imagination is, to me, one of the tools of the soul. All creative 
artists have it in uncommon degree. Progress may come because of necessi-
ty that drives it on; but when the present need is met progress may halt 
right there unless driven on further by imagination. 
In biological evolution ._, and in man's way of life,culture, that 
has happened,with animal or man. Time and again, having reached a satis-
factor,y answer to a present need, the urge that brought about the progress 
has ceased. At that point progress has ceased, too; and become fixed with 
no further change. (The duck-billed plat,ypus for animals, with the Bushmen 
of Africa, and the Aborigines of Australia for man's culture, are striking 
examples.) It is when imagination enters into the workshop and begins to 
think ahead that the most significant progress begins to take ~ce. An 
animal makes appropriate response to a need of the moment; but cannot lodk 
into the future and :plan for that. A man ~ do so, through his imagina-
tion as to What ~ h~ppen, or of W1 at he can cause to happen at some time 
yet to come. 
The Ice-Age Cave-painters whom we have introduced as our ances-
tors were long on imagination: painting their cave walls was nothing they 
~ to do to exist physic~. They needed to exercise their imagj.nations 
for the good of their souls. The results were spectacular; yet what the more 
simple,e~rlier Neanderthals, small of stature but o£ great brain, did in 
reaching out into the future - that was a more imaginative and farther 
stretch o£ the imaginative soul than had ever occurred be£orel 
What do I mean? 
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I mean that it came to the Neanderthals to imagine that the man-
soul which lives within the man-body can and must continue to live after the 
body £unctions no more . They were the first to have those "intimations o£ 
immortality" a.fterward to be shared by the Cro-Magnon men who £ollowed.This 
expression o£ the poet,Wordsworth, would mean £or them that they were be-
ginning to feel and think, though but faintly, of the innermost part of a 
human being, the soul, "the man within the man" as going on still alive 
even after what we call death. 11 L:i..fe forever(? )for the soul 11 , (though they .no 
more ·could think "forever" than can we) was << good and comforting for people 
whose lives every day were so difficult that the bodies of even the strongest 
of them hardly ever survived more than 40 years.1 That is only half as long 
as we can expect to remain and be useful in the world. No wonder they thought 
about life and tried to find ways to keep their own and to make sure the 
life or soul of their dear departed would not stray far away, but wouJ.d 
somehow stay near to add to their own. 
How should they be able to do that? And what made them think it 
could be done? I am going to guess this out, with you: 
The first step must have been their trying to understand the puzzling event 
which we call .!'deatb. 11• Our word comes from a similar Anglo Saxon 1 dauthus ', 
and I cannot help wondering what aspeBt of the strange event is being des-
cribed by that term? Did early man notice most the dead boqy 1 s loss of mo-
tion? Or was it the most disturbing to get no response from the quiet body 
t hat could not hear even a loud cry, nor resist even if shaken? 
Do you sometimes awaken feeling or knowing that you have, during 
LmFE ' ~ Against Death, 2nd page, Dec. 12, 1955 
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sleep, been to some place you never have actually seen with your waking, 
physical eyes? When that happened to ear:Q" man, must he not have wonder-
ed much to feel that during sleep ''he ''had been away from his own body?!? 
However, ~hough strange as the journey had been, the traveler had never 
failed to return and be pre~ent within his bod,y in time for waking in the 
morning! But herel - The traveler did not returnl By choice? Because he 
could not? Sure:cy-, he must yet not be far away - mere:cy- unresponsive and 1.m-
seenJ 
He was much missed: his hand on the hunting-spear, his voice in 
the tribal council, his presence to lend number to the small familYJ Quick-
ly! Quicklyl Bind him and keep his house, his bod,y, close, in the hope of 
inducing the soul to hover near. Probably, though unseen, his strength and 
help would thus be influenced to remain within the community circle. 
So, they buried their "dead". In some of the caves f ossil remains 
have been found lying in a doubled up position such as sleepers often as-
sume for comfort. The body is in this way represented a.s :cy-ing in a strange 
sleep - the soul not "dead"; but "just away" , and, hopefully, not far. 
No one can know what rituals attended the burials. Did they find 
a way to work in their ''bear-cult" rituals as a part of the funeral? In all 
reason they might so do because they had already thought of being able to 
influence the beasts. They must have hoped to gain favor or help or free-
dom and safety from the bears by painting them; by dressing to imitate them; 
by making images of them that they might dance before them. 
The idea back of those bear-dramas was intangible,- that is, not 
possible to be seen, handled, nor heard. Soul,, or spirit is intangible, 
likewise; yet the experiences of those men made them feel the s~irit or 
soul to be very real, as real as one's own mind. The mind cannot be seen, 
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either, yet no one doubts his own mind. I think, then, that entreating the 
strength of the beasts and entreating the spirit-souls of the Dep~ted have 
close connection, and see nothing unreasonable about their thinking from 
one to the other, quite natural~. 
After it had once come to those early men to imagine, plan, and 
dramatical.ly work out orgies of dance and who-can-lmow-what-else, i t was 
comparatively easy for the later, more-generally-advanced artists to take 
over whatever dramatic customs they found alreaqy being carried on. It 
seems that the most the artists then did (albeit an unbelievable, impos-
sible, breath-taking ''most") was to embellish, that is, to ''make imagjna-
tive additions to" 1 the old bear-cult by painting the huge murals as a 
background for the bear drama in those underground caves which were a sort 
' . 
of "shell" of their worship. I hope the Neanderthals were around a long 
time to enjoy those painted caves at the same time they were teaching the 
Cro Magnons what they had themselves already worked out as the proper ways 
of worship. 
The Adult Volume calls the Neanderthals "the first I.TTUn.ortals", 
and rightly so . It takes a mare properly historical look at them than we 
do here; and historically, it can har~ be doubted that the Cro-Magnons, 
more or less carried on the older forms which they had inherited or learn-
ed from the old Neanderthal priests. What makes this practical~ certain? 
The geologic fact that by the time the Cave-artists appeared the bears a-
round which the "cult" had been worked out had already disappeared, and so, 
no longer needed to be ''worshipped". But the bel1ol" dances went on, regard-
less. Didn' t they have any fresh ideas? Or, rather, did they most likely 
reason that if using the ~ear-motif in dramatic ritual had helped men be-
~ them to survive, it would serve as wel l for themselves. Best, and 
1 . 
· ·· Dictionary definiti'on. · · · · • 
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safest to continue with it. 
This · so early and so imaginative expression of a natural hope or 
belief in the continuation of life without a break was remarkable! It is 
the more remarkable and amazing when we remember that the first finds of 
early man fossils showed the Neanderthal-valley-men to have had more brut-
ish-shaped heads than those of the later artists. They showed heavy ridg-
es above the eyes, somewhat like those of a gorilla. Also, the legs were 
bowed, or so shaped that the "creature 11 could not have walked quite erect. 
In fact, even the stone implements found with him seemed beyond the capa-
bilities of gnomes living in crevices of the rocks, wearing skins of ani-
mals and living with bears: warring with them in sunnner; using their skins 
for bedding in winter; or, perhaps snuggled down against them in the long 
cold winter nights,- both men and bears half-dormant! 
One old hard-head declared that though this first old skeleton had been a 
man, (having left tools which no animal could do) he had plainly suffered 
arthritis which warped his hands; had been hit on the head· With a club, 
' . 
making the ridges; and bad his legs bowed from rickets due to poor diet! 
When, later, several similar skeletons were turned out of the ground in 
widely scattered places, the ''hard head", (whose name V i r c h o w even 
has a hard sound: 11Veer-ko 11 ) was left by himself with his own stubborn-
ness. Not even an old ice-age stone hammer could put a dent of sense in-
to his head: he still held that first men could never have been so prim-
itive as that! MOst of the other scientists believed what their eyes saw; 
he continued to see what he already' believed. That is what is meant by 
PREJUDICE, and takes effort to OV· lrcomeJ 
It is good never to be too positive that we know all the right 
answers. Especially, scientists ought not to think that. The greatest 
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scientists are very modest. They speak thus: "We are just beginning to 
understand ----". "We shall lalow more after we study and experiment fur-
ther." ''We must wait and s~e where new discoveries fit in with what we al-
ready know.u "Doubtless, more evidence will some day be found. That ma,y 
help us fill in the blank spaces of our knowledge. 11 ''We do not yet know 
all of Nature • s laws, nor her ways of working. 11 110f one thing we can be 
sure: that we are ignorant of the depth of our ignorance 11, and so on --- • 
So it was the wise scientists who said: "Here is a man who had not devel-
oped enough to make pictures, yet he has used and left very respectable 
tools behind him. He was well on the way to becoming a man like ourselves. 11 
This was true in spite of the many who still wanted to think that 
man had begun life as a ful.zy civilized person like themselves and had come 
into the world about the time Archbishop Ussher of Ireland had declared, 
that is, not earlier than about 4,000 B.C.,- the supposed time of Adam and 
Eve in their Garden. 
Act~, 11Adam 11 and 11Eve 11 whom the Hebrew story had chosen as 
''Man" and "Woman" - the main actors in ACT I, Scene I of their drama of · 
Creation, were far more advanced than any Primitives or 11Neanderthals 11 • 
Those 11Two 11 were blessed with well developed brain, speech, and had a con-
science well enough developed to know that man is responsible for himself 
and answerable to God for his acts against Brotherhood. 
"Adam" and ''Eve 11 , our supposed first Ancestors, left useful le&o 
sons for us. But tens of thousands of years before them, while great ice 
sheets still covered much of the globe, the "Neanderthals" who lived with 
bears, or the "Cro-Magnons" who did the paintings, or mixtures of Oro-Mag-
non and Neanderthal, with perhaps some other and similar "racen, had al-
'· 
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reaey ( some or all of them) become our very ancient progenltors and had 
certainly alreaqy had m~ experiences some of which must have been handed 
on to us. For instance, those bears had made a great impression on early 
man, and no wonder! - great beasts that could rise on their hind legs up 
to 10 or 12 feet. The Neanderthals, who had to deal with them, must especi-
ally have had bad dreams to hand on to someboey,- say, to us when we have 
nightmares o£ being chased. .Ahl We should, perhaps, say, 11nightbears? 11 
Also, where else do you think we got the ideas we make use o£ 
for Hallowe'en parties: the witches, the dark, the black cats, the shad-
ows and fearful tales? Don't you suppose that all started from those deep, 
vast terrifying caves, with the Shaman, their medicine-man, waving his mag-
ic inst ruments and uttering horrid cries; the people dancing about an image 
of a bear; and the bats, disturbed from their perches, flappi.pg wildly over -
head and saili ng i n and out? Much like our contrived and fearsome orgi es? 
Yes? And, t o make' a historical connexion between that long-ago time when 
i t started in earnest because man did not know how better to do and now, 
when we do such things for fun, there have been times when ltitches were re-
ally believed in and 'black magic 1 had to be kept out of the Church because 
i t was evil 11 
How we enjoy Snow White 1 s Seven Dwarfs - who may perhaps be our 
folklore-end of the legends that kept in remembrance those "ogres 11 working 
i n subterranean depths! So, in spite of the almost unthinkable geologic 
ages that lie between, in more ways than one we are nearer to those ancient 
folk than we have thought! They had some wel:rd ideas about things they could 
not possibly understand; but the measurements of Neanderthal skulls show the 
br ain-case could house an even larger brain than modern man has j_n his skull. 
It was a good brain, an extra good brain. He just did not know how to get 
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the most u5e out of it. I wonder •••••••• Do we? 
P.S. Although we are, from several sources, assured that 
the bears were not man-eaters, I cannot help feeling a bit 
shaky about those BEARS. Of course, I may be PREJUDICED; 
but I think his fur would be more comfortable for a bed 
than he would be for a bed-fellowJ - - - Of course, if I 
knew more about bears,·:.directlj, through experience,per-
haps I should - - - ? Yet, - - - '?Well, - - - Well, now 
how about you? 
That bit about PREJUDICE was an aside, for f1.n1, yet with a purpose; but 
I feel no prejudice whatsoever about counting as ~ fore-runners men and 
women who had souls serving and guiding them so well that they were loth 
to part either with their own souls, by death; or from those of their friends, 
and so came to feel all of known-mankind to be, in spirit, a continu:ing ONEJ 
Whereas, though!!:.. have long known that, in the physical sense we are ONE, 
we often entirely miss the idea that m~n.kind, that is we now of the present 
together with all who have been before us are ONE in spirit, tool And tif:_. , 
the two ONE-nesses, that is the more significant and full of meaning for usJ 
"Aurignacians" 
who left stories 
on cliffs 
( See under IV : Symbols ) 
~From Aur ignac, in South France 
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NATURE'S HISTORY BOOK 
(Where we found out) 
I have sometimes heard a certain kind of person called 11an old 
fossil" - not very polite, but very descriptive. It has nothing to do with 
his age. It means to say that that person does not use his imagination a:rry 
more; his mind has grown stiff and hard; no one can get new, fresh, live i-
deas into him. He is ~s though dead and turned to stonel There,- you have itl 
A fossil is a form once live and growing; but now dead and t hrned 
to stone. 'l'he 11old fossil 11 has, in a way, buried himself, though actually~.he 
still has life and breath in him. He is certainly not a very interesting 
person now. That is not true of a real fossil, which (should we say ''who") 
though buried a long time,grows more and more interesting as time goes by. 
A fo ssil is a record in stone of some life of long ago. It may 
be only the impression of a foot,( a 11foot-print 11 ) or of a leaf or fern.The 
f oot pressed that print there and left it for later-comers to see. The 
fern-y vegetation has long since withered and decayed away; but some colored 
bits of earth or mineral-dust-solution filled in the place where the fern 
had lain, and so,left a. tracery on the surrounding "soft" rock. Charles 
Darwin, page 79 of his book,The Origin of Species, says of foot-prints: 
11Had it not been for the rare accident of the preservation 
of footsteps in the new red sandstone of the u.s., who would 
ventUre~ to suppose that no less than at least 30 different 
bird-like animals, some of gigantic size, existed during that 
period? Not a fragment of bone has been discovered£ there]•" 
Note: The Director of the Geology Museum of the South Dakota School of Mines 
writes me that most of the lacy, fern-like designs found in the Black 
Hills in numerous kinds of "hard rocks" are not true fossils , are call-
ed "dendrites", and are formed by small amounts of a mineral which pen-
etrates minute fractures in the rock and later forms crystals in the 
1fern-like patterns• which certainly look like plant remains." 
(An Assistant in Boston University 1 s Geology Dept. confirms this above) 
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Or, perhaps the fossil of one of the ancient shell ~nimals, 
perfect in form, may be preserved. Of course, the fleshy parts are no 
more; even the hard shell may now be made of stone, each part having been 
slowly but completely replaced by stone-material. Ther~ are, in America, 
several 'petrified forests', some parts lying on the ground, some logs or 
stumps still standing. These are "fossils", too. 1-Jhat does your Diction-
ary say on "fossil"? Mj:ne says: "petrif~ction (rock-making) is partial 
or entire replace~~nt of the hard or skeleton material of an organism by 
mineral matter; fossilization." 
If you know Latin, the name explains itself to you: petrifaction 
is from ''petra", rock. It takes time to replace body parts of plant or an-
imal deposited in some watery grave, for minerals slowly wash down upon 
and into him from stream or lake or ocean. However, bony skeleton parts 
if long undisturbed in the right place are excellent for keeping shape un-
til the fossilized form later duplicates the original. 
11Dead men tell no tales" - ? 
In the far past, sometimes men,too, with his bones laid down in 
just the right places, left records of himself - "turned to stone", as 't.rere 
other animals . Sometimes a man's fossil bones are found along with those 
of animals which he may have used for food, thro~dng away the bones,or,hav-
ing used some of the bones to shape into tools, still left enough in their · 
natural form so that a paleontologist (know who he is?) can even now tell 
what kind the animal had been. 
~Je say, "a man is known by the company he keeps", and when it 
comes to di gging him up in fossilized form, it becomes liter all y and ex-
ac true; for he is often then identified by t he other specj_mens of an-
i ::nal s who se t ime of l iving is kn01tm, as well as by any artifacts he m.a.y 
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have left, all or any of which m~ be usefu~ for identification of his 
age and time. For many years it has been pretty well kno-vm at about what 
period certain extinct animals existed. 
HolT was that found out? Not too difficult. The earth itself, 
although still full of puzzles, has left some clues, some records, some 
clear pages of history which we have only recently become clever enough 
t o read. Records of any kihd, in order to be of most value, need to be 
dated. Reading the dates is not .always easy; but the scientists are dis-
covering maqy ways of reading the records left in the earth, dates and all. 
In places, li.ke the Grand Canyon of the Colorado River, for in-
stance, the earth ' s history book lies vdth the edges of the pages all ex-
posed, one upon the other until the whole pile is a mile thick, there for 
anyone to see and for properly educated folk to read. Fossils are the il-
lustrations. It is disappointing to find a plain llll.pictured page. 
The earth beneath our feet is, for the most part, made in layers, 
s ometimes in orderly arrangement just as they were laid down; though often 
with the layers or pages badly mixed, or even the bottom l~er-pages up, 
on top. Such a disarrangement has happened because movements of the earth 
inside itself have often elevated, lifted' buckled, folded or tfulted the 
strata, or l ayers, or even tipped them completely over Until they now ap-
. ,., ' . ~ ... :" \~ •. ~,; ,· :.:: :I ·\"' ~~; · ::. ~~ · · :~> •. •:¥, ,• .J.~ : ~_ (:_ ': ,! ', 
pear in reverse order to that in which they were first laid,- of course, 
originally, horizontal and flat. Sometimes the geology record ( 11geott,Gr. 
earth ) has a whole page or layer missing, illustrations and alll That 
makes the scientist extra work: the world has to be hunted over for a page 
like it to be fo1tnd somewhere else BO that the record can be completed by 
knowing the story told on that missing page. In this way geologists and 
paleontologists have kept the long earth-story continuous, in order, and 
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f a i r ly complete. 
At first there 1-rere not many men on the earth; so, even if they 
had all become fossils there would not have been a large tot al , of whi ch 
we should be finding only a faiT for our museums, now and then, and mostly 
by accident. Until man learned to raise his own food, only some 6 or 7 
t housand years ago, he was a comparatively rare species, there being not 
enough f ood that was dependable upon which to raise large families. Also, 
mos t of the land animal fossils found are the remains of creature s caught 
in bogs or quicksands where they could not escape, and so perished. Or 
they were drowned and carried do""m the rivers to quiet pools wher~~ t heir 
bones, .'sirlking to the bottom , were eventually covered wit h silt, t here 
t o become fossils. 
I feel sure that pre-history men when they laid them do1m t o die 
would have died less peacefully if they had known that !'!! some d~r would 
be disturbing their burial places and worrying about whose bones 1~ were 
f indiP..g and when and how long ago they were buriedl But even mor e amazed 
and not-tUlderstanding would a man of that long ago time have been had he 
even dreamed that some day a calendar-clock inside -the earth, perhaps that 
ve.ry moment ticking away hidden in the rocks below him, would be telling 
his secrets. He could not know that the clock buried bes ide him -vrouJ.d be 
more accurate help to scientists in finding out the l ength oft~! ance, 
f or instance, he lovingly and patient~ and excitedly painted the walls of 
. his cave than the sun was of help to him in the reckoning of the length of 
each d~ of his amazing life. 
But just that has come to pass. It used to be that, sometimes, 
in s pite of all their patient work and stuqy the geologists could not de-
cide to what earth · Jage some layer belonged. But, in just these last fe't..r 
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years, 1-Jhile men have been learning much about new elements in the earth 
from which they could get X-rays, and, now, atomic energy, they have dis-
covered, also, that those elements tell the age of the earth layers in which 
they are found. It is now common knowledge that radio-active rock-sub -
stance gives off its energy at a certain rate, finally breaking down into 
lead and. helium in certain proportion. Uranium, or radium-bearing rocks, 
by the percent of lead or helium still remaining in them thus give the 
scientist accurate account of the age of that rock by telling him how long, 
since it v1as first formed, the rock has lain in the earth. 
The difficult problem of telling the age of a l qyer of sediment-
ary rock, once laid d01-m in water, is, then, solved accurately when such a 
bit of radio-active rock can be discovered in it. Or, if none is found, 
hopefully, the layers abpve pr below that one may have such rock in th~ 
If so, the age of the layer in between can be guessed almost exactly • · 
Nature is giving up more and more of her secrets to curious man1 
Is it, do you think, safe for us to lmow so much? Can we be trusted with 
even so much knowledge as we now have? Do we know enough to make use of 
what we know? For instance: 
The fossil-finders so lately as in this present generation, have 
' 
established that there is now left on earth only one combined-species of 
man, though many varieties . We have come from one root-stalk, from which, 
as it grew u~~d, grew out a few branches definitely to the sides, here 
and there. We, of the few different races, are those branches,- each pro-
ducing a slightly different flavor of fruit . Or, we may say that the rae-
,, 
es are different-colored blossoms such as in my Christmas Fantasy the mag-
ic rose-tree bore - each year a different and exotic hue,- finally, one 
magical year, all, together, making a fit boquet of "Rx:lses For The King", 
' 
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(as the drama title indicates) - a gift for the Whole World of Peace., 
An apple tree in my garden, supposed to produce 5 varieties of 
apples, died, though tenderly cared for. It seemed unable to carry so 
much responsibil ity. 'Why? Obviously, because the branches were grafted,-
the root-st.a.lk was not "native 11 to them all, quite different from the case 
of the rose- tree of the Christmas drama, with roses all from one stem,- and 
so, successfull Our racial life is like that - springing from one Source, 
and, thus, possessed of inner harmony. No one surely knows at just what 
time each race started to branch out of the main stem; but all branches re-
ceived life equally from the parent-Life. Some Scientists would agree on 
much the order followed in this chart which supposes to shm·T the inter-
mingling blood streams of human races. This device makes a very striking 
chart or diagram, though it is a fact of connnon lmowledge that, a,ct ually, 
in producing a human being there is no exchange of blood from parent to 
- -
child. The new· creature makes his own blood as he grows, getting reaqy 
to be born. So this "blood streams of human races 11, -rrlth the flmvi ng of 
the li e-sustainihg:~_fluid f rom arteries to -.:reins and on into capillaries, 
is a very good visual aid to help our thinking about the closeness of our 
inter-connect,ions, though it is not to be taken as the scientific means 
by which those connections have been made. Characteristics are, rather, 
passed from parent to offspring through the 11genes 11 of the cell struc-
tures provided by the combtning sperm and ovum of the parents. This chart 
is a "symbol"; not a photograph. Remember that a.s you study its interest-
ing connecting lines. Though it tends to be a bit misleading, if carelesse 
ly used, it is very significant if studied intelligently. I know of none 
better or more clear, though no two scientists exactly agree on what they 
believe to be the fine and exact reJ~t5_ons bet-vreen peoples . 
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The Blood Streams of Human Races1 
1 Figure # 58 from Ernest Albert Hooton's ~~the ~ 
(A few :games have been omitted,, for clarity. See preceding page, 135 for 
explanation of this Chart and warning as to how to use it! ) 
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THE "MISSING LINK" 
Until recently, that is, almost up .·until now, I have thought 
that we would never find "the Missing Link", the last next-to-human crea-
ture that lived immediately before true man appeared on the earth. It did 
seem fair enough for God to keep one secret safe away from our bold curios-
ity. But now I am not so sure. So many fossil remains of almost-men apes 
as well as of ape-like men have been found in various parts of the world, 
eespecially in Africa, that some one of them might even be the ancestor, or 
~ ancestor who was neither ape ~ man; but from whom the apes 1 line went 
its own way, while we started along a slightly different one toward our 
manhood. 
Of course, it is small wonder that none has been found, even 
though there may be some waiting for man to find. There can never have 
been many, altogether, in the Pliocene period of the world. It has been 
estimated ( .or guessed) that not more than a few thousand man-like crea-
tures, 'proto-humans',- that is, 'so-called hmnan beings' lived at any one 
time in the world. (Perhaps the people living now are about i of all who 
have lived during the years since first man came on the scene. Life was 
~ hard. Groups of these proto-humans, early man-like creatures, lived 
separated far apart from each other. If some disaster came upon a group, 
such troubles as an epidemic of sickness, or enemies, or flood, or famine, 
it was not easy to get help. It could mean death for every member of the 
group. 
The change-over from man-like ape to ape-like man vould not have 
happened very often, anyway, so the number of 'links 1 could never have been 
many at any one.: time, not even in all the places where they occurred over 
the world. Thus a disaster to wipe out one group would mean that that 
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section, that many of the line of alreaqy scarce human-sort of ~eings would 
be totally lost. They could not again begin from primitive ancestor forms 
in that place , in all probability. 
We still have not seen the authentic fossil "link"; but we are 
still looking. I should like to join the huntJ Why don't you? At the very 
least, read up on the fairly recent finds in East Africa. The wars in China 
have, we hope, only temporarily, discontinued the finding of some of the 
oldest known fossil remains of man. (The first one found, called Sinanthro-
pus Pekinensis, was lost at sea during the Japanese occupation of China dur-
ing the last War, as it was, presumably1 being taken to safe ~ y, as being the 
most. recently prec~ous of all the skull-finds of primi ti e :manl ) 
Asia and Africa have , so far, been the richest fields, for there 
are found t he kind of apes that seem to be our nearest cousins, though they 
do not recognize us and we are not on good speaking terms with them. No 
one yet lmows of any better place to explore than in one of these two pos-
sible "cradle (s) of man". However, we can leave it a few more years until 
you are ready to be an archaeologist, anthropologist, or other lover of an-
tiques and go digging in some far lands. It 1vill be no use to dig in your 
own back yard nor in that of your neighbors, for, so far as can be known, 
man did ~ develop or evolve on the American continents. 
Or, have you decided on being a "Coordinator" of living peoples? 
Shall I tell you a "tall tale 11 , an~ EXTRA? 
One summer in the early 1920's a strange happening took placel 
A group of six venturesome women had taken a trip into the far mountains 
of North China, first by train, then donkey-back some 6 days' journey to 
a little-known Trappist 1-'.l(mastery, just to ''lmok see". After a night in "the 
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Guest House, well rested, well fed on dark bread, S"weet red wine and deli-
cious cheeses, well satisfied with our trip we bo1red good bye to our Hosts, 
starting home toward Peking this time on larger mules, to shorten a d~ from 
the journey. 
I do not know how far we had come from the Monastery's mountain 
fastness, when it happened; but we were still winding down a path around 
and between wild hills, a most beautiful, wooded, but apparently untenant-
ed country. Only when at odd times we stopped to rest, boil drinking water 
from a stream, eat or briefly nap, in less than our short snatched half hour, 
a group of intensely interested spectators would materialize, coming from 
who-could-not-imagine where to gaze upon our strangeness; but when we dis-
appeared again along our trail the mountainfolk would be seen no more. 
Our mounts were an unassorted lot and did not travel at the same 
rate, stnung out with long gaps between. For some time the rider ahead had 
not been glimpsed; those following were far behind. There was :the feeling 
of being the only on-goer in a green and silent universe, when, - - - There 
he wasJ A creature out of the past - the very very long-ago past (but one 
living in the present.l. 
Both because, at that time, of having only something rather more 
than a general interest in human antiques, and, more, of there being no 
possible reason for expecting to meet a sub-human in that place, I was not 
PsYChically prepared for what appeared. SUddenly, around a bend, there he 
was,- waiting, all prepared for the next comer. And I was that oneJ To 
~ startled eyes he seemed less than human. His head, with a brutish face 
topped by a shock of rough hair, was thrust heavily f'orward as though it 
bowed him down. 
Probably he had. just been disturbed by the passing of the forward 
rider ; was well prepared for the next one, and was waiting in deadly earnest. 
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In each hand was a great stone. His arms were swinging forward and back, 
forwa;rd and hack in steady rhythm, ready to let both field stones fly. In 
that stooped posture the low-swinging arms looked preternaturally long and 
fully able to carr,y out their silent threat! 
I was upon his view, and gone from him! If he had meant to deal 
out punishment to the next disturber of his peace his slow mind had no ad-
equate time to act. It was all over and past; I was carried too swiftly 
out of his range; but that appalling apparition has come before Dzy' mind's 
eye often since that day, and with it a regret that it would, probably, not 
have been possible to do a detour, find his village, make friends, and solve 
his mystery. Doubtless, in arry event, I should have learned only that he 
was a retarded sub-normal man and not a sub-human, after all. 
At any rate, only friends would have told me his history; and 
it takes time to make friends! 
IV. 
W HEN? 
("When did it all begin?"} 
( Back to the front of the book ! ) 
IN THE BEGINNING 
Chaos and a Plan: 
" ••• the earth was waste and .void 11 -
God said: 'Let there be light. • 11 
Dawn of Intelligence: 
11 And there was light. 11 
Dawn of Invention: 
11 
.And God said: 'let us make man in our own image. 1 11 
Dawn of Religion: 
11 And man became a living soul." 
"The splendid discontent of God with Chaos, made the world; 
and from the discontent of man the world's best progress springs.nl 
1 Ella 1-Jh.eeler Wilcox 
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I knew of a History teacher who taught the subject backward -
beginning .frpm NOW. Did you ever read a book backwards? I often did,-:my 
favorite indoor sport; and so~times do nows sta.rt near the end and read 
on to see if the first is going to be worth bothering about~ If so, then 
I begin at the .first page and read to the middle. It is a good way .for 
me and the easiest wqy to read Earth's auto-biography, too. It is much eas-
ier to begin with the last page, which is the part of the Earth's crust 
where we live, than to begin deep in tho ground with an older layer. 
w~ have been considering man and what he has done; but there is 
much more to the story than just his part of it, which is, actually, a~ 
small part in the long history of the globe. Man is a late arrival; he came 
late onto the scene. When he appeared somewhere in the Pleistocene, the lat-
est geologic age of the Earth, he found the Earth ready .for him. He could 
not know what it had been like before he made his entrance. I£ he thought 
about it at all he must have supposed it had always been as he found it. He 
certainlY could not guess how long Earth had been getting ready for him, nor 
how long he himself had been a-preparing to arriye so well developed. 
It used to be thought that the world was created only 3 or 4,000 
years B.C. Now we know it was thousands of millions,- which puts it into 
billions of years longer ago than that. Now the date is calculated at not 
less than two, though probably not IOOre than 5 billion years ago.! It makes 
us feel rather small and humble to know how long man had been·,.expected and 
what trouble and p$ilins had been taken to get ready to welcome him. It seems 
that when we know that we men are set at the peak, the crowning of all crea-
tion it would make us want to take more care to conduct ourselves as kingsJ 
(Not as the child rhyme : "This world is so full of a number of things, I 
think we should all be as happy as kingi!J",- rather too light-hearted!) 
CONTINENTS - and Revolution. 
(Back to the Front of the Book) 
If man could have lived in the world long ago and far away in 
time, when the lands where now we live were still in the growing stage 
and interestingly changing their shapes, he could have had a marvelous 
and exciting time 1 Even now when t.Je have airplanes and ships we cannot 
always travel to Europe or Asia jrust whenever we choose. But a man 
with two legs cquld have ma.de the journey on foot from Brazil in South 
America to Africa across the narrow land bridge that is supposed to have 
once connected the two continents, ( if he could have lived that longl ) 
Or, if he felt curious to see where the sun went as it depart-
ed out of sight at nightfall he could have started westward, and by keep-
ing on North and West along the connecting land-w~s between North Amer-
ica and the area to the Northwest he would finally have found himself in 
what is now North Asia., 
Or, much earlier, if he didn 1t too much mind a rather super-hot 
ride,he cotud even have sat out the journey by st~ right with the North 
and South American continents as they separated from the crystallized mass 
and floated across the fiery sea until they found a solid bed of alreaqy 
hardened black basalt to rest upon for a foundation and settled permanent-
~ where the American continents now appear in our geographies. 
But he could have found no food any where, either on the life-
less rocks or in the molten sea. Now and then a great rain would have 
fallen to cool him, but it would have boiled right back up into the sky al-
most before he could catch a drop to drink. 
There would have been plenty of excitement on all around him 
all the way: meteors flashing, meteorites blasting out places for lakes 
in the rock ledgeJ Beside the lifeless rock where he sat, volcanoes were 
spouting for interestJ But a burned up black cinder couldn 1 t have enjoyed 
any of it, and a black cinder is what that lonely man would have been. 
What we have imagined about the man was all a fantasy; but the 
happenings in the earth may well have been · factl No manJ No animall No 
plant! Nothing but chaos and confusionJ 
No wonder man ~d not appear on the earth for 2 billion more 
yearsJ Not even the simplest plants or animals could live as early as 
our stor,y. There was no place cool enough for them to live, and no air 
fit for them to breathe. 
But wait! Back of the heat and confusion there must be a PLAN. 
Yes, work on the world was just beginning. Every great task needs time; 
and God, the Creator, had plenty of time. He always has plenty of time. 
He is patient. Time is nothing to Him. A hymn sings: "A thousand ages 
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in His sight are like an evening gone,- short as a watch • • • 11 , a little 
spaceful of time, in the long hoU.rs of the night. When you have made your 
way to the end of this Section IV you will think l,ooo,ooo,ooo years are 
to Him but as a moment is to usJ The time it has taken for the earth to 
be made ready for man's world-home is so long that we cannot even think 
about it. The time it has taken man to develop from his simple beginnings 
is so long that our minds cannot realize what it all means. But we can 
try. We ~ try, because, so far as we know, mankind is the "crown of all 
creation", and a crown is above all other things; it is a very precious 
thing,- most ~recious. 
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If v-1e 1-1ere meant to be the 11croim of creation 11 ought ive not to be better 
and 1viser than -vre are ? It 't•Jill help us in being wiser if we knm-r more a.-
bout how long and hard and glorious a struggle it has been for man to come 
this far . Being better does not, however, depend on knowledge. It depends 
on 1-rhat 1-1e will to do and be; but knowledge v.;d.ll he~p us to see 1-rhat sort 
of persons ·He are, and to decide vrisely 11rhat we vrant to become and what we 
can be. It is possible for man to get what knoi-rledge he needs (if he is 
- . 
avrare of needing it. ) 
"Homo Sapiens 11 means 11}1an the 1rlise 11 or 11 the Knowing One. tt That 
name sets man apart from animals and above them. For, although many ani-
mals are extraordinarily intelligent and even know much that man does not 
know, and can do many things a man cannot do, still an animal is strict~ 
lirilited in what it is possible for him to kn0""1j vmile the possibility of 
man ' s knowledge seems ·to be l imitle ss . Through the ages there have been 
ma..TJY seemingly i.rnpassable barriers to further knowledge; but man has brok-
en through them one by one . 
"Adam" was a smart, wise man ; but the man Linnaeus was wiser 
even than Adam. It was he,- and he "tvas right, who gave the name "Homo 
Sapie!ls" to the one member of the animal kingdom who stands erect, with 
his feet on the ground and his head in the skies! 
But, alas, man is not always 1'wise ,); and he often thinks he 
11knotvs" things to be so that are not really so . It is good to knovr. Al-
so, it is good to feel that one knows much. But it is not wise to feel 
that one kno-vm so much until one knows much more l And by then, new knmv-
ledge v-rill be stretching its possible w~ ahead, and we shall be taking 
off up the road after it so f ast that we shall have no time nor energy 
left to feel "cocky" . 
At the present, the things most important for man to know, and 
which he seems determined ~ to learn, are things about himself,- all be-
ing things that ~be known; and -v1e are already well into the excit:ing a 
adventure of finding out many of them, hopeful~ before this 20th Century 
is past. "1Lhout himself" dees~mt necessarily mean about ~human be:ing 
alone and separatezy; but about all together, tmich includes the "neigh-
bors 11 in village, state, country and on into the nations of the world. 
iie here have begun a long journey into the ways of "MAN 11,-~ 
men, - manld.nd; and, as we proceed, "we shall see what 1r1e shall seel 11 
let's gol 
But, - stopl s tay! Wait a momentJ Do we know where we are go-
ing? Have we a road map? . Have we a plan of procedure? In fact, has 
there been a plan for our journey thus far? Surely man has not been blind-
ly stumbling along? The progress of pri'IJlitive man 'tvould answer, · "No"; 
though could he have been conscious of a Plan? Again, "No. 11 
But, of course there has been a plan. 
"Something" does not come from 11nothin.g 11, which is to say that 
1) there has to be a beginning; 
2) something with which to begin, and, 
3) Some One to start it off. 
All of which , naturally, requires a PLAN. 
Note: You will want to carefully study with your Adult C01mselor, Teacher 
or Parent, the geologic chart at the end of both this and the Adult 
Volume. Amazing! 1'V'Jhat God hath wrought! n 
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Introduction to The Plan: 
Close to the beginning of the 1800 1s, Ochenfuss, a young teach-
er in Germ.any, world.ng with tadpoles, from the fertilized ovum to the full-
grown larva, courageously made this declaration: 
" 'In early geological times we were little bubbles. 
Then we formed groups of bubbles, acquired a sldn and 
an intestine, turned into a ldnd of worm. Then we grew 
gip.s, changing into fish and batrachia. • 11 
His Teacher, Blumenbach, disqai.n.fully and with almost a sneer, challenged: 
11 'And then into reptiles, quadrupeds, and human beings! t 
110chenfuss refused to. be sidetracked. 
• A Iey"sterious law of nature', he said defiantly 1 'obliges 
all animate beings to develop steadily to higher levels, 
till they reach the top - - - all other animals have 
tripped over the manifold obstacles of life• Every · ani-
mate being except Man is a case of repressed growthl • " 1 
We cannot now:, in this present, know what we can become, though, often we 
. -
seem to still be mostly 'bubbles 1 l But even 'bubbles' had the sense to 
get together and to "develop to higher levels. 11 The bubbles reached their 
top level in usl Mirabile dictul- which is Latin for "strange to relate 11 1 
We can but admire them and write them off to biological history; for what 
really matters is that we become able to be our own best selves in a.cy sit-
uation; _ and what !! may be in the future surely depends upon what, in thi~ 
present, we are making of our every moment. That 1 s going to keep us buql 
1 This story taken from Herbert Wendt, ~Search .2£ Adam, p. 177 
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THE PLAN - and how it worked out • 
I am not sure that man oan or will find out all the answers 
to all the questions he can think to ask about the universe. But 
in the le.st 100 years more questions have been answered than i n all 
of previous years since 'Homo sapiens', 'Man the wise' began to 
ask questions . There are many still to ansYvert What do you think 
is the hardest? 
How about this onel 
"Where did LIFE come from?" 
Tha t is harder than: "'Which was first_,the hen or the egg?" 
That one is easyt 
The egg , of cours e. So far as· our ·general : kil.owledgegoes , 
without some sort of 'egg' or ovum no living thing comes forth; 
(though ma rvelous experiments are now on the way!) 
The ~gg' is not always like the ones visible to us; dinosaur eggs; 
or goos e eggs; or plant seeds. It may be more simple than an egg 
or ovum, some form of ' cell' seen only by help of e. microscope; 
or even something less than a cell. (The scientists will soon be 
telling us.) 
The easiest way to explain to a small child is to s ay that all 
living things have oome from eggs; they must do so. Seed s are eggs ; 
and eggs are seeds. A Cell i s an "egg"; an ovum tegg) is a germ-eel~ 
The simple word "egg~ is spelled ju~t so in Icelandic; in the 
s imples t language, .Anglo Saxon it is "aeg", - simple names for the 
s i mple beginnings of life. 
But we ere not small children, We need not stop there with our 
understanding, for the ovum or egg or cell is not so simple , aft er 
a l l. I t s eems as though the uni- cellular or one-celled form of 
1.50 
lite, such as a protozoan, can do nothing much but keep on living 
by dividing into two and then two again and so on and on and on-----
However, although it can not IS~parate into different body tissues 
it does have the energy to separate into other single cells just 
like itself. That seems to be sort of " forever and forever" kind 
of life. It would seem to give a simple cell the gift of immort-
ality, a never-coming- to-an-end. 
/ ._ ·. ·. But e.t 1 east one scientist disagrees. He says ''No" - it does 
not live forever, because when it divides, the cell is no longer 
itself, - it is then two other oelf.s o .Y 'beings •. 
I suppose be is right - the two cells can not be exactly the 
same if they are "other". 
Here is room tor thought, even in so small a thing as one cell 
1/100 of an inch long and to be seen only under a microscope. No, 
not so simple. For instance, the lowly Amoeba, though only a single 
cell has its oval center or nucleus surrounded by a granular mass 
of material which again has around it a clear outer layer. That 
sounds like the description of an egg, except that "egg" usually 
brings to our minds a picture of a shell-protected oval mass. 
However, that shell protection came later, It was a great in-
vention, a safety invention which made laying eggs on land more con-
venient than for creatures to have to return into the water to lay 
their soft eggs (as frogs have to do). It made sure the precious 
egg would notbe so easily harmed even on dry land. But it had some 
inconvenience too; the egg-shelled egg could no longer movet It had 
to stay in one place. 
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Here the .Amoeba, one cell with no protection, still had an 
advantage. It could move itself by false feet or pseudopods,(2 Greek 
words pseudo, false and pod, foot). The pseudopods were not feet 
at all. They were formed by the clear layer of the cell that out-
pushed into little feet-like shapes which filled with some of the 
granular material. These outpushings were then useful for locomo-
tion, or moving along from one .. '·plaoe to another, (Latin, locus, place 
and moto, to move) {Did yo~ ever watch -jelly-fish move itselfl ) 
Since the one~cell - creature has no separate tissues or parts, 
it has to make use of the pseudopods; not only as feet, but also to 
engulf, or swallow up food found in the water. Somehow the minute 
bits of food circulate through the cell and are digested. 
Vfuat more could a creature want? Living, moving, sensitive to 
food, light and heatt Why not be content? Why try to be anything 
more or different? 
.And, such protozoans, those simple forms of living creatures 
were content to remain simple for ages upon untold· ages. But, after 
perhaps 800 M years, - Can you think that?---- discontent began to 
stir even within the unicells.~After all," we might have guessed that 
it would happen1 Life would notbe life unless it could impro~e. 
"Protozoan" means in the Greek, "proto" "first" and zoan, animal", -
the simple-cell-creature,- a "First Animal"! 
Amazing! How long would it be until one cell here and another 
one there could find some way to make a tiny change? Even. the 
slightest "mutation", or change, if a useful one would count toward 
improvement. 
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Perhaps the creature .could pull part of itself ins ide to rorm 
a long tube. That would make sort of a stomach to take care or rood. 
Then it would be wise to find a way to grow a skeleton. Even one 
on the outside, a shell, would be better than nothing ror support. 
Later, oh, much later, the ha.rder parts could be moved inside to 
make a jointed skeleton-
It was just like building rirst a one-room cottage; then add-
ing more rooms and improvements, bit by bit. The growing organism 
as the ncreature" with organs could now be called, needed to have one 
improvement and then another. From the beginning it was sensitive, 
it could feel light and heat and hunger~llt:ilight is not much good 
without an eye to use it. Heat and cold do not mean much unless the 
body has some way to find a place that is exactly comrortable ror it. 
So it came to be that each creature needed a brain t o guide its 
lire. Even the worm needed a little brain, and began to grow one, 
just a knotted lump on the end or a "notochord",- a chord like 
cartilage running down the "notos" (Greek "back"). Ir that lum:o did 
some good work ror the worm or what-had-you, the lump would grow. 
And gr~1 it did,-as we should know,- for, ir it hadn't, we could 
not now be reading this page. And our blood-system-that keeps us at 
constant temperature (warm or cool, which ever we need ) came from 
such simple beginnings also. Real limbs became necessary,- Oh- this 
.is just leaping from mountain top to mountain peakt There were many 
valley-times, slow times, in between when created beings seemed to 
make no upward progres s at all. Then , suddenly , or so it may have 
been ,-we cannot surely know- along with the small changes that had 
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become fixed so that they were being passed from one generation of 
living things to the next; there would come great times of quickly 
moving upward again~ 
Your teacher can tell you about the evening primroses in the 
garden of Dr. Six, where, ~aying no attention to any more small 
changes, suddenly that garden of flowers blossomed out with many new 
' ' 
kinds right im with the old ordinary ones.l That was wildly excitingt 
For the first time someone himself saw Nature put forth new, very dif - ~ 
ferently new forms quickly, without waiting for any more small chang-
esl Probably ever since living forms were first created on the earth 
that very thing had, now and then, here and there, been happening, 
though no one had seen it before. 6'urely, Nature had not always wait-
ed for the slow, steady, usual way of small change; but ~ad some-
times burst out in newness, had made a great leap, had tried many 
new improvements at once~ 
Of course, not all· ·would be successful. Some would. prove to be 
better than others, or more suitable for the pla·ce they had to live. 
Those would be chosen to continue. They would live on, survive to 
give the new improved form to children and grandchildren. (Do plants 
have grand-children?) They might perhaps then change no more; but 
change nas , we know now , always been possible. And change has always 
come; from the lower to the higher and on to higher-yett That is the 
plan of' evolution. "Evolution" should be written with a capital 
like a proper name, for there seems to be much within it of a Plan 
carried out with wisdom and all the on-going energy of' a Person. 
1 Also, briefly t old, this Volume, p.l59, 160 
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It took time to ,,~,rork out the Plan. From an earth-ball of gas, 
through "no life" for a thousand million years of time just to 
get ready for the simplest cell! For the simplest Protozoans to 
appear in the warm shore-waters another 800 million years or less. 
Then more than 600 million years again until jelly fishes and 
their like had a digestive system inside. Eighty million years 
~ to grow jointed bodies, make a crusty skeleton outside, run 
a spinal cord down the back and tie it into a knot on the end. 
When did eyes appear? In another 65 million years or so-there 
wer e backbones for some fish-like creatures, that is, skeletons 
were moving inside,- (a great moving dayt) 
By that time it would need only about 35 million years 
more for some water creatures to ~egin to breathe air. Things 
were moving fast t .In 40 or more million years some water-dvvell-
ers learned to live as well on land; air bladders had changed to 
lungs for them .. 
The lands became full of tropical plants, giant ferns, leafy 
trees that grew up almost over night and made food for the giant . 
reptiles that sprawled and floundered everywhere for 150 million 
years. 
We have now come through ancient days before history began 
up to the age when the dinosaurs died. off and gave the little 
hiding mammals a chance to come out and begin their long journey 
up and up. That was 75 million years ago. The ttme i s coming 
nearer and nearer to man. Near? 1 '? M, 1~ M years ago the grow-
ing brain stopped telling an animal what to do and began direct-
ing a ~ and telling him how to behavet 
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Do you call that near to us ? 
-. . 
Well, let us say, near-er to us, for it increasingly seems pos-
sible that not far from 1 million years ago men and woman, boys and girls 
not very unlike us, did st~t living in the worlds of Asia and Africa. 
They had almost everything to learn; but went at it with such energy, per-
sistence and so good a will that,- here !! are! If they know about us, as 
I suppose they must, are they, I wonder, content with the end product for 
which they made such valiant beg_inning? 
A sensible man wrote a nonsense verse so full of sense I 've 
borrowed it f or you, Do you get 1 t? 
"Oh, who that ever lived and loved 
Can look upon an egg unmoved? 
The egg it is the source of all. 
1 Tis everyone's ancestral hall. 
The bravest chief that ever fought, 
The lowest thief that e'er was caught, 
The gem-crowned King, the gypgy yegg, 1 
They each and all came from an egg. 
The rocks that once by ocean's surge 
Beheld the first of eggs ·emerge -
Obscure, defenseless, small and cold -
They little knew what eggs could· hold. 
The gifts the ·reverent Magi gave, 
Pandora's box, Aladdin 1 s cave, 
Wars, loves, and kingdoms, heaven and hell 
All lay "Within that tiny shell. 
Oh, join me gentlemen, · ! beg, 
In honoring our friend, the egg." 
1 Line altered by H.F.B. 
2 Anon. From Satire- Broad~ otherwise,(SUhtreasur,y of American Humor)p.209 
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CHANJE - and how it ·oomes about. 
It used to be thought,- and not very long ago - only about the time 
of ll\V grandfather, that each different species of plant and animal life had 
been created separately. That would certainly have kept God even busier than 
He -has been, and He hasbeen plenty bus,y. He has kept right on with cref,tion: 
but not in that way, not by single acts of 1 spontaneous generation 1 - mean-
ing new, on the spot beginnings, each one happening alone. Evolution through 
which creation has actually been car.ried on is a far more reasonable and won-
derful method. There are so many w~y.s in which improvement has moved creat-
ed things evez upward and onward that Mutation, Change, or Advance might be 
better words than Evolution. 
Although the single simple cell continued to divide alwaYs into two 
more exactly the same, somewhere along the way of repetition, of seemingly 
endless sameness, something different, startling and new happened. Change en-
tered in. The sameness was broken. It could net go on so forever. If there 
was ever going to be anything in the world more exciting than cells,- just 
jelly droplets, with no mouth, no stomach, no brain, something had to happen. 
And it did, 'now and then, here and there: some break in the pattern would oc-
cur, nothing that could be watched as it was taking place even if there had 
been some observer present at each juncture. Only the result would be appar-
ent after the change had taken place. 
Changes, mutations, in cells can now be caused in the science labor-
atory, for example, by exposing a cell to radiation. It is reasonable to sup-
pose that occasionally some cell would happen to stray into the path where ra-
diation could attack it, outside the laboratorY in natural surroundings. Then, 
if it survived the bombardment and came off victorious it would come out from 
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the battle in some way a different cell than it had been before. Radiation 
is only one kind of irritation that can cause change mder controlled ex-
periment; but it is one rather familiar to us, if f'or no other reason, be-
cause of much discussion of 11radio-active fall-out" from atomic explosions. 
t Gross 1 , (10r great bodily changes in the forms of living things, 
caused through the influence of environment, have long been noticed. The 
conditions surrounding the life of every living thing are, of course, re-
sponsible for the well-being of plant or animal. Professor Boaz in his In-
troduction to General Anthropologyl has noted that: 
~:_ -~ • plants taken from low places to high altitudes • • • 
apave thej stems shortened. 
f!Crustace~rliving' ·in ' -salt : . • • water change their types 
according to the salinity • • • 
"Rats change the length of' their tails according to the 
temperature in which they are raised. · 
11Animals of Arctic and high altitudes, e.g. polar bear, 
hare, ptarmigan, have white fur and feathers. 11 
We realize that people are not .less sensitive than plants and an-
imals, and can change, too. And they have been changing. Through the stuey 
of ~ and plant fossils much is now know of the great changes in the 
past ages, though they were always so thousands or millions of years slaw 
that it could not have been noticeable. Fossil remains of mankind are so 
few and so scattered, and are not found in series from lew forms to higher 
as though laid out for a museum exhibit of specimens showing aud.den chang-
es:-"mutations" similar to those we were above noting in the single cell 
s tructures; therefore, can hardly be hoped for. 
Great thinkers, throughout the ages, have been bothered by the 
suspicion that man, ·as well as plants and animals, had arrived on larth 
by slow s t ages of very small changes beginning from the simplest forms of 
life. Charles Darwin, (who, interestingly, was born the same day as Lin-
coln - both of them to later become 11emancipators 11 of man's enslaved tlto'ught 
l Page.s- :20, 2 2 
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about Man) was not the first to come to the conclusion that 'Hhat he called 
"Evolution" ha~ been the method of man1 s ·arrival on the globe. That is, one 
form t s developing out of another had been Nature 1 s main procedure all along. 
Others were working on the theory, too; but no one before Darwin either could 
or dared say straight out what he thought to be the truth. It seemed rather 
shocking, (though I do not see why) for man to have developed from lower crea-
tures. Rather, it seems to me, to have been a supreme act of Reverent Imagin-
ation to have started with 11nothing 11 and finally cane out With us. I have on-
ly lately learned what saddened and made me a little wistful: that the gentle 
Charles Darw.i..n was profoundly disturbed over the conclusions of his scien-
tific studies and thinking, nis distress over the burden of telling out 
what he believed to be the truth about the laws of Nature 1 s working s€1: =deep, 
his health brote, leaving him a partial invalid the rest of his life. Mbst 
people preferred to believe in the ~and-Eve method, so the scientists 
who believed otherwise had hard going. 
Even so short a time ago as Darwin, thinking was not very wide nor 
generous. .Among other paints there were at least four clear ones, that most 
people did not see; though to us now they are ~ "pointed". One was (and 
is) that God is God and, being the Creator of all things can use whatever 
method He chooses to create. All methods are His, and wonderful: one is 
no more •sacred' than another; all .. tools -: .to:;Jiis ::hand, working-·,c:mt ·His . Plan. 
Another is that growth {seed to giant Sequoia; egg to dinosaur) is quite 
evidently a basic law of Nature. Just because the growth of man from the 
simplest beginnings :in lost time-past is, seemingly, more difficult to 
trace than is the progress of each human embryo until its birth it· does 
not make it less possi bl e. Nei ther can be understood. 
Three - No theory scient ifically arrived at can be in conflict with religion. 
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Science and religionlare now seen to be two different ex!:>ressions of the 
world arld ': tho~ht of man: they go "hand in hand"; they are neither ~hand, 
nor are they ~ hands beating against each Gther. 
Folll" - The writers of the Bible story were maldng an inspired poem and a be-
ginning chapter to start their nation 1 s histor,y. They were not trying to 
write a chapter on Science, of which they knew next to nothing. However, 
strangely enough , though I am sure it just 1happened• so, in the Creation 
poem of Genesis, chapter one, the 11sixth-day 11 stanz;. telling the cr eation 
of ''living creatiures" goes straight on uninterruptedly with the creation 
of m.anl 
We cannot here enter into description of the deep truths which 
are religion, nor of pure science,either. Perhaps your Adult Counselor can 
take time and thought and will want to wisely help you here, if you are in-
terested; but the above should be sufficiently plain for the present purpose. 
The deep-thinking scientists not only had to contend with narrow-
minded ideas around them; but there was a difficult question troubling their 
own minds. It was this: How is it that when changes whi ch ~ have oc-
curred were so slight and so slow, so few and so far apart in time, at .last 
it has added up to such a great change as from AMOEBA TO MAN?l ? There was 
no evidence on this case before the jury of science - until - one great 
day - it happened! Right before a man's eyes the !ruth had sprung into 
blossom! 
The Adult Volume has more details; but here is the outline of 
the Mtstery of Mutation: 
About the time Charles Darwin had to leav this world and hi.B: 
· still unsolved pr oblems, a Hollander, Dr. Six, planted a great garden of 
flowers f or show. Close beside it was 8n abandoned potato patch gone to 
1 Note: We cannot here enter into discussion of the deep true meaning of 
11religion 11 ; nor of 11pure science 11i either. Perhaps your Counselor 
can take time and thought and wil want to wisely help you here. 
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weeds. A yellow evening primrose, feeling crowded in the too-full flower 
bed, moved over into the neglected unused potato field, drove out the weeds 
and settled in to enjo.y itself there, to the extent of self-seeding a solid 
acre of brilliant yellow bloom. 
Dr. DeVries, a Botany Professor out hunting for curiosities in 
the plant world, ran his experienced eye over that gorgeous sun-colored 
field - and - there it wasl He must have felt like the first created man 
for he suddenly saw what no man in all the ages of the world had ever seen 
beforel Evolution b.Y a big jump - not by small selected variations - was 
right before his human eyes! 
What was it? 1 A new species ,- no, two, 'With leaves and flowers 
of completely different shapesl But·'.· , wedged so tightly into the midst 
of all the crowd of the normal, ordinar,y primroses that there could be no 
le~st doubt of their having come from the seeds of primroses in that same 
field,- there they werel - a sudden change, a genuine 'mutation' by Nature. 
The astontshed man took cuttings of the new, really ~ plants to 
Amsterdam to test them in the botanical gardens. It was truel They came 
true to the new pattern, and the theory of evolution soon had new .evidence 
that could be observed as it was being produced£ 
11The mysterious plants from Dr. Six 1 s field produced within 
13 years seven entirely new species, ••• some giant forms, 
some dwarfs, and one wonderfully beautiful specimen ••• 
, . ~ '"·. wliich--~ tran'smi:tted ·their~:characteristics nl in the same form 
in every new planting of their seeds,- "It seemed that one 
species did not deYelop grad~ ~t of ~pther but at a 
single stride. 11 2 . 
~ too bad Darwin was not there to seel If only he could have known for sure, 
what he had already suspected but for which he had not yet found certain 
proofl Now it was known for certain that progress had not alw~s come about 
through petty changes~ though they had helped it along, between •mutations 1 • 
1 Wendt reporting, "In Search~~~~, page 316 
2 ibid, p. 314 
· .. 
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Man lives by miracles new every morning from the hand of God. Yet, 
each time I remember this mir~cle of the primroses I am excited all afreshJ 
, 
Science is now a far sharper tool than it was 70 years ago when 11Nature 11 , our 
•casual ' name for God's 'causal' power, repeated one miracle that man had 
missed all along the line and repeated it when and where it could at last be 
seen ~ man. 'l.bat seems to me more marvelous than even the exr...eriments now 
being done in the laboratories; pr the 3 foot high carrots and the cabbages 
5 yards across being made to grow in fields of the Soviet Union, through ac-
tion of fantastic fungi spread over the soil.l 
However, small, gradual physical change can sometimes be seen as 
well and the results measured: for i~stance, the largening feet of Chinese 
students due to better food, increased activity such as games in Primary 
school and athletics in Higher schools. Evident within this generation, 
the bodies of the Japanese, too, have grown taller because of better food 
and wider range of exercise. They should maintain these gains of size and 
resistance if environment continues to improve for them. In regard to such 
improvement the great nations of the world have much responsibility for the 
good of all. One thing necessary is ceasing to put extra contamination or 
·poisoning into t he air t hrough atomic blast 11f all-out 11 , thus spoiling the 
ocean f or fi sh which is the principal food supp~ for the little islands 
· of the Pacific. There is considerable scientific opinion that holds those 
in auhl1ority to account for failing to check further added danger from ra-
diation with its possibility of even altering still unborn human beings in 
unfortunate ways . 
What does this have to do with Young People who have no voice in 
affairs having to do with peoples of other nations? How many years from 
1 London report by Associated Press from }bscow radio, June 3rd, 1958 
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voting age are you? About what things must you be intelligent in arder to 
wisely use your RIGHT to express youself through the ballot? Are you going 
to wait until time to be wise before you begin to acquire knowledge? Now is 
the time to exercise intelligent interest in public and world affairs."It 
may be later th~ you think" is 1time:cy• warning lest our opportunities 
creep upon us unawares and find us unprepared and regretful. Being intelli--
gent is no easier now than it was for primitive man, though there are :roore 
helps along the way toward that end. 
We must not take so short a view of our own projects that we can-
not see the long-range, the seemingly far-from-us affairs of our neighbors . 
Sputniks in the skyJ 11f'all.-out 11 in the sea; food supply short there while 
here is unwanted, 'unused surplus; - all these things make us realize that 
we are distant strangers no longer. We are close neighbors; and the better 
we treat our neighbors, the more interested in them we are~ : .. the better we 
shall like them and the better they will like us. 
Do you remember the first sorrow story in the Bible, and how Cain 
who had wronged his brother and taken his life siad impudently to God who 
questioned his act: "Am I my brother's keeper?" God sternly made him a-
ware that, true: he was. And so are we: -brothers' keepers. 
Perhaps when change occurs, visibly, in bodies it does not seem so 
important as when it is known that minds, too, are possible of change, for 
better or worse. Environment, that is,physical, mental ,moral, and social 
surroundings, counts here also. Barnett, writing of The Human Species, 1 
says: "There is now much direct evidence that intelligence is considerab:cy 
influenced not only by genetic tthat is~ inborn] variation between individu-
als but · also by environmental differences ••• 11 "Changes that have permanent 
effects on IQ are those which last for some years, and this applies particu-
1 Page llO 
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larly to changes that occur before the child is 1 years old. 11 
This is not outside our Young-People "sphere of influence" even 
·if that is a big political term. Even such despised small matters as doing 
our share to keep our own neighborhoods in good condition and the litter and 
mess out of our own back Y11<rds, our hall ways and stairs swept and our waste 
papers put into suitable containers, are matters influencing envirorunent. 
Jrny child can grow better and be a better person in clean, orderly beauti-
ful surroundings; that is one of the "Rights" for 1 Abundant life 1 • And, 
the child !llaY' be your ovm little brother. 
Making yourself, making ourselves, responsible in arr:r or all o£ 
t hese s uggested areas is one of your, our, 'inalienable' privileges. 
The Chi nese have a saying: 11When you sweep the snow from before 
your own door, clear it away also from your neighbor's." That is exercise 
for t he soul. 
On :.::Of:::the c.;marks proving. us as men is that we can change - pur-
posely and purposefully. We can change. Who says we can't? Who says it? 
The amoeba hasn't. 
The oyster is still the same. 
The crocodile hasn't improved. 
The duckbill doesn't know what she is or where she is going. So she has 
stopped, much like the hundred-legger that paused to ask: ''Which leg is which?" 
Unable to decide, she werit no further; but lay, stuttering, in the ditch. (Or 
words to that effect.) 
We ~· We ~· We are changing, and shall continue. We don't want to drift 
along; nor stick in one place, either. Who wants to be an oyster? Anybody 
like being as confused a conglomeration as the Duck-billed Platypus who stop-
ped going to where she was going and never got there at all; for, having 
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s t opped, she could never get going again?! 
We are going ahead by the road to improvement until we have become 
our greates t best selves. Agreed? 
A ilelly-fish or a worm has no soul. It i s Pr9tt y sure that animals 
do not have souls, eit her. Therefore, one of the great things that has haP-
pened t o man was that somewhere in the long time of the process of change he 
was given a SOUL to develope until it could serve as guide and director of 
his acts. Considering the value of the gift, it would be a pity to rat her 
l et our souls dr,r up f or lack of usel Agreed again? 
I wonder how souls have changed lately, - say, in the last hundred 
years or so? Too bad we can 1tmeasure them as we can physical size such 
as is reported in the Reader ' s Digest of July, 1958, quoting Creighton J . 
Hale in Education : 
"The average 14-year-old boy today is five inches taller and 
24 pounds heavier than the 14-year- old of 7 5 years ago , and he is the size 
of a 16- year-old of 25 years ago. 11 
And did you ever see a suit of armor in a museum, ;md, noting how 
sli ht a boqy it could have housed, wonder at the calibre of a sol~er of 
about Columbus ' ti..me ( when suits of armor were still in their "golden age 11 
of style and popularity, if not of real usefulness) and decide that he must 
have been about the size of a Junior High l ad of this day? How odd a speci-
men he would be stood up beside a 6 foot plus Irish policeman1 
It i s , of course, absurd to check other are~s of advance by com-
parison with increase in physical growth;- s till, - it does make one th~l 
And, wonder J 
11IN HIS IMAGE II 
11I do not know how you think about God • 
.! think of the Universe g,.~ His body. 
As He moves, He creates: He creates 
continual.ly. And, we, significantly, 
are ~ ~ His imagel. n 1 
1 Spoken by M. Alicia Corea, Sermon, June 1, 1958 
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AMBITION - One of the marks of MA}J 
"Sr..r.inging in the grapevins Q-wing." 
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None of us likes to be called a "monkey"; and vJhen he watches a 
cageful of these interesting but fool~s~-acting creatures, no one likes to 
think that some such fellows may have been his far-away ancestors,. And no 
-: -·_nder; - for they certainly display all the silly vanities of the silliest 
human beings, have some very disagree~ble physical habits, seem to have 
far too little brain-power and are altogether a lot of chattering, gibber-
ing foolish ones who seem to be highly amusing to themselves and obviously 
amuse the children outside the cage watching. 
Or, are the watchers, rather, repelled? Are even little child-
ren, more often than we know, worried by seeing creatures so unattractive, 
and still so like themselves? ~ very small nephew was made so sick and 
anxious by now and then coming upon the monkey pictured i.11 his Book of Know-
ledge that he begged his mother to cut the page out from the volumel 
Though we have long, long known better, even yet sometimes the 
statement is made thatman is directly descended. from monkeys, and certain-
ly, we do often act about as foolish. That goes as a funny joke; but is 
not true, scientifically. 
Actually, the New World. monkeys, the ones we see swinging from 
perch to pole by hands, feet and tails, are not even far-away cousins to 
us. That tail-swinging seems to be their American specialty. Asiatic ani , 
African monkeys do not behave that T.vay, and first men did not develop in 
America; but somewhere in the Old World,- probably in Asia_££ Africa,. 
The tail swinging monkeys branched off millions of years ago from any 
line connected with our old ancestors, and never had anything to do with 
our history. They decided they liked being monkeys, and have been mon-
keys ever since they took to their own way. (It is, rather, the further-
advanced apes that are the highest developed species below man.) 
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What is true is that long before history, living animals, termed 
"primates", had the opportunity to choose how· they would develope: should 
they be "play-boys 11 using their time and energy, small brains and long 
arms to swing from tree to tree and from grape"~rLl'le to grapevine v.li th no 
feeling of responsibility for becoming anything better? Or, if that seem-
ed unsatisfactory, the choice could be to use what small brain each had and 
try to make some advance, make the brain grow· by usmg it more even though 
it would be a very slow business. 
Right there the ones who chose the leafy branches became mon-
keys and - - they have remained monkeys until thiscda~, "swinging in the 
grape vine S't·r.i.ng ". Moreover, they show no inclination to become anything 
else . They have lost their opportunity; but the cre~tures that chose to 
use their tiny brains, decided to abandon clinging precariously, danger-
ously, to branches where they had never felt stable enough to experiment 
w:tth doing much of anything else, it being ro hard to keep from themselves 
falling and so hard to protect the children from crashing to earthl So, 
pUrposely, they came, to live on the ground and struggle through the dan-
gers of being devoured by strong~.~ · animals. 
They struggled also until they could stand on their feet and use 
their hands independently, guided by their ever-growing, ever-adjustable 
brain pOiver . Some of this group which became Apes advanced so determin-
edly and well that arrother chance for divi~ion came to them. Some again 
chose,- this time to remain apes ( gibbons, chimpanzees, orangutans, gor-
illas, and the like); but some chose the opportunity to develope into "an-
thropoid", that is, 11ma.n-like 11 apes. Some--- - - - years of more striv-
' 
ing, and then, not suddenly, but at some t i.lJle, man-like-apes developed 
far enough~ 10 the,y could be called ape- like men. 
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At first, these primitive ones did not, apparently, seem to amount 
to much; they liere more like apes than like arran as we knorT him nmr. But, 
neither had it seemed a very promising project to try to bring a well-or-
ganized world out of the mess the disorganized world was in at first* 
ITevertheless, order had come out of primit ive chaos, and,with effort, a 
highly organized man cotud be developed to fit the good world he had in-
heri ted - for these first "beings 11 were Men. 
There have remained no livj~g examples from the first stages of 
this change; but, in some far places of the earth are now still to be 
. found men whose culture, 1o-1hose whole i.Yay of living and thinking, is even 
yet similar, not to ape-men, but to those ·of perhaps we might say the 
second or third stage of early man. 
It took a good deal of ambition to step over , to strive over the 
line t hat indistinctly separated man from ape; but ambition was there; and 
AMBITION i s one of the marks of MAN - a clear difference betl-.Teen him and 
all other of the animal-creation. A brain that can calculat_e , plan, ere-
. ate, progress from one step to a higher one, purpose~ train and increase 
its own powers is far different from the brain possessed by even the clev-
erest animal. Tool-making, directed invention, are other signs. Picture:; f; 
language, symbol-making, even so far back as the Neanderthals (?),Cro-Hag-
nons, and Aurignacians (which chapter read again), are long steps beyond 
the l ine separating man-like apes from true MAN. · 
"And God said, 11et the earth bring forth living creatures 
according to their kinds: ••••' And God made t he beasts of 
the earth •••• and everything according to its kind. And 
God s~1 that it was good. 
'Ihen God said, 1 Let us make man in our image, after our 
likeness; •••• and let them have dominion over all the earth ' 
. (. 
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So God created man in his own image, in the image of God cre-
ated he h:i.m; male and female •••• And God blessed them, and said 
to them, ' Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth and 
subdue it •••• ' 
And God saw eyerything that he ha.rdJ . ma:d~ , and behold, it rras 
very good. " l: 
Since God is a Spirit, with no visible form, Man, who is made in 
God's image must, therefore, be like unto God not in form, but in spirit. 
Creative-ness is the point at which the human person is most like unto the 
God-Person. As God made All that is from the Nothing that was, so also is 
Man creative. He takes what he has, and by using ambition, imagination, 
and a good will, he also can make some thing that is new - he can create 
because God has shared with him the marvelous, priceless, 1~d gift of 
CREATIVITY. "Creativeness is not solely a matter of great inventions 
or brilliant discoveries. To be sure, it is that, but it 
is also the power that every normal man or vroman has to 
face the commonplace tasks of life and be productive. 112 
When everything goes vrell and our spirits fly like eagles, nothing seems 
hard; 2) assignments that can go at even a .running pace are quickly r1m. 
off without undue weariness . It is, 3) when we have to walk, and plod 
through a dull task, a dreary part of the road, that we become dis-spirit-
ed and need "the winged gift of Creativity - and we have it - to refresh 
our spirits, "that we faint not. n3 And, when shared, ho~>r easy the road, 
how fruitful and hopeful the taskl 
1 From the Bible, selected out of Genes~s, chapters 1 and 2. 
2 Quoted from Roy. E. Dickerson's "Understanding :rtrself", page 34 
3 Find out the promise from which this is taken: Bible, .Isaiah, ch. 40, last verse. 
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Aurignacians and Their Symbo1l.s (Man!'cornmumcates.:) 
There are many ways of communication, that is, of sending 
brain message out to be received by some one else. 
can you think of that we now use fo r this purposa'? 
It will be surprising! 
How many ways 
List them. 
One of the ways you may not have thought of to put down is 
pictures. Man can write and draw and leave his spirit Where it 
can share v.rith other3. 
Picture writing really begins when a child is small, barely 
old enough to hold a pencil or crayon and make it go Where he 
wants it to go,-or, almost where he wants. By kindergarten time 
he is happy "messing around" with finger-paints; but do not call 
it "messing" when he can hear you. To him it may be just a de-
lightful past~e; but, he may have a real idea that he is trying 
to put down on paper. Never begin to guess what he has made. 
You will probably guess wrong, and disappoint him when he thinks 
he has made it so plaint Just ask him; "Will you tell me about 
your nicture'?" "Tell me where is this, and where is that ••• " He 
will do so happily, and, if you are clever enough, you probably 
can a lso see in the picture what he sees. But you must first un-
derstand his meaning. 
We decided that writing or leaving messages by symbols was 
something no animal could do; but man has done it almost from the 
beginning. We know that Amer~oan -Indians made and painted sym-
bols on all kinds of things: their tepees, their canoes, their 
totem poles , their blankets, their pottery their clothing their 
own skins. 
They could write messages in symbols, 9ictures that other people 
C<:?uld read: directions, reports, requests for help. It was only 
necessary that the symbols they used were ones that had the same 
meaning to both parties. When we decipher or read them it gives 
us a look into the book of their history. 
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They are not the only people clever at that kind of symbol 
making and symbol-message writing . e . ~. Picture-writing was the 
beginning of woid writing in the old countries of Egypt and China. 
But, long before them, some of our ancient relatives in France, 
I 
· Spain and other places near the Mediterranean, also people of the 
farther North, Sweden, for instance, as well as people of the far-
ther South down through Africa were putting their symbols on rocky 
walls and on smaller pieces of hard rock or antlers or tusks of 
animals. 
We already know of the paintings the Cro-Magnon hunters did 
on their caves in France and Spain. Probably the Neanderthal hunt-
. ers who lived in the caves before that scratched simnle pictures 
on the stone walls that later were almost covered over with the 
pictures in color. It may be that it all started by some one's 
discovering the long claw-scratches left on the cave walls by a 
great bear. The man wondered if he , too, could make scratches 
in so hard a substance. He tried and found out that he could. 
Then, as little childrert do at play, he found some colored earth 
or mud and tried to see what he could do by patting his hand in 
it and then patting a colored picture of his hand on the wall. 
It may have been that he was simply experimenting, and not that, 
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later, the Cro-Magnons put hand prints in among the animal pictures 
to say that they wished thsir hands to catch and kill the animals. 
Some scientists have guessed that; but others think the real paint-
ings began with the sort of hand-play from which they slowly learn-
ed how to make the color stick to the wall; and how to shade it 
from dark to light, and so on. It took millions of years to learn; 
but people learned it all; or, it may be that the children started 
it in play and the older men followed on afterward. 
The great animal paintings are fairly easy to understand. Tb.sy 
:r:a in ted many of their customs, also. But, after those long, long-
years other people who are called Aurignacians, from the place where 
their pictures were first found, did a very different kind of art 
work. The weather everywhere was much warmer then. They did not 
have to stay huddled in dark caves to keep from freezing. They 
could live out in the sunny plains of Eastern Spain and northern 
and central Africa. There, in the sunshine, on the rockJr walls 
along the streams or on hillsides beside lakes they left their 
history on great high cliffs. Even in what is now the Sahara 
Desert in central Africa are found rock-side pictures thatJ print-
ed small in a boo~look like water bugs. Indeed, they are people 
swimming in a row. Swimming in the desert? You see? That is 
history, and tells us how once that part of Arrica was rivers or 
lakes, a delightful place to live and swim and play, though now 
it is dry and unliveable. On rock faces in North Africa are 
drawn restless herds of many kinds of animals including giraffes 
where now is a wilderness, unable to sustain life. 
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Far in the north of Sweden, is a wall picture looking so much 
like an elephant with a giraffe that it makes one think perha~s 
one of the old . Vikings from there sailed his ship clear down to 
Africa, and returned to leave in this picture the story of the 
strange beasts that he had seen down near the warm equator. 
w ~n /\ until then had been accustomed to communicate only by 
sound and gestures~ learned while still a nomadic hunter the use 
and magic of language that could be written down." 
By a few strokes he made it plain that he was seeing and paint-
ing a herd of wild animals running a full gallop. With a few lines, 
but just the right ones, he showed how cleverly a man could use a 
bow and arrow. In silhouettes, done like plain black shadows, he 
showed more of the strength and swiftness the hunters or dancers 
used than he could possible have done with color paintings. And, 
last he did not always make figures that looked like people at all; 
he made the forms very simple in triangles, squares, circles and 
divided circles, and made those figures tell the story he wanted 
to place on the rock. 
The old African cultures are long vanished. 11The last of the draftsmen, 
the little Bushmen, have forgotten the days when their forefathers drew their 
magic symbols of elephants and rhinoceroses on the walls of cavesJ'2 Lately, in 
1953, were found ,in an unknown side cave in Spain, ''black, unshaded delineations 
of wild horse s, elk, ibex, and mammoths ••• older than those of Al.tamira 113 
' (one·,~,of:. :the :famo~~Lcaves of colored paintings) and thought to have been done 
by the Aurlgnacians. The men of "this ancient land tir civilization did not 
{howevetjlook like Bushmen but like members · of the races of western Europe dur-
ing the late Ice Age 114 and the following period. 
1 Wendt In Search of Adam, P• 368. 2Ibid, p. 370. 3Ibid, P• 395. 4Ibid, p.375. 
,_ --
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~ffiny artists these present days are trying to do that kind of 
talking through symbols in their painted pictures. Sometimes their 
meaning is clear and very strong; though I must say that many of 
them seem not to have nearly so good an idea of how to express their 
meaning as small children do with crayon or finger ~aints, and I 
feel sure that their queer drawings would be very puzzling to any-
one who might find them buried somewhere thousands of years from 
now. 
Advertising uses many symbols today. 
, 
Do you know the one for the Great Northers R.R.? The Northern 
Pacific R.R.? V~t does a circle mean? The various kinds of road 
signs, and traffic signs~ Forwhat are Indian figures used? The 
Churches, especially the large decorated ones, use many symbols. 
Do you know the ones found in various places in your ovm Church or 
Synagogue? Do you know their meaning? You should. Symbols are 
to tell e. story or leave a message. We are not entirely intelli-
gent unless we can read them. They are meant to be clear and to 
save time and to be easily remembered and used. Mathematical sym-
bols are understood around the world. Secret societies communi-
cat e by symbols, also. Do you belong to a club that uses them? 
The Camp Fire Girls have many interesting symbols, full of mean-
ing. 
Symbols are not always pictured. Words that are names for 
things are symbols, also. Cat is not an animal; it is the word 
symbol for a certain animal, burn is not any one person: but a sym-
bol for that kind of creature. .And so on. 
17.5 
That helps us to see that if we wish to know another person and 
he speaks a different language from ours we must learn his. At 
the time of the First World War Americans were so angry with Ger-
many that they took the German language out of the schoolsso no 
one could learn it no matter how much he wanted to. vVhat do you 
think of that for being narrow-minded? Pretty silly, wasn't it? 
ALmost as silly as it would have been to stop using music symbols 
because many of the great musicians were Ger.mant Learning another 
language is fun, though Americans do not often try to l ong enough 
to find out how much fun it is. In Europe it is not unusual for 
a person to speak his own language and 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 other lan-
guages as well, and probably be able to write several. That kind 
of person, a linguist, can be comfortable and useful anywhere in 
the world. He is a real world-citizen, e. round-the-world citizen 
of our One-World. 
~endt, In Search 2£ Adam, P• 368 : ".Among the famous archers of Cueva del Civil ~n th? ~alrtorta gorge of e~stern Spain artistic expression changed to pure ex-
pressJ.on~sm on the very verge of abstraction: " 
v 
WHI T HER ? 
( 11Where do we go from here? 11 ) 
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In the 1850's Charles Darwin, Scientist, wrote a famous book on 
The Origin of Species, going back to the beginnings. In the early 1950's 
his Grandson, Sir Charles Galton Darwin has written one about The Next Mil-
lion Years, - as though two men from a Single fami~-generation were trying 
to see both ends of TIME ~t once! Even so, the time included by the tvro 
books is not so long as Eternity - that "ever and forever" stretch of time 
which must have begun before there was a Beginning and will, perhaps, last 
on without an end. 
"Eternity" is farther in both directions than we can thiP..k; but 
the next million years are more within our range of attention. Sir Charles• 
book, speaking of fot~ stages of progress since man first came into the 
world, calls each stage a revolution. 
"Revolution 11 might here be understood as "successful rebellion 11,-
(so the Dictionary. ) That is, each time man rebelled hard enough against 
his unsatisfactory condition so that he succeeded in finding a better wqy 
of life, that move could be called a revolution. 
We are now· living in the 4th, or Scientific Revolution. It came 
about because we had grolv.n so discontented with always having to adjust our-
selves to Nature that vre set out to discover how we couldl make Nature to 
serve us. ( We should, hm.rever, note that much of Science has come about, 
not from deciding to find out some specific thing , not from any kind of 
1forcing 1 ; but from so-called •useless' research, - research for its own 
sake; lmowledge for the pure joy of knowledge . It was so, for example, 
with the Greeks; and much of which we are not aware is in this way,now, 
being carried on, much of which w:i.ll, some day, become • important' ) • To 
return to our impulses that set off the present revolution: it was that 
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we ivanted to be more certain to get our own 1-.1ish and will instead of hav-
ing to fit ourselves to natural conditions . For instance, v~ should more 
than half of the world, just because of insufficient rainfall, have either 
to remove elsel·Jhere - probably impossible - or stay and starve in dry lands? 
Thus great. irrigation dams and ditches now carry water in ' projects' to 
"make the desert blossom as the rose . 11 Recently in several such almost a-
bandoned starvation regions of India irrigation ditches have made barren 
l ands into vegetable gardens, so that the in.habitants have neither ha.d to 
move nor to starve. That is happening every day in other lands, also;- not-
ably in the old land of the new nation Israel. 
Another : Why allo~ strange forms of disease to continue as con-
querors of man? To anm-ver that, laboratories ~rk night and day to learn 
t he causes of cancer; to cor~ect disorders of the heart; to conquer Polio 
and other dreaded disease-enemies. We hear of one success after another. 
l·lell into this present revolution v1e finally grew tired of pick-
ing a little here and pecki ng a little there at the surface of the thin 
Earth-crust on which we live, without really finding out 1·1hat are the re-
sources for our survival - including those i n the seas . Ho-v1· is man to con-
tinue to live on and on into the future? So, man ' s discontent has made 
him set himself to find ne-vr sources of pmrer, new minerals, new kinds of 
"chicken .:'rom the seau,- al l for use when vhat vre are now 'tvickedly 1-vasting 
is gone. Farmers ar e busy find:i.ng out how to grow mor e me at on each beef' 
animal, hovT to ma.~e hens l ay mOi"e eggs in a year, hmv to makre one stalk 
grm-r many and larger ears of corn, and all such matters. This is impor-
tant for "the more-and-more peoples of the earth • 
.Also, it occurred to us to wonder why "'ve should live always shut 
:i.n by the shallow envelope of atmosphere surrounding our globe. lfuy not 
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find out 1-mat ·are the forces in, the universe that play upon our small plan-
et Earth to make it what it is? So, now, satellites are sent exploring 
outer space to send back reports on what is therel 
Another: Why allow ourselves to be crmvded off the earth by our-
selves and our own ignorance? So, now, studies in many countries are set 
up to plan hmv to limit the alarming numbers of Earth 1 s population that 
threatens to burst the seams of the world. 
It took man a long time to find out how to con·jjrol fire for warmth, 
light and cooking. From that before-history fearful feat of the First Rev-
olution, on to the Second,- the great step of leaving food-gathering for 
the better way of taming wild crops and making them gro'tf in home gardens at 
man's 1vish, he came to the Third Revolution. That was moving in to closer, 
better-housed, protected communities called cities. Now, in the Fourth, we 
have come to the present remarkable conquest of Nature 1 s forces. We are suc-
ceeding in making them serve our 1~ill. It seems that soon everything will 
be done that ~ be done by Manl What then? Like a child suspended from 
school shall w·e find ourselves with nothing to do? No, not at all. 
There is plenty to dol For example: Man early learned to con-
trol fire; but has not yet learned how to control the fires of his otvn hat-
reds that break out in WarJ ( -wars big and little, from 11Gang warsn to to-
tal Global War ). In fact, he has only just begun to believe that such 
coni'lagrations ~ ~ stopped! That is something yet to do. 
Have you heard of a very successful method of extinguishing fires 
in a building by sending a fine stream of water into a burning room until 
the rising steam smothers out the blaze? It has proven far more effective 
than rivers of water dashed on. To use that for comparison, would not a 
fine stream of well-directed common sense and good will smother out a tfar-
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fire ( in ~ kind or place) before;~ it could reach the roof of the world 
where ~ frantic efforts can stop it? 
Agriculture is very old; but not all its problems are yet solved. 
- - . 
When men had to h1mt meat aninials they did it together, for safety and suo-
cess. However, in the gathering of root~, seeds, berries, ' birds' eggs and 
the like, cooperation was less desirable. If one family found an especial-
ly good supp:cy it might mean that another family would. go especial.ly hungry. 
It was not easy to work out a proper sort of communism of sharing, except 
by division of the foraging grounds. Dividing up foragi11g areas meant sep-
arating each small family away from the common interes'lis of the larger group. 
Each individual or f~ acted more for itself , and less for communit.y. 
Later, even more separate was each plot of land that was planted to seed 
and closely watched against possible thieving enemies. 
After thousands of years of working in the .fields growing food 
stuffs, what is the picture now? The world still does not have enough to 
eat. The p~ on how to manage planting and harvesting both in our own 
country and in many areas of the world is one of every country's worst 
headaches. In the u.s. it has become a nation-splitting headache; neith-
er Republican nor Democratic political party knows what to do with the 
farmer and his troubles, though all know we cannot do without him. I am 
afraid that much of this ,,will still be waiting until you are adult - for 
you to work out. 
Another one: During the five or more thoUsand years men have been 
city dwellers they have failed to learn, or have forgotten, several things. 
. .. . . -
One is how to make homes comfortable and desir.ab~e equal.ly for all. Anoth-
er is how to make cities beauttruJ. and keep them so. And still another is 
how ci ty-d:wellers may be good neighbors. Here is something for you to un-
{ _. .. , ! , ,: , ·· . .. 
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dertake,- a worthwhile task. 
It sometimes seems that we, mankind, must have quic~ forgotten 
more than we have learned throUgh all the long years of struggle upward 
from hal:f-man to f'ull-ma.n. Or, is it that we use so little of' 'What we lm.ow? 
Right now we need to use all we know in our Fourth Revolution. It 
. -
is astounding and alarming to find ourselves about to sail off' into the far 
spaces between the stars! We shall soon be doing it; but before we do, a:u 
the nations must get together and decide how we are to behave after we get 
there. Men wt,o even now still have trouble with each other on Earth will 
have to conduct explorations in Space in some decel).t, fair, and generous 
manner. Perhaps you will be one of the Chosen to show the way to do it! 
· · To follow what ha~ actuallz taken place, Sir Charles . imagines 
the ~' or Fifth Revolution. let us see if' you agree with him. We al-
reacy- have made machines to find answers to huge mathematical problems in 
much shorter time than a man's hand and brain can do. It is :iJnagined that 
the Fifth Revolution will be majing use of quite superior calculating ma-
chines for discovering befor~d what will be the outcome from each of sev-
eral courses of action being planned. Thus, it would be possible more ex-
actzy and quickly to decide between them and to choose out ·the :.best. 
What questions should we then be feeding into the machine? Let·, 
us imagine a few. Questions iabout what will happen 'When Earth-men begin 
warring on the moon (or ~s) to settle boundaries of the over-lapping 
areas each Earth ... nation has staked out there? Shall one question have iD 
be concerning claims in .Antarctica? (Note: The u.s.A. is :rna'kr:ing no claims. 
So far, so rightJ ) Question: t-.hat will happen if' the u.s. is not clever 
enough to out-smart Russia with better acts of genuine brotherhood.And, 
anywa:;y, is competing with Russia a right reason for ''brothering" the small-
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er nations of the world? We would better soon decide that onel We must 
soon decide, also, which is better: to take all . kinds of students into the 
schools of the u.s.A. or to separate students according to color or religion. 
(We shoul.d let your Young · People deal with this last question; for you would 
have little trouble settling it right.) We have, altogether, plenty of 
questi ons that need answers. Shall we feed them into a machine and do what 
Machine says? 
No, let us not consent to question juggling. We disagree that 
man' s brain can make a machine better than i s the brain that makes it. Ma-
chines are ·to spare men from the slower-by-hand-or-brain tasks , mathemati-
cal, mechanical ones. .:··Brains are for dealing with moral and social ques-
tions by using all the best man knows of the sciences of brotherhood. 
Machines abl.e to foretell resul.ts more completely than a man's mind can 
do ? certainly not on questions of right and wrong. That would be non-
sense, indeed! Shall it be allowed that ''the axe vaunt itself over him who 
hews with it 11 ; or 11as if a staff should lift him who is not wood! " 1 
Or will you Young People be thoughtful adults and take over some 
of the big questions in time to spare mankind the disgrace ·of having me-
chanical inventions mak~ moral decisions for us, distinguishing for man 
what is right and what 'wrong? 
You Young People who are reading this page today are the ones 
who tomorrow or the day after will be actively working out solutions to 
these and other similar _problems which are plaguing mankind. It is you,-
and You,- and YOU,- who are to be the next generation of Scientists, Ex:-
.. ., ~ .- . 
plorers, Philosophers, Mathematicians, Musicians, Artists, Ministers of 
the Gospel of love and equality in every profession 'and every walk lbf life. 
You will have to administer Justice. You will be dealing with all matters 
1 Bible: I saiah 15:10 
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that concern people's becoming true neighbor-citizens, p1Jljng together 
men's hearts now separated by fear, distrust and ignorance. You will be 
plarming how to carry on the affairs of a world~ - of people where each 
~ live with, ~ and ~ his fellows ~ear ~ far. I prophecy that your 
life will not have in it one dull momentl 
Have you thought about this? Have you realized what a great part 
you are to carry and what a large place in the world's life you are to fill? 
This does not mean that you are sure to be standing out above your fellows. 
As opporturiity continues to increase for all regardless of race or color or 
religion or place of birth, it may also come about that accomplishment of 
all -'-the great things remaining to be done will just naturaily and fairly 
and evenly be well distributed among those who are able and willing to the 
undertaking. Are · you ready? Yes? 
When shall you begin? Why, begin nowl You have been preparing 
since your first ancestor did his best to understand himself, his environ-
ment, and his neighbors. Don • t let him down. 
And don't let your descendants down either. They are depending 
on you as now you· depend on the abilities and enthusiasms sent on up to 
you through untold generations that have come before you. (we decided to 
say "Ascendants" rather than 11DescendB.nts", didn't we; .for each generation 
is higher and better than the ones before.) 
; 
What can you do? No one knows until he tries. 
What shall you choose to do? As you like. The field is wide. 
\fuere begin? Right where you are. Your .first assignment is in 
your hand - in this chapter of this book you are reading. Do you want a 
great task? Though few may notice you, you and your task are now and 
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will continue to be necessar,r to ~e complete the pattern of One-Worl d-
life t hat is being woven out of the t hreads of all the lives of all of us. 
Are you challenged? 
Are you ready? 
Are you at it right now, with your best heart and rilind? 
I t hasn't been done yeti It waits for you. 
Today we have come a long way. 
Progress report tlue shortly. 
Class dismissedJ 
LIFE, A QUESTION ? 
Life? And worth living? 
Yes, with each part of us -
Hurt of us, help of us , hope of us , heart of us, 
Life is worth living • 
.Ah! with the whole of u.S , 
Will of us , brain of us , senses and soul of us. 
Is life worth living? 
~e, rdth the best of us, 
Heights of us, depths of us, 
Life is the test of us1 
- Cor i nne Roosevelt Robinsonl 
1 From High Tide, Selected by Mrs . Waldo Richards, Houghton Mifflin Co . 
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Life is not just a gift to us, an un-earned inheritance: it is 
a responsibility - used rightly it increases; unused, it breaks down into 
non-life. Living matter is called protoplasm: its characteristic is activ-
ity. There is no "dead protoplasm". That would be "contradiction in terms". 
Living things must be doing something: no activity means ~continuation of 
life. A fossil is inactive,- ergo, dead. Longfellow in his Psalm o£ Life 
sings: "Let us, then, be up and doing, With a heart for any .fate; 
Still achieving, still pursuing, Learn to labor and to wait." 
Labor - yes. Wait? Yes. Results often do not come at once, nor all at once! 
UALL o' GOD's CHILLUN GOT WINGS" is the title o.f' the Adult Volume. 
Wings, here, are abilities; possibilities. The altitude to which an aero-
plane soars is sustained not merely by pressures on and from the wings them-
selves - it takes more than that to attain and maintain altitudel It takes 
continuous expenditure o.f' energy to keep wings flying in the upper air; and 
that energy comes .from within the plane. Fuel fed into the motor comes ~ 
as energy to keep the plane • a-wing' • This parable is to be seen in the sky 
every day. Where I live, on seemingly effortless wings, sea gulls glide 
and soar. Can we interpret the sky symbols as having meaning for us? 
.All of God's children are equipped with wings. .All have, compara-
bly, the same 11Wings 11 ; but the energy to make use of them must be generat-
ed, stirre.d up within each one of us. When we do nothing nth our ''wings", 
our abilities to think well, to create something useful or beautiful, the 
possibil~ties to cooperate with others, to give service wherever we may be,-
we begin to •lose altitude". To immediately refuel, get up energy to keep 
our lives 'aloft', to activate our abilities, is the only wa::y to keep soar-
ing. What a pity to come crashing down when we could go so far! There is no 
beauty in a wreck! What more beautiful. than a live thing using its wings? 1? 
vr. 
WHAT? 
(''What to do and how? 11 ) 
The Spoiled Children of Civilization: 
"Among the innumerable children of an advanced civilization 
there are those 1-1ho have been spoiled. • • • Life has been 
made so easy for them that when they come upon hard. places 
which demand sturdy endurance they break forth into angry 
complaints. They have been given the results of the com -
plicated activities of mankind, without having done their 
share in the common tasks. They have not through personal 
endeavor learned how much everything costs. The.y are not 
able, therefore, to pay cheerfully for any future good. If 
it is not given to them at once they feel that they have a 
grievance. For friendly cooperation they are not prepared. 
They must have their own way or they will not play the game . 
• • • The well-trained man • • • studies. • • measures . • • 
and then sets to work. • • • The great commandment to the 
worker or thinker is, - Thou shalt not sulk. nl 
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1 Samuel MCChord Crothers, Humanly Speaking, p. 171,5,180, Houghton Mifflin 
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HOW? 
Introduction: 
Learning another •s spoken and written language is only ~ of the 
ways by Which to enter into his life and thinking. There are :many ways. 
otten, riding rrry bicycle down a Chinese street, intently think-
ing rrry own thoughts, I would suddenly realize having just passed some one 
who looked down-hearted. Instantly I would "shine up my face. 11 What if 
rrr::r solemn countenance had, in that brief passing moment, made the other per-
son riding toward me teel solemn, too, or even sad? I would quickly put on 
a bright smile ~U ready to meet the next comer-by. I hope it helped. 
l 
Internment Camp during 2! years of the Japanese Occupation of, 
China was a comparatively peaceful and happy experience. At least, no one 
dared look discouraged or sad, for fear the high spirits of the other 1700 
Internees would come down with a thud. For each other 1 s sakes we all 
kept cheerful, though crowded closely; probably, I should say '"b~cause 
crowded so closely together." 
- . . --
Did yeu ever suppose that what you are thinking here and now can 
spread through space like waves of air and have an influence on some one in 
Eskimo-land whom you will never see? That was once suggested to me. I 've 
thought of i t. I do not know whether or not it can be true t hat o~ "selves" 
extend t hat far to affect other persons; but neither do I know that it could 
not be so. A Hopi Indian believes that his thought, if good, is good for 
the growing corn; but, if bad, the plant cannot grow so well. Perhaps that 
is the reason for the success of the "green thumb 11 f olk who can grow any 
-
flower, where others cannot induce ~to thriV'e. We do not yet know how 
closely we are related to all Nature as well as to all other human beings 
in the world. Some day we shall lmow even more than we now do how I!Qlch we 
mean to each other. 
We must, of course, get into the habit of learning other lan-
guages - we need them for understanding; yet, it is not so simple as that: 
we need to ~with other people, and get to lmow mat their lives are like. 
WOrds, which we know are but one of the many ways of "language 11 or communi-
cation, are oft times best spelled out in acts, in deeds and service. Do 
you know of the Youth Work Camps of College students who go in summer vaca-
tion into other countries or into service areas of our own, joyfully engag-
ing in work on special labor projects for and with the people of the select-
ed communities. It is half for the sake of getting done some ~ard thing: 
the erection of an extension to a school building, the digging of ditch on 
an irrigation site, the re-roofing of a village church, the grading of use-
less land for a children's playground; but, it is quite as much for the in-
ner purpose of building "inner- 11 and 11inter-friendship11 : inter-race, inter-
faith, inter-nation. Those who join up for the summer labor must pay their 
own travel and living expenses; but one and all agree that the experience 
more than richly repays them. They return with their inner pockets full 
of priceless gains in fellowship; having left to the frien~ communities 
they have served a reservoir of understanding and goodwill.l 
Once on a trip in China, chatting with a small.:group of country 
women, one of them seeing how "foreign" and strange I looked, and, strange-
ly, feeling me different in every respect, complained to me: 
"I don•t understand what you are saying, at all. 11 
1 By ap~ direct:cy- or through your Pastor, Priest~ or Rabbi, you can get 
information on these Youth Work Camps, so to be planning ahead to join one. 
(Not a lazy man 1 s job: only for earnest, industrious young men and women.) 
(Or wr!,te Ecumenical VLtlUtttary Services, USCG, 257 Fourth Ave New York 10 N y ) 
See: Where Will You Spend Your Summer'l N ti a1 c .1 •' ' ' • • __ _ _ , a on ouncl. Outlook, May, 1958 
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I countered with a question: ''You don't understand me? Why?" She, nimbly: 
''No, I don • t; because I never he~rd your foreign language before. 11 
When I protested, saying, 11But I am not speaking English to you. I 1m speak-
• 
ing Chinese. I am using your · own language 11, she still insisted, ''No, you 
aren•t. You are speald.ng 'foreign talk' and I don't understand a word of it." 
It seemed as though her ears did not make good connection with her brain. 
She needed the experience of having me to live with her. That would have 
made the needed "connection 11 • In a few days ~ me she would have found 
rrry 1'big nose", blue eyes, brown hair (piled on top instead of in a tight 
black bun like hers); J!f1' larger feet, and so on, leas strange. It would 
by that time have occurred to her that if I could wear her kind of dress, 
eat her food with chop-sticks and with pleasure, sleep soundly on her 
hard brick bed, I could, as readily, speak her language • 
. Outward appearance sometimes comes so sharply to our notice that 
it is like a picture or screen between other persons and us. We see a 
false or distorted image and not the person himself. One of the sweetest 
persons I ever knew had. a face badly marked with the deep pits left from 
small-pox. I came to know her well. After that I saw only the sweetness 
of spirit that shone out, and never the ugly scars again. 
There is a rather crude limerick Franklin Roosevelt was fond. of 
saying,- perhaps to ~e people who were with him comfortable, for he was 
far from handsome, as he knew. He himself may have made the rhyme: 
"For b.e~uty I know I'm no star, 
There are others more handsome by far; 
But my face - I don.1t mind it, 
For I am behind it: 
It 1 s the folk in front that I jar. " 
If we can manage not to look at the other fellow's f 2 ce; but get 
behind it and look out, we may see a very different world through his eyes 
than is the one we see through our own. 
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There is a not-new word,(it is in the Dictionary); that has late-
ly been given a new meaning,- probably because we need it so bad:cy. The word 
is "empathy". It sounds milch like "sympathy"; but means much more. It means 
putting oneself right into another's place and feeling just what he is feel-
ing. That is quite as near to being another person ~s it is possible to be. 
It is to 11lay your life along beside his", as my Pastor's wife expresses it. 
I remember a magazine cover showing the picture of a lovely Chinese 
young woman dressed in a beautiful embroidered oriental coat. She was seen 
just in the act of removing a mask from before her face. As she moved the 
Chinese-face mask away to expose her own face, which was not Chinese, she 
- . 
was indicating that she felt the two "kinds 11 of girl to be ~ kind. They 
were, indeed, "sisters 1.mder the skin", like inr'eve_ry aspect but face,. f orm 
and color. 
And that is true; for, skinned out of their skins and without 
hair, no two nationalities or races or persons are different enough to be 
told apart, lmless ' the shape of noses or the height of cheek-bones or the 
thinness of shins might help in the guessing. None of the detectable as-
pects are things that matter. One of the things that does matter is that 
_ we shall find some way of letting each other know what we are thinking and 
feeling and hoping. Though we cannot really get into another person's skin, 
we can pretend to. Even getting into his kind of dress helps; and acting 
another person's part, trying to speak his thoughts, as in a play, can aJ.-
most turn one into that other character. (Little children are especi~ 
good at this.) 
A small boy out playing engine was called by his mother to lunch. 
When he did not come she called again. He paid no more attention than if he 
had not heard; but went "chug-chugging" along. Mother wondered, 11Whatevet' 
is the matter with that boy? He(• always comes so quicklyl 11 Then she real-
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ized what he was playing, went to the door and called: 
1'Whoo- - - ooJ 00 - - - col Time to give the engine some coal 
and water. 11 In came Engine, at once, starving hungry! 
We are all good at imagining. Putting on the special cost1.nne ~­
ly helps. How many Davy Crocketts have crawled through the bushes or flat-
tened themselves with their guns on the hillside so clever sure that not even 
their coon-skin caps were visiblel Then, those same boys,- heroes, or wild 
men, or soldiers, or base-bailers, or what-not ~ with all their might all the · 
week from Mend~ to Satur~,- come Sunday morning, dressed in choir robes, 
starchy collars and soft ties, stand up in their places to sing t he Church 
service, looking and feeling like angels close to heaven! The same boys? 
No, indeed. The aeting_out of each role produced a differ ent result each 
time: the boys themselves, at least for the time being, became different. 
Donning a choi r robe before going into the organ loft to play the Service 
many Sundays made me into a differentiated and specially dedicat ed person -
set apart for that· one hour 1s great task. From some experience, in some way, 
you probablY know this for yourself - a sort of metamorphosis, amounting 
to an almost complete 11turn-over 11• (or , better, "turn- into"). 
' Upon what does it depend? I suppose, upon how much energetic 
consecration we put into each experiment of 1'being 11 ; - upon how completely 
in each possi ble new way of living another.~ person•s life we conmdt ourselves 
to "entering in"~- to enriching our own lives by living two lives at onceJ 
It is doubly wor th while. - - - You will see! 
LAST WORD : Shall 11weuns" have it t ogether? Here it is: "Atta-boyl " 
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RESUME of WHAT CAN. BE DONE: 
"THIS THING DO: Forgetting-what lies behind and stretching forward to what 
lies ahead, press on toward the goal for the prize of the 
upward call of God. So run that you may obtain the prize. 
Look forward to the city which has foundations, whose ar-
chi teet and builder is . God. 
Removing those things that are shaken, in order that what 
cannot be shaken may reinain, see that you make everything 
according to the pattern shown to you on the mountain,-the 
h2gh mountain, the mo~t of God - - -~ is the city. ul 
I am deeplY impressed by just this spirit in the Young People of 
Little Rock 's 1958 first integrated-races Graduating Class, 14 of whom wrote 
their sentiments into . the Year Book of Ernest Green, their one Negro fellow-
graduate, who had nso run that he had obtained the prize "• He v.rl. th seven 
others braved out the anti-integration storm of the year, enabled to enroll 
. - I . 
and to carry on, not only because of personal integrity and fortitude, but 
also because of the friendliness and good sense of many of their clear-head-
ed, warm-hearted, unbiased, uncolored schoolmates, (in the school of about 
- . -
2,000 white students). Together they have spent their last High School 
year bJ).ilcling 11the city 11 , the normal city of God where dwells Brotherhood. 
Nothing t o be accomplished in the field of "What can we do about it? " could 
be finer than fellowship. This is itl 
11Recogni tion of individual worth 11 is "Key to the Problem u, says 
the Christian Science Monitor's Editor, June 3oth; and quotes from ''The 1411 :2 
"I'm glad you made it through all right. • • • May you always 
have this much courage. • • • I re~ admire you, Ernest, I 
doubt if I could. have done half so well had the circumstances 
been reversed. • • • It has been a sincere pleasure to have 
been ·your friend •••• I have found you a real nice fellow • 
• • • Your friendship has meant a lot to me. ~ God ·bless 
you richly •••• May God always guide and keep you safe. " 
1 Composed from the Bible: Philippians 3:13; First Corinthians 9:24; 
Hebrews 1:10; 12:27; 8:5 
Selected by Elizabeth M. Richardson 
2 :t-:W title for those 11 speci.al 11 "heads-up", ''hearts-high" Young People, (and, 
I am sure, many others like them in heart; but less articulate in print.) 
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"If thou hearest evil, leave it outsidem unheard; Put the good report on 
thy tongue" (Egyptian wisdom from c. 1100 B.C.) Man had. a hard time to 
learn speech; but is having a harder time to learn to use it in right uays. 
One of the bases of freedom, not often considered as a Right, is the Ri ght 
of a person to his o-vm good name. ~-le are hearing of 11smearing a man's name; 
of 11defamation of charac.ter 11; of the "ruining of reputation 11 by the "tell-
ing of tales 11 to no good purpose. I.Bt us bewarel Let us make no unkind, 
unfounded, unnecessary, derogatory slurs or statements about another humanl 
Don't try to be like everyone else. Be yourself and don't insist on ot hers 
being like you, either. (~'lith all people alike, why have a world at all? ) 
Check: .Are any organizations in your School segregated., that is, keeping 
out aqyone for selfish, prejudiced reasons? Housing in your area? Etc.Etc. 
Get up group discussions: "Hem to Knov1 Other People" (Y.tay begin with 1 or 2) 
SUGGESTIONS for Small Tasks in a Big Way, scattered through this Volume: 
Page: 
6 1~ome" languages; P• 7, List origins, name-places, folk you know. 
8 Some questions. Leaders of our Government? 
9 Ho1v much are we "foreign 11 - in many respects? 
~~at Young People can do for Harvester children ••• 
10 Exchange of languages. Language classes in School.(ll) 
12SShare treasures.Start projects for distinguishing differences between 
the art expressions of differing races, e.g. Japanese & Chinese-not alike ••• 
13 Reinterpret thb saying: 
34 Research pDoject & application of Declaration of Human Rights 
60 wbat can you do in school life? - - -
67 Pamphlets on ltlgrants, to be had on request 
68 Encouragement. Help some one else to get over being 11cocky 11,or 11shy 11 •• 
91 ltJho are the Greats? Do visiting in your city-block. 
99 Find interesting things to do together. 
118 Neighborhood projects. "Role PYaying 11 may be useful here. Explained 
in Adult Volume under "Group Dynamics" 
138 What have you decided to be? 
140 Take time to make friends. 
16i Intelligent about world affairs? Your voting privilege has uses; it iss 
aL-nost at handJ 
162,163 Our not small "sphere of influence 11 . (inalienable privileges) 
164 Absurd? 
165 B.ymbols .- do they mean anything to you? 
179 Good neighbors make 1-1ars impossiblet 
182 Separate by color and religion? It's up to youJ 
185 Keeping wings aloftl . 
188 Young Ambassadors - Youth ~·lork Camps (See Sat. Eve. Post,Feb.l9,1955) 
191 "Otherness" •••••• ? 
192 The "Norm" - this is itJ 
198 Away with "problems 11 - solve them; don't be one of them. 
200 Here, what is the challenge? -
See CHART - amazing beginnings of USJ (inside back cover) 
See Reader ' s Digest7~~. 1957 on Indians; Sept.1955, Negroes;Nov.l956,Weather. 
. Comb all copies of all years recently for "other 11 peoples. 
"GIVE TO THE 1-iORLD THE BEST YOU HAVE: AND THE BEST WJLL COHE BACK TO YOU." 
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Do you mean to make it worth vJhile that you were born into the 
world which from so long ago has not~ished you even until now? 
In deep appreciation of the beauty and worth of a Yotmg Person, a gifted 
Poet sings lovely lines to, perhaps, his daughter. (It might as well be to 
a son).From his eager hope that all the Past has gone into this Young Per-
son to produce a being not 1for nought', for nothing; but for good , Now, 
as 1rell as from Eternity ~Eternity, I choose a few lines: 
FLOS AEVORUM 
1~ou must mean more than just this hour, 
You perfect thing so subtly fair, 
••••• 'Wrought with such planetary care • 
••••• 
Many a flashing thing grew old, 
Waiting this miracle to be; 
And painted marvels manifold, 
••••• To shape that little thing your ear: 
Creation, just to make one girl, 
Hath travailed with exceeding fear • 
••••• 
The world grew old to make you young. 
All time hath travelled to this rose; 
To the strange making of this face 
Came agonies of fires and snows; 
And Death and April, nights and days 
Unnumbered ••••••• 
strange Artist, to my aching thought 
Give answer: all the patient power 
That to this perfect ending wrought, 
Shall it mean nothing but an hour? 
Say not that it is all for nought 
Time brings Eternity a flo1-rer. 11 
- Richard Le Gallienneel 
"FLOS AEVORUM 11 - 11Flower of The Ages . rr 
1 In the Collection 11HIGH TIDE", Houghton 1-'Iifflin 
C 0 N C L U S I 0 N 
''We need an awareness of what it is to be a ~\llMil on a tilted planet. 
We are no,w attempting the prerogatives of Omnipotence -
It is necessary for our Young People to do now what We expected of God 
a generation ago." 1 
11Is a lamp brought into the room to 
be put under a bucket or underneath 
the bed? There is nothing hidden which 
is not meant to be made perfectly plain 
one day, and there are no secrets which 
' 
are not meant one day to be common know-
ledge. If a man has ears he should use 
them. u2 - st. Mark 4:21-23 
1 Spoken by Earl Douglas, tp ~ . group of Boston City ¥dssionaries 
2 From the J.B. Phillips Tran~lation of the GOs:pe.la:;.(in iilie· B±ble·) 
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CONCLUSION 
Has · the last chapter sounded too difficult in the matter of Dci!oing 
and Be-ing? I hope not. 1~ does not want you to think it will be too easy? Not 
~ "easy" things prove either interesting or worthwhile. Does anyone think 
-
it can all be accomplished without effort, perhaps pain, possibly discourage-
Inefl.t? 
A scientist cannot afford to be disheartened when his satellite 
fails t o take off on its proper tra<t around the earth. He must consider the 
failure as one of the costly experiments that will help him to form a perfect 
instrument at last. A seed. has to die so that a ne.w plant can be born; it is 
not "lost" nor ''wasted"• Wings are a marvelous inveption; but wings did not 
grow easily, nor all at once! (Walking came f'irst.) It was probably through 
lor..; painf ul effort that am-like fins or nippers were !r~d out, beaten in-
to feathers; and reptile-kind became bird-kind rising into the air on WINGS! 
The homely . saying that "If birds can ny, so can I 11 , is the spir.o 
it which prompts t he Self from within ·i;,he Self. The Self', . the real Person 
inside the boqy that walks arounC)works, and talks, h~s ~God-given capacity 
to be creative, to ~ with courage and. patience and a good will for the task. 
I:r a problem of living is hara, all the more is the need to use all the intel-
ligent means which are available to solve it. 
What is Yet to Learn; 
What is Yet to Do; 
. -
What is Yet to ~ might well be prefaced by What .Am I that I am s o interest-
. . 
ed in engaging on these searches for ~ to learn, ~ and £.!~ 
Plainly, obviously, I am, as I was in the beginning, a body made up 
ot cells of marvelous forms, put together · and coordinated in marvelous ways. 
And no matter how little more thu a phy'sical body are many of the animal forms 
lower than man, huma.n creatures are 1 also obviously, far more ~ bodies. 
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The brain,grown from the knot formed at the end of a spinal cor d, 
has passed ·thr ough steady development as a part of the physical body. Yet 
the physical brain eexpresses its powers in ways t hat far t ranscend all phys-
ical possibilities. The powers of the brqin are as different f rom i t s phys-
ical form, shape and size as electricity is different from the wir e that 
carries it. - - - Thoughts of the mind, flashes of electricity, light r ays, 
pulsations or waves of energy - all are beyond and above the physical medi-
ums t hat carry or express them. 
what am I? ! am part of all th~s supra-physical energy of which, as yet, 
we know only a little and only partially understand the little t hat we know. 
It then would seem to us (me), if we(I) consider the matter at 
all, t hat, marvelous as we (I) already are (am), "It doth not yet appear 
what we (I) shall be", which includes what we (I) can learn and can do ••• •• 
Not only in school and from books; but everywhere, all around us, 
every day, there is something new to learn. 1-lan has only begun, wit hin the 
life-time of ~ generation, to r ealize that apparently there is nothing -
perhaps in the whole universe ? that he cannot learnt . The All-Wise who cre-
ated, first t he universe, and afterward Man, may all along have intended man 
to find out the greatest, the least, and the last possible secrets hidden 
within the planets and behind the stars. The thought of such possibility 
is a great and towering thoughtl 
To triumph over Nature! Primitive man began that by i nsisting to 
himself that he must learn to make better tools, better shelters, better ad-
justment to uncomfortable climates, more sure ways of plentifulfood at the 
right times,- in fact, more complete knowledge of his total emrironment. 
Most of his advances were made over unthinkable thousands of years for each 
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small stepe (Study !mART) But they were madel Enough were successful so 
that mankind continued to exist, and now has become so rna~ in number that 
he is crowding against the boundaries and edges of the worldl (You might 
look up what scientists are saying on~ interesting subject.) 
We have multiplied into so many persons on WP~t. we now realize 
is a very ~ Earth that we have multiplied our problems as well . But 
only ~have we begun to realize that so far we have failed to solve the 
biggest problem of a.lll We have not learned how to live peacably and profit-
ably together! That is a ~ poserJ What is the difficulty, the trouble'? 
The difficulty, the trouble is that too many of us are "problem 
children. 11 How hard for a Teacher to manage with any 11proble:gt 11 pupils in 
school; how thankful every parent if his family is not hampered and plagued 
by having even one problem child. Tiny kindergarten children learn to say: 
"Little birds in their nests agree,." And why? Else one finds himself brok-
~ 
en on the ground, disciplined, pushed from the nest, with all family happi-
ness ruined. Birds have to learn it; yet, still in this Progress-Century 
\ 
we human persons have not learned to live comfortab~, peacefully, even 
amixably next each other. 
In Latin class had you - almost the first thing - to learn: "amo" 
"amas" 11amat" "amamus" "amatis 11 "amant 11 : 11I love 11 you love 11 "he loves 11 ''we 
love 11 ''You-all love" "they love 11 ? One very here takes in all persons, does 
it not1 "A:mo", 11amas~', is more than an exercise in Latin. It is the solution. 
an exercise in the only universal language: 11amanus 11 "amatis 11 "amant n. ---....::..------~:.-~ ., , , 
Perhaps you are thinking that w.i th us about to start "manned 11 trips 
to Mars, Venus, and other-where, soon, we need not :feel too deeply concerned 
about our next-door neighbors here. We need not feel anxious that cities 
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are crowding into the· country; country is crowding in to the city until every 
place is crowding ever.y place else. Perhaps we need not take care to LOVE? 
Shall we not soon, perhaps, go pioneering to some other planet to settle our 
extra people there? 
That might be fun as an adventure; but first i'le should have to dis-
cover how to even exist under conditions so different from what we lcnow on 
Earth, and, after ~ ( or better, before) we should still have to find how 
to live peacably and neighborly together%' There's no way to beat our persons-
with- persons dilemmal We would better solve it now, just where we are, in 
the schoolroom, on the pl~ground, in contests with other teams of other schools, 
in neighborly concern over our neighborhoods and our neighbors of, perb~ps, 
other races, religions, or places of origin. 
How about it? 
Are you, and You, and YOU, big enough and smart (i.e. wise )enough to live 
amicably, which is, with love? 'IW:i. th love 11 does not here mean affectionate 
emotion. It means with best wishes for the good of each; with good will for 
his happiness and welfare; and with a gladness to help in bringing about a good 
life for the other fellow,- not just in general: 11He who would do good to an-
- ' 
other must do it in minute particulars." ('l ) '!his is a program of action. 
In answering "What is the difficulty? 11 we said we had not learned to 
' live "even amiOably" together. Maybe that is the whole reason for person to 
person, nation to nation, race to race troubles. For, failing in brotherly 
love, we fail in every other accomplishmentJ 11~ amicably 11 seems to indi-
cate that "amicably" is the least that can be expected of us; but that is so 
~reat tha.t it includes all else. 
How shall we do? When shaJ.l we learn? What are we meant to be? 
... • · .. 
( ~ ) William Blake 
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11It doth not yet appear" what,- when; how; for them who love. For those 
who do not love - there is, and there shall be nothing of real or lasting 
worth. Every wise man knows it. PaUl, one of the wisest of the world 's 
wise ;~ote in First Corinthians, chapter 13: 
11If I have prophetic powers, and understand all mysteries and all 
knowledge, and if I have faith so as to remove mountains, but 
have not love, I am nothing •••• As for prophecy, it will pass aw-
way • • • as for knowledge, it will vanish: LOVE NEVER ENDS .. " 
As this is being written, another Easter season is being written 
int o the history of churches around the world. Even among people of other 
than Chii stian religions, wherever Christianity is known the story is known 
of the crucifixion of Jesus, called the Christ, on a lonely hill near Jerusa-
lem early in the First Century. People of any place and belief behold with 
amazement and something of awe that event of the death of one of the world t s 
great heroes. But its real purpose and meaning is often-not clearly under-
stood, even by Christians. The same Paul, quoted on LOVE, in another letter 
to the same group in Corinth set forth the meaning in one clear sentence. 
(See Second Corinthians 5:15a). This my Pastor explains: "-The need f or 
self-forgetfulness was one of the reasons for which Christ died - the.t men, 
that nations should learn not to live f or themselves."l This is not a f ar-
.off matter ; it is "a new and pertinent thought for us" and must become real. 
One of the greate.st of Actresses, Ethel Barrymore 1' was asked the 
secret of her productive life. 'You must learn, above all, not to waste your 
soul and energy, and brain and strength on all the little things•, she an-
swered. • I :suppose the greatest thing in the vrorld is loving people'. n2Etnd 
IT DOTH NOT YET APPEAR WHAT IS PREPARED FOR THEM WHO LOVE 
1 
Fr om a sermon by Dr. Chas. Keith 
2 Tol d by ¥.elvin E. Wheat ley, Jr . in Goi ng ~Way, Fleming Revell, Co. 
Quot d in Guideposts ~~gazine, March. 1958 
EPILOGUE 
If he is a human being, he is brot her to you. 
He may be a pagan, he may be pigeon-toed, knock-kneed and 
double-jointed; but if he's your brother, you can1t unbrother him 
PeriodJ 
And that's that. 
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PRAYER 
ACCEPT? 
And now, 
This work of willing hands, 0 God, 
Thou wilt receive? 
Wilt estimate, correct, and make of use? 
- Not as a mother takes With smiles 
From her child • s hands a gift 
Useless in all but loving; 
For we are not children now, . 
And we would truly lift 
Our share of the world's load, and ease 
Our share of the world's burden 
From Thy heart. 
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NOTE to the Adult Counselor using these volumes: 
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History is usually taught the >vrong way; beginning with the Past. 
To discover the meaning of the present not so sure:cy can it be done that liayJ 
for ~Jhile the class moves slo1..rly forward, the Present is stepping back and 
becoming part of the Past. To the svdft is this race.Time is the scorekeep-
er and the class cannot make a score. It never catches up ~iith the Present, 
which is what is important and is vrhere v1e live. lbe teaching of History as 
it is according to the books is alvrays innnersed. in History-that-was. 
Logically, History should be taught bach.'"Ward. From enjoying the 
fruit,(or is the tree bitter?), find its sort of blossom, the shape of its 
bud, the out -bursting of its cotyledons,- or what comes first; then dovrn to 
the root and its soil. Thus, the fruit, alreaqy tasted, has an added reason 
for being. It is rooted somewhere! Do you see? Just pick up something of 
importance going on in the world at this very modern magic moment,- § move-
ment in society; an accomplishment in the aets; an invention or discovery of 
science; a failure in diplomacy, or what-not. Begin by asking questions: 
'fi.vha.t set it off? Who l·Tas responsible? Hoi·I did he happen to be right there? 
v1hen did it really begin? 1mere start? Presently, by bacb-1ard and farw·ard 
movement, the whole is explored and History has been traversed with enthusi-
asm; excited, aroused interest has been at top pe~ every step of the way. 
~-Jho could f'orget such teaching of the subject, or of Human Relations, then 
either of which _there could be nothing more thrilling! 
But to be that kind of a Guide means to . be inspired! Of a certain 
gifted teacher of Geography it was said: 11He r:walked the earth 1 s crust with 
adoration 11 .1 ~Vhat a History Teacher one like him would bel Or a Guide in 
the field of Human Relations! Not easily come byl One in a generation? 
There must be more than that: we need them. 
1 See p. 19 of Shackled Youth, by Edward Yeomans, Little Brown & Co., 1928 
E A R T H 1s S T 0 R Y 
"Consider the work of God: 
He has made everything beautiful in its time: 
also He has put eternity in man• s mind, yet so that man 
cannot find out what God has done from the beginning 
to the end. 11 
Ecclesiastes, third chapter, eleventh verse, Old Testament Bible 
- , . 
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NOTE concerning computations: 
Considering the astronomical figures in which past geologic ages 
are calculated, there is not much discrepancy among t he estimates given by 
different geologists and biologists, whose figures are doubtless compared 
and compiled in much the same wa:y as has been done here with combined sta-
tistics for this Chart. To cite one example: 
Beginning from the earliest boundary of the Devonian and count-
ing all below as ''Remote Geological Antiquity" (so, Wendt)1, his two bil-
lion years come out a little short of the sum arrived at on CHART through 
addition of t he numbered lengths of the eras. 
From the Devonian up through the Cretaceous, Wendt ! s era fig-
ures (except for Triassic) are each from five to twenty million years long-
er than given on CHART. Tertiary totals are about the same; but the. long-
er periods ( j ust noted above) are compensated for by his giving Pleistocene 
to our. local Present only six hundred thousand years, while thi s correlated 
chart assigns not less than one million years to it. 
Comparison with other s,rstems of computation would average out 
wit h much this same sort of results. Absolutely exact figures, are, o~ 
course, in t he nature of the case, an impossibi lity. 
- H.F.B. 
wm. s. Beck (1957) in a speaking of the Pre-Cambrian period 
as providing little geological evidence , goes on to say: " A 
few exceptional sectors of t oda:y 1s earth have been discovered 
which are the result of very early geological transformation. 
One of these, the Laurentian Mt. range of eastern Canada is the 
remnant of probably the first extensive crumbling of the earth's 
crust, the so- called Laurentian revolution. " 
CHART tentatively places this in the Cretaceous period - some 
400 M years difference! 
lsee Wendt, Herbert, ~Search ~ ~' p. 491 
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